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Abstract

In the mineral-bearing tracts of Jharkhand, eastern India, coal mining operations have for decades been concentrated in areas inhabited by adivasi, or tribal, populations, and brought about dispossession, displacement, and the erosion of land- and forest-based ways of life. Based on 18 months of fieldwork in a mining-affected adivasi village, this thesis examines the variegated ways in which mining industrialisation has affected different groups of villagers – from informal coal peddlers to colliery employees – and its impact on the community as a whole. By providing an insight into their lives, livelihoods, and perspectives, the thesis challenges common understandings of the effects of mining and dispossession, and contributes to related debates on labour and politics.

First, by contrast with prominent critical theories of dispossession, the thesis shows how rather than simply the destruction of rural communities, dispossession can lead primarily to socioeconomic differentiation within them, creating new and enhanced internal inequalities. By exploring these inequalities in relation to the different types of work, formal and informal, that have emerged locally as a result of mining, the thesis contributes to the literature on labour and precarity. It illustrates how different forms of informal labour can carry different degrees of precarity and meanings for labourers – in terms of stability, autonomy, work rhythms, and gender dynamics – that inflect their present and longer-term livelihood strategies.

Second, contrary to the prevalent narrative of resistance to mining and dispossession by rural – and especially indigenous – communities, the thesis shows how such processes can produce not protest but acquiescence. By examining local forms of co-option and clientelism in relation to mining operations, the thesis contributes to debates on the politics of dispossession and (non-)resistance. It illuminates how political leaders and potential activists can become brokers between dispossessing projects and villagers, and how this can lead to shifts in everyday sociopolitical relations that act to curb rather than facilitate possibilities of collective action.
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Shiv and his wife Savitha left their mud house before dawn and set out on foot to the opencast colliery near the village, as they did almost every morning. Taking advantage of the absence of security guards in this early hour, Savitha entered the mine's depot yard and started gathering lumps of coal, using the metal bowl she had brought with her. Shiv stayed behind, on a patch of land on the edge of the mine. Using large woven plastic bags, he started packing the coal Savitha had collected the previous days, which was piled in a heap in front of him. Later, Shiv would tie the bags onto his bicycle and set off to the highway next to the village to sell the coal to roadside restaurants and informal petty coal brokers, which is how he and Savitha eke out their living. Meanwhile, on the other side of the village, Rajkumar's day was off to a very different kind of start. He buttoned his shirt and slipped into his (plastic) leather shoes, left his concrete-built house, and got on his motorbike to ride to the colliery, where he has a permanent job in the machinery workshop. The dirt road to the workshop took him around the depot, where Shiv, Savitha, and other villagers were still toiling away, their hands and feet covered in a thick layer of coal dust.

This typical morning in the *adivasi*, or tribal, village of Karampot, in the coal-bearing tracts of Jharkhand, eastern India, encapsulates some of the changes brought about by the arrival of mining activities in its vicinity in the 1970s. Populated predominantly by *adivasis* from the Santal tribe, the largest in the state (Government of India 2001), Karampot is located next to Pandu Project, an opencast colliery run by the state-owned Central Coalfields Limited (CCL). Faced with a lack of employment options in the mine and area more generally, and with only a small and un-irrigated plot of land to farm, Shiv and Savitha, like the majority of Karampot’s residents, depend on the illegal scavenging and selling of coal from the mine as a precarious source of income. Rajkumar, by contrast, is one of the minority of Santals in Karampot who are employed in Pandu Project, in a regular salaried job. Rajkumar is, in fact, not originally from Karampot but a nearby Santal hamlet by the name of

---

1. The term *adivasi* refers to India’s indigenous peoples, also known as Scheduled Tribes. My use of ‘*adivasi*’ and ‘tribal’ is interchangeable in the Indian context, as is my use of ‘tribal’ and ‘indigenous’ in more general contexts.

2. A pseudonym, as are most names of places and people in the thesis.
Dharutar, which in 2010 had been displaced by the mine. He had obtained his job a couple of years later, in 2012, as part of a compensation scheme operated by CCL for villagers who have been dispossessed of land for mining. Consequently, Rajkumar now belongs to a small, exclusive group of Santals in Karampot who have formal employment – gained mostly under circumstances similar to his – and a secure, gainful income.

Before arriving in Karampot, I had read a good deal about the egalitarian values and structure of India's adivasi communities (e.g. Bailey 1961; Shah 2018a) – at least compared to rural Hindu society, riven by inequalities of caste, class, and gender. It did not take long for me to become aware, however, that such accounts were at serious odds with the everyday reality I was encountering in the village, which was marked by noticeable differentiation within the community. This, I gradually realised, was the result of relatively recent economic, social, and political transformations, which in one way or another followed from the relatively recent entry of coal mining activities into the village's environs.

On the one hand, there were coal peddlers like Shiv and Savitha, who made up roughly 85 percent³ of Karampot’s 146 households. In addition to peddling coal – and, around the monsoon season, subsistence agriculture – these households also participated in casual, and scarcely available, wage labour in Pandu Project's depot yard, manually loading coal on trucks for dispatch. Coal-peddling households also included a smaller group of villagers who were not Santal but from low castes (Nayak, Bhuiya, and Chamar) and other tribes (Karmali, Munda, Mahli, and Oraon), whose families had migrated to Karampot several decades ago. Like most of their Santal counterparts, this non-Santal minority, who made up 21 percent of all households in the village, peddled coal and occasionally participated in truck loading work. But unlike the Santals, they did not own any land in Karampot – either agricultural or even that on which their own houses stood – which made their position especially precarious. Finally, by contrast with the large coal-peddling section of the village, there were the 15 percent of households – like Rajkumar's –

³ Based on a household survey.
who had a member who either was or had previously been employed by CCL, with
the sizeable salary and security that such a job entailed.

* 

In line with global patterns – from Asia (Welker 2014) to Latin America (Perreault
2013) to Africa (Zamchia 2019) – around Karampot too mining activities have
brought with them expropriation of land, both common and private, which has had a
profound impact on people's livelihoods and lives. While both land and forest
resources had earlier been central to livelihoods in Karampot, it is now on coal that
villagers primarily depend for their social reproduction – most of them informally,
through its scavenging and peddling, and some formally, through employment in the
colliery. Indeed, as the above vignette already evinces, different people in the village
have been impacted by the dynamics of mining in different ways, and found
themselves in distinct positions in the new, mining-induced political economy. This
political economy is characterised by processes of uneven accumulation and
stratification, which have rippled though the community in different ways.

This thesis seeks to illuminate the everyday lives of people engulfed by mining
operations, through exploring, from different local positions and perspectives, what
it is like for adivasis to live and work at the heart of India's coal belt. More
concretely, the thesis examines how different groups of villagers have been variously
affected by, experienced, and responded to the effects of mining industrialisation in
their proximity – including coal peddlers, CCL employees, non-Santal migrants, and
local political leaders. While so doing, the thesis also investigates the relations
between these different groups, and the broader consequences of mining and
dispossession for the community as a whole.

The picture revealed in the following chapters is far removed from the more common
view of tribal societies as homogenous, egalitarian, and sustainable peasant
communities (Li 2014; Sundar 2001; Xaxa 2011: 15) that are ravaged through the
encounter with extractive industries (e.g. Padel & Das 2010; Shiva et al. 2011). In
Karampot, as I show, the arrival of mining has not so much impoverished the
community as resulted in differentiation within it, leading to the emergence of intra-
village inequalities on a new scale. Moreover, in contrast to widespread accounts of indigenous resistance to mining and dispossession (e.g. Kirsch 2014; Li 2015; Nilsen 2010), this is not a story about a tribal community's struggle against an industrial, dispossessing project. Rather, it is a story of the multifaceted interaction between them, in which the dynamics of mining are refracted through people's socioeconomic positionalities, material and status aspirations, and political ambitions, and ultimately result not in protest but acquiescence. In probing the process of internal stratification and production of compliance, the thesis contributes to two main bodies of work in anthropology and related disciplines: first, on labour, precarity, and inequality; and second, on the political responses to dispossession.
I. Introduction

The village

Forty-five miles from Ranchi, the state capital, and a just off National Highway 33, the village of Karampot lies in one of Jharkhand’s coal mining areas, where fields and forest are punctuated by open pits and coal depot yards. With its 146 households (and population of 823), predominantly Santal, Karampot is located just over a mile away from Pandu Project, an opencast colliery under government ownership. Like other mines in the area, Pandu Project is managed by CCL – a regional subsidiary of the state-owned Coal India Limited (CIL), one of the largest coal-producing companies in the world. Only a few decades ago, before Pandu Project's opening in 1982, the immediate landscape around Karampot looked very different. Previously receding into a stretch of fields and sal woodland, the village's backdrop is now conspicuously dominated by Pandu Project's overburden dump – a long raised mountain-like formation consisting of the soil and rocks that were removed when stripping open the quarry. From this quarry, the project – which also includes two depot yards, a machinery workshop, and a block of offices – extracts 2.5 million tonnes of coal a year, supplied to different public sector industries as well as wholesaled to private dealers.

---

4 Other large coalfields are located in Bokaro, Dhanbad, and Giridih districts.
In addition to its location within Jharkhand's coal-bearing tracts, Karampot also forms part of a local *adivasi* – and mainly Santal – belt, which stretches along the
area's various collieries. Indeed, Jharkhand is known for both its mining operations and range of *adivasi* groups, which have over the years had an intertwined and tumultuous relationship: in this part of India, collieries (and other industrial projects) have since the colonial period encroached on land and forest used by *adivasi* communities, eroding traditional forms of livelihood based on these resources (Corbridge 1993; Gadgil & Guha 1993).

Indeed, as I described in the Prologue, coal is now the primary source of livelihood in Karampot – albeit in distinct ways. While the large majority (85 percent) of Karampot households engage in informal coal peddling and occasionally truck loading wage labour in the mine's depot yard, a minority of households (15 percent) include a member who is either a current or former permanent CCL employee. This, however, is not the only way in which the village is divided: while 79 percent of Karampot's total households are Santal – the local 'sons of the soil' – 21 percent are migrant, or 'outsider' households, who belong to low-caste, or *dalit*7, groups and other *adivasi* tribes. None of these non-Santal households, who are concentrated mainly in three clusters of houses in the village, have jobs in the colliery. Moreover, none of them have any land in the village: while Santals' agricultural holdings are modest, and typically range between 1-3 acres in size, non-Santals in Karampot are completely landless, and do not even own the land on which their own houses have been built.

In terms of infrastructure, Karampot is not dissimilar to other villages in the area. The houses fronting its dirt lanes are mostly mud-made, but also include some simple brick dwellings and, noticeably, a smaller number of considerably larger cement structures, occupied exclusively by households with CCL employment. There is no running water or public health facilities; there is, however, intermittent

---

5 While relatively central in terms of location in Jharkhand, along the national highway that cuts through the state, this is a comparatively little known *adivasi* area – geographically removed from the larger and better-known concentration of Santals in the Santal Pargana division, in Jharkhand's northeast.

6 Jharkhand alone accounts for 30 percent of India's mineral reserves, and is especially rich in coal and iron ore (George 2014; World Bank 2007).

7 Previously called 'Untouchables', *dalits* are nowadays also known as Scheduled Castes.
electricity, as well as a partly-functioning *anganwadi* (childcare centre) and nearby government school.

Education levels are generally low, but on a seemingly upward trend. Of those no longer in school, 63 percent only have lower primary education (classes 1-4); 17 percent have upper primary education (classes 5-8); 11 percent have passed the Matriculation Exams (equivalent to having finished high school); five percent have passed the Intermediate Exams (equivalent to having qualified for college); and two percent – exclusively from CCL-employed households – have obtained a bachelor's degree. Of those currently in school, a significantly higher portion are set to take their Matriculation and Intermediate Exams, and more are studying for their bachelor's degree in one of the colleges in towns in the area. Among many of these younger villagers, wishes and aspirations different from those of their parents are already brewing, with regard to work, consumption, and upward mobility. Their ability to pursue these will depend to a large extent on their households' position in the local political economy of mining, into which Karampot has increasingly become embedded.

**Mining and dispossession**

Dispossession and displacement are perhaps the most salient and disruptive social processes associated with extractive industrialisation globally. There has been a long history of scholarly concern with different forms of land enclosure, and the social and economic changes that it generates for the people who once lived off that land. In recent years, land commodification and 'grabbing' have attracted new interest, focusing on dispossession for capital accumulation under neoliberal regimes. Indeed, the tempo and scale of dispossession in the last two decades, and the proliferation of farmer protests against it (Akram-Lodhi 2007; Harvey 2004; Levien 2018), have once again made dispossession the focus of both academic and political attention – from Asia (Adnan 2013; Feldman & Geisler 2012; Hall 2011; Hall et al. 2011; Levien 2011, 2012, 2013a, 2018) to Latin America (Borras et al. 2012) to Africa (Bush et al. 2011).\(^8\) In parallel, related debates about agrarian transitions and capitalist

---

\(^8\) For a global perspective, see Akram-Lodhi & Kay (2010a, 2010b); Borras et al. (2011, 2012); Borras & Franco (2012); and Lund & Lee (2011).
transformations are back on the anthropological radar, with different scholars investigating the profound changes in rural economies, livelihoods, and social relations that occur when land changes ownership and usage (e.g. Cross 2014; Gardner 2018; Li 2009, 2011, 2014; Münster & Strümpell 2014; Padel & Das 2010).

In the debates on land dispossession, India occupies a central position: the subcontinent is considered one of the global epicentres of dispossession and displacement, where land is the foremost site of contention and contestation (Le Mons Walker 2008: 589). Land alienation runs deep into the country's history. A salient feature of the colonial period, for example, had been the encroachment of agricultural and forest land by the British Raj for revenue extraction and the construction of plantations, railways, and collieries (Gadgil & Guha 1993; Gardner & Gerharz 2016a). The postcolonial state, on its part, displaced a staggering number of rural people – estimated between 25 and 60 million – for large-scale national infrastructure, industrial, and mining projects (Fernandes 2007, 2008; Fernandes & Paranjpye 1997; Fernandes & Thukral 1989; Le Mons Walker 2008: 580). Since India's economic liberalisation in the 1990s, the pace and magnitude of dispossession have only intensified, with land now being acquired not only for public but increasingly private capital projects (Levien 2013a, 2018: Chapter 2). Protests by farmers against land alienation, too, have become more numerous, garnering wide public attention not only in India but internationally (e.g. Woodman 2010, 2014).

In India and beyond, land acquisition for mining has often been carried out in areas inhabited by indigenous communities (Downing et al. 2002; ICMM 2015; Warden-Fernandez 2001). In the Indian context, land expropriation for extractive projects has disproportionately affected adivasi communities, which are among the most marginalised in the country (Shah & Lerche 2017).9 Since 1947, millions of adivasis have been evicted by the Indian state for mines and other national development projects (Fernandes 2008; George 2014; Le Mons Walker 2008: 580; Lerche 2010; Lerche & Shah 2018; Sengupta et al. 2008: 52).

---

9 Alongside dalits, adivasis are placed at the bottom of the socioeconomic hierarchy in India. They display high rates of poverty and underemployment, are overrepresented among casual work migrants and bonded labourers, and work almost exclusively in the informal economy, in the lowliest types of work (see for example Breman 1999; Breman & Guérin 2009; Drèze & Sen 2013; Lerche 2007, 2010; Lerche & Shah 2018; Sengupta et al. 2008: 52).
Levien 2018: Chapter 1), often without adequate compensation (Fernandes 2007; Jain & Bala 2006). Around Karampot as well, coal mining has brought with it alienation of adivasi land: the construction of Pandu Project had involved, first, the expropriation of common grazing and forest land surrounding the village;\(^{10}\) and later on, in 2010, the displacement of the entire neighbouring Santal hamlet of Dharutar, some of whose displaced inhabitants now reside in Karampot.

Much has been written about the ruinous effects of extractive industrialisation and dispossession on rural livelihoods – in particular adivasi (e.g. Bennett & McDowell 2012; Bhengara 1996; Fernandes 2007, 2008; Heuzé 1996; Padel & Das 2010). Nonetheless, there have been to my knowledge comparatively few in-depth studies of mining-affected adivasi villages that allow close ethnographic scrutiny of the more nuanced impact of mining on people’s lives and livelihoods. Based on 18 months of ethnographic fieldwork in Karampot and the area, this thesis seeks to understand the varied ways in which different groups of villagers have been affected by, and navigate the reality of, mining and dispossession; and the ensuing wider consequences for the community.

In so doing, the thesis takes a broader view of dispossession, considering not only its impact on those who have been directly dispossessed of land (as in Dharutar) but also its broader, reverberating implications for neighbouring villages such as Karampot. Temporally too, alongside Nielsen (2018), I treat dispossession not as an ‘event’ – the particular moment of land expropriation (or its revocation through resistance) – but as a process, with longer-term outcomes that become embedded in people’s everyday lives and social relations. Through investigating local livelihood strategies, aspirations and values, and the economic, social, and political formations that both mediate and are modified through the dynamics of mining operations, the thesis challenges existing theories of dispossession. It opens up alternative ways of thinking about the effects of dispossession; the ways in which rural people, especially indigenous, experience and respond to it, and the politics that emerge around it.

\(^{10}\) Land productivity, too, is likely to have suffered from the deleterious impact of mining on the local groundwater table (Mishra 2014).
The array of experiences of and responses to mining and dispossession that I encountered in Karampot reveals a much more complex and ambiguous picture than those more commonly painted in accounts of the encounter between industrialisation and agrarian communities. It is a picture neither of uniform development, modernisation, and proletarianisation, nor of invariable pauperisation and destruction of livelihoods. Rather, it reveals that villagers have been affected by mining and dispossession in highly unequal ways, which have placed them on highly uneven trajectories: precarious work vis-à-vis formal employment; modest accumulation vis-à-vis middle-class consumption; potential inclusion in the benefits of mining vis-à-vis a future of unmitigated displacement; political ascendency vis-à-vis political disempowerment.

Mining industrialisation, in other words, has led to a markedly unequal path of socioeconomic change. It has created new kinds and scales of inequalities within the community – economic, class, gender, political – which this thesis explores. While the arrival of Pandu Project sparked in the community not only apprehension but also hopes for employment and development, villagers’ ability to realise these has been highly disparate, and resulted in newfound intra-community stratification. In contrast to caste-divided Hindu society, adivasi communities have commonly been viewed as considerably more homogenous and egalitarian (G. Shah 2004: 205; Sundar 2001; Xaxa 2011: 15). Studies on inequality in the adivasi context, on their part, have focused primarily on the (re)production of disparities between adivasis and their non-tribal counterparts (e.g. Lerche & Shah 2018; Nathan & Xaxa 2012; Shah et al. 2017; Throat 2010). This thesis, on the other hand, seeks to cast light on the comparatively little explored process of intra-adivasi differentiation, in the context of mining industrialisation. It examines how emerging forms of accumulation and differentiation are linked to processes of individualisation and fragmentation, considers different moral perspectives on these processes, and explores some of their local effects.

---

11 On the dreams unleashed by industrial projects, see Cross (2014) and Vijayabaskar (2010).

12 For examples, see Bailey (1961) and Shah (2010, 2018a).

13 Exceptions include Higham & Shah (2013), Shah (1979), and Shah (2010).
The picture established in the following chapters is, moreover, not one of an agrarian uprising against industrialisation and dispossession. Resistance to dispossession, especially by indigenous communities, is a common trope in both scholarly and social activist representations (e.g. Kirsch 2014; Nilsen 2010; Roy 2011). This thesis, by contrast, illuminates more ambiguous local politics around dispossession – involving negotiation and alliances, co-option and brokerage – which act not to foster resistance but rather constrain it.

At the broadest level, the findings of this study contribute to understandings of the social effects of industrialisation and dispossession. This introductory chapter sets out this overall theoretical framework, while giving particular attention to two specific debates within it with which the thesis engages: first, on labour, precarity, and inequality; and second, on political action. The introduction then lays out the methodology employed to carry out the study, and types of data collected; and, lastly, provides an outline and chapter breakdown of the thesis. Although my ethnographic focus in this thesis is Jharkhand, India, I believe at least some of my conclusions will be applicable to other contexts of extractive industrialisation, dispossession, and indigenous communities.

**Theoretical framing**

Debates on land dispossession have typically tended to pivot around two oppositional poles. The first is embedded within modernisation theory and the 'agrarian transition' narrative (e.g. Banerjee et al. 2013; Chakravorty 2013; Chibber 2003; Kohli 2004), and is prevalent among liberal economists and development theorists as well as governments and industrialists (Ferguson & Li 2018; Li 2009, 2017). Dispossession, in this view, is part of the transition process into advanced capitalism – from field to factory, agriculture to industry, peasants to wage workers – which involves changes in land use and a decrease in the number of small farmers. Economic growth, here, is synonymous with development, and thus justifies the

---

14 See Cross (2014: Chapter 1) and Leven (2018: Chapter 1) for related overviews of the polarised debate around Special Economic Zones in India.

15 For an extended discussion of the ‘agrarian question’ in India, see Lerche et al. (2013).
expropriation of land from less efficient rural producers and their removal from agriculture.

This 'modernisation theory of dispossession' (Levien 2018: Chapter 1) has proved highly resilient, and often informed development policies and schemes (Li 2009, 2011). Different scholars, however – from James Scott (1998) to Tania Li (2009, 2011, 2014, 2017) – have shown that it rests on a problematic set of normative assumptions and predictions. Based largely on the European history of land enclosure and the rise of capitalism in the 18th and 19th centuries, the modernisation theory presupposes a linear, replicable, and foreseeable pathway of development that would ultimately benefit society as a whole. In reality, however, in many parts of the global South the agrarian transition has not taken place in the way assumed by orthodox development economists. Contemporary capitalism is generally so capital-intensive that it generates fewer jobs (Shah & Lerche 2017). It has, consequently, been unable to create sufficient living-wage employment for all those who can no longer rely on agriculture as a result of industrialisation and dispossession. Instead of a transition from farming to capitalist wage labour, there has often been a disjuncture between land enclosure and rural labour absorption (Bernstein 2004; Li 2009).

At the other pole on the dispossession debate, we find a contrasting narrative, proffered by scholars and activists informed by Marxist political economy. Taking inspiration from Marx (1977 [1867]), this narrative has its most prominent example in David Harvey's (2003, 2004, 2005) concept of 'accumulation by dispossession', which has been widely used by critical analysts of contemporary processes of land enclosure (e.g. Adnan 2013; Araghi 2009; Akram-Lodhi 2012; de Angelis 2001, 2004; McMichael 2001, 2004; Nilsen 2010; Patnaik 2008; Perrault 2013). In Harvey's approach, dispossession is not a necessary and ineluctable cost of progress. Rather, similarly to what is described by Marx's notion of 'primitive accumulation' (1977

---

16 On the ways in which contemporary capitalism and neoliberal globalisation have resulted in the bypassing of 'classic' agrarian transitions, see Bernstein (2016) and Lerche (2013).

17 Developed in relation to the English enclosures, this is the process by which common land was made into a commodity, and dispossessed peasants into wage labourers – which according to Marx was the basis for the creation of capitalist social relations in agriculture.
dispossession is seen as plunder of agrarian communities for the benefit of capital. While Marx, who wrote about the English enclosures, analysed the dispossession of the English peasantry as a means for the initial emergence of capitalism, Harvey’s theory asserts dispossession as an inherent, ongoing aspect of advanced, predatory capitalism for the ever-expanding interests of capital.\textsuperscript{18}

Accumulation by dispossession, as Michael Levien (2011, 2015, 2018: Chapter 1) points out, usefully treats dispossession as a continuous process within capitalism, and relinquishes the idea of capitalist progress with land enclosure as its inevitable cost. This makes accumulation by dispossession a good point of departure for understanding processes of dispossession in South Asia and elsewhere, and "link[ing] ethnographic detail with wider national and transnational contexts" (Nielsen 2018: 7). Yet, while accumulation by dispossession is instructive to think with, both the concept and its extensive use, as Derek Hall (2011, 2012, 2013) has indicated, have been marred by problems. These stem largely from the high level of generalisation and abstraction of Harvey’s theory, which extends to include a wide array of phenomena in different contexts – from land grabs to the privatisation of social benefits. This prevents Harvey, as Levien has noted, "from capturing the diverse and unequal consequences of dispossession for rural people" (2018: 15). Indeed, in reality, processes of dispossession can display considerable variation – for example, in the types of communities on which dispossession is enacted, and their particular conditions and social relations; or the actors that carry out dispossession, and the forms of compensation that they do or do not offer. All these can lead to different outcomes of dispossession and different local responses to it, not only between communities but also within them.

Too heavy a reliance on accumulation by dispossession as an analytical device, then, can lead to disengagement from ethnographic realities and observations. Analyses predicated on Harvey’s model often "contain potentially problematic assumptions" that might sit uncomfortably with empirical findings, and run the risk of

\textsuperscript{18} Drawing for instance on Rosa Luxemburg (2003 [1913]), ‘accumulation by dispossession’ is according to Harvey capitalism’s way of addressing its cyclical problem of over-accumulation and decreasing profitability, by exploiting new land and other resources and opening up new markets (2003, 2004, 2005).
mischaracterising the actual and distinct ways in which changes in rural communities unfold (Hall 2013: 1583; see also Borras & Franco 2012; Hall et al. 2015). Rather than a unified, straightforward process, dispossession takes place within, and is filtered through, nuanced "local realities of land use, differential forms of access and property rights ... complex interrelationships between groups of users, legality, the state, and customary forms of access ... [and] specific histories and sociopolitical relationships" (Gardner & Gerharz 2016a: 2-4, drawing on Hall 2011, 2012, 2013). Such complexities can be glossed over not only due to theoretical over-abstraction, but also the tendency of some critical scholars of land dispossession to romanticise peasants as living in harmonious and sustainable rural communities that are ruptured through dispossession (Levien 2018: Chapter 1). This tendency has been particularly strong in relation to adivasi and other indigenous communities,19 which have often been depicted as the main victims of – and opposers to – the workings of capital, development, and modernity (e.g. Gadgil & Guha 1993; Padel & Das 2010).

More recent work has thus sought to complicate the notion of dispossession as 'uniform predation' (Levien 2018: Chapter 1), à la Harvey, and instead investigate the diverse and differential effects of dispossession both on and within rural communities (e.g. Gardner & Gerharz 2016b; Levien 2018; Parry 2019; Shah et al. 2017). It is to this strand of scholarship that the current study contributes, by investigating ethnographically the variegated impact of industrialisation and dispossession in a particular site. While I engage conceptually with accumulation by dispossession and related theories to frame my ethnographic material, I use this material to question some of these models' underlying distinctions, and open up alternative ways of thinking. Through an ethnographic study of the encounter between mining operations and an adivasi village in Jharkhand, this thesis aims to offer a more nuanced account of dispossession and socioeconomic change. It shows that while industrialisation and dispossession do not necessarily lead to development across the community, they also do not automatically result in the decimation of an idyllic tribal rural society. Rather, the thesis illustrates how industrialisation and dispossession can give rise to distinct forms of labour, hierarchies, and political structures, which different community members experience in different ways.

19 On the romanticisation of indigeneity in anthropology, see Kuper (2003).
To better contextualise theoretically the findings and discussions in the following chapters, I now turn to expand on some of the main limitations of the accumulation by dispossession framework, and lay out associated debates about precarity and resistance. These form the background against which my ethnographic material will be analysed. I begin by discussing different types of dispossession, in relation to the one with which this thesis as a whole is concerned. I then discuss literature on labour and precarity, which are the focus of the thesis's first three ethnographic chapters (3-6). Finally, I discuss related literature on politics and protest, with which the thesis's later ethnographic chapters (7-8) are concerned.

### Types of dispossession

Harvey's accumulation by dispossession and related work have focused on dispossession for capital accumulation under neoliberal regimes (e.g. Borras et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2011; Levien 2011, 2012, 2013a, 2018; Lund & Lee 2011). This means it largely disregards processes of dispossession during other, earlier stages of capitalism (Hall 2012, 2013; Levien 2018: Chapter 1), as well as forms of contemporary dispossession that are not necessarily distinctively 'neoliberal'. Indeed, dispossession can take different shapes and forms – by different actors, for different purposes, and with different mechanisms to appease or compensate the dispossessed – which can beget different outcomes.

Of particular use, in this context, is Levien's (2013a, 2015a, 2018) concept of 'regimes of dispossession', which aims to draw attention to the social and historical specificities, economic logic, and ideological justifications of particular forms of dispossession. Much recent work has focused on what Levien (ibid.) calls the 'neoliberal regime of dispossession', characterised by state-assisted dispossession for private capital, for projects that are mostly financial and non-labour-absorbing. In India, this regime culminated in the 2000s with the construction of Special Economic Zones: delineated enclaves with unique 'hospitable' economic regulations to attract foreign direct investment. Special Economic Zones and their effects – mostly in India but also elsewhere (e.g. Ong 2006) – have lately been the subject of a range of studies (e.g. Cross 2013, 2014, 2015; Jenkins et al. 2014a; Levien 2018; Sampat 2010, 2015). These have often highlighted the ways in which Special Economic Zones either exclude the local population or incorporate them into their
economic structures on adverse terms, and the inadequate material compensation (if any) that they provide to the dispossessed.

While such research throws important light on the workings and effects of neoliberal projects, too exclusive a focus on high-profile land grabbing by international corporations, as Feldman & Geisler (2012) note, runs the risk of overlooking still-ongoing, more localised and everyday processes of land expropriation. Indeed, while I will be building on some of the work on neoliberal dispossession, the context of this thesis is dispossession by a state-owned industry rather than a global private corporation. Coal mining in India is under the control of the state; while private mining companies are increasingly seeking access to coalfields in Jharkhand and other regions, so far only limited permission for this has been granted (Lahiri-Dutt et al. 2012).

This study, therefore, is about a form of land enclosure that ostensibly comes under an older regime of dispossession, which prevailed in India until economic liberalisation in the 1990s. In that 'developmentalist regime of dispossession' (Levien 2018: Chapter 2), the Indian state dispossessed farmers for public sector industrialisation, and at least aimed to provide secure industrial jobs to the dispossessed. While it is generally true that the days of massive dispossession for public sector industry and infrastructure under state-led developmentalism have passed, and that private projects like Special Economic Zones have emerged as a new and dominant cause of dispossession, the recent overwhelming focus on them

---

20 On the political economy of private mining in Odisha, one of Jharkhand's bordering states, see Adduci (2012, 2017).

21 Despite some signs of liberalisation in India's coal sector, the market dominance of CIL – which currently supplies 80 percent of India's energy needs – is expected to remain firmly maintained (Rakshit 2018).

22 While the implementation of promises to deliver employment was often severely lacking (Fernandes 2004, 2007 2008), the development model itself was one of labour-intensive growth. It emphasised the creation of a public sector industrial proletariat, even at the cost of financial losses in state industries due to excess manpower (Parry 2003, 2013a).

23 A notable exception is the work of Jonathan Parry (1999a, 1999, 2003, 2005, 2013a, 2013b, 2018), which has explored the long-term effects of industrialisation and dispossession by the state-owned Bhilai Steel Plant in Chhattisgarh.
might create the impression that dispossession for public sector projects is a thing of the past. But in places like Karampot, Dharutar, and other villages in the area, it is this kind of dispossession that is still being enacted,24 and carried into the contemporary, neoliberal phase of capitalism.

Dispossession for the public sector in India has several characteristics that distinguish it from dispossession for private capital. Of particular importance is the fact that CIL, like most other public sector undertakings, has a compensation policy in place that under certain conditions sets out the provision of regular employment to dispossessed villagers. This scheme has had a significant impact on the outcomes of dispossession in Dharutar – and, by extension, Karampot. The economic and political context in which such compensation schemes now operate, however, is very different than that of early postcolonial India. Under postcolonial nationalism, public sector compensation schemes for dispossession had been part of a wider development policy committed to employment generation in state industries (Bear 2015; Parry 2003, 2013a). Now, on the other hand, they operate within a different economic policy, which since liberalisation has sought to curtail the regular public sector workforce, and consequently constricted the ability of public sector enterprises such as CIL to offer compensatory jobs (CCL 2008: 1; Fernandes 2007).

Indeed, while the compensation model employed by CCL in Dharutar was rooted in post-independence developmentalism, it has been increasingly hollowed out by the dictates of liberalisation. This, as the thesis shows, has had implications for local dynamics of brokerage, patronage, and politics. Dispossession in my field site has thus also been affected by neoliberalism, but in more subtle ways, which illuminate a more hidden side of liberalisation in India.25 Instead of concentrating, then, on such spectacular episodes of dispossession as by Special Economic Zones and other markedly neoliberal projects, the thesis draws attention to contemporary forms and consequences of state-led extraction and dispossession. While some of the outcomes

24 While the acquisition of land by CCL, as I detail in later chapters, had been carried out in the 1960s, its actual expropriation took place in Dharutar in as recently as 2008-2010. More villages in the area are expected to be affected by Pandu Project’s expansion in the next decade.

25 On the more concealed effects of liberalisation in other public sector enterprises, see Laura Bear’s (2011, 2013, 2015) work on the Kolkata Port Trust.
of mining in Dharutar and Karampot are indeed related to this particular type of dispossession, the thesis's findings about the broader socioeconomic and political processes that followed bear relevance to other contexts and types of dispossession as well.

Precarity and informal labour

Analyses of dispossession that rely on Harvey's accumulation by dispossession tend to implicitly assume that rural people want to continue working the land (Gardner & Gerharz 2016: 4-5). This assumption corresponds to the romanticised view of peasant communities, held by some scholars and social activists, as homogenous and sustainable (Levien 2018: Chapter 1), and of indigenous peoples in particular as having a strong attachment to land (Li 2014). The reality of agricultural work, however, is often to the contrary. In India and other parts of the world, farming no longer provides a viable basis for subsistence, which in turn compels people to diversify their livelihoods and re-evaluate agriculture vis-à-vis other kinds of labour (Gardner 2018; Hall 2011, 2012, 2013). As Shah & Lerche (2017) point out, full-time agrarian work has decreased rapidly across the global South. Yet instead of transitioning to regular employment, which is in dire supply, most people remain stuck "with at least one foot in agriculture and the other restricted to informal and insecure work ... outside of agriculture" (ibid.: 12; see also Bernstein 2010; Breman 1996, 2003, 2013; Kearney 1996).

This was certainly, as I show in the next chapter, the situation in Karampot already before the arrival of mining. Like in numerous un-irrigated villages across the subcontinent, Karampot residents had to supplement agriculture with casual wage labour in the informal economy. Under these conditions, an opportunity for the right kind of work in mining – that is, regular and secure – was for many villagers enough of an incentive to be willing to relinquish agriculture altogether. Such jobs, however, have been attained only by a minority of villagers in Karampot, through CCL's compensatory employment scheme. The majority of people in the village have been unable to obtain jobs in the colliery, and consigned to precarious informal work in the form of coal peddling and truck loading.
This situation is symptomatic of a much broader trend, extending well beyond India, that is linked to the general inability of modern-day, capital-intensive capitalism to create sufficient jobs (Ferguson 2013: 230; Gupta 2010: Epilogue; Kannan & Raveendran 2009; Li 2009: 73; Shah & Lerche 2017). Scholars such as Tania Li (2009) and Jan Breman (2013, 2016) have propounded that as less and less labour are required for the needs of capital, an increasing number of people have become superfluous to it, and made into 'surplus populations'. Li (2009) has discussed surplus populations particularly in relation to contexts of rural dispossession, where it is now often the land – and/or the resources under it – that is considered useful, while the labour of the people who inhabit it is not. Arguments about surplus populations thus capture an important dynamic of contemporary capitalism, whereby the labour of people affected by land expropriation is often "surplus' to the requirements of capital accumulation" (ibid.: 67). Indeed, even in a village like Karampot, increasingly enveloped by mining operations, industrialisation has not generated a collective proletarian condition for adivasis.

But so-called surplus populations, this thesis shows, are only part of the picture. First, as has happened around Pandu Project, in some cases compensation schemes for the dispossessed do allow some people – in more direct or indirect ways – to gain jobs in the local project. Not everybody, then, necessarily becomes 'surplus'. The thesis also shows, however, how such a provision of jobs – which in Karampot, as I describe, has been mediated through local Santal political leaders (netas) – can act as a contradictory resource. The distribution of employment to some Santals has given rise to stark socioeconomic and class differentiation within the community, and engendered new inequalities not only between but also within households and families. These inequalities have set people on disparate socioeconomic trajectories that can carry on into subsequent generations, and fractured social ties and solidarities. Rather than uniform pauperisation and 'surplusisation', it is this kind of internal stratification that in Karampot has been the main consequence of industrialisation and dispossession.

26 My use of 'class' here and in subsequent chapters is in the Weberian (1968 [1922]) sense of lifestyle, consumption, and life chances.
Second, while as Shah & Lerche (2017) note the concept of surplus populations is useful in directing attention to the precarious labour situation of swaths of people in the global South, the condition of many rural poor is in fact not permanent unemployment. As I too have found with respect to Karampot's many coal peddlers, "people are working and they are working hard" (ibid.: 11). Coal peddlers, moreover – as I show in Chapter 3 – form part of an extensive informal coal supply chain that is crucial for an array of household needs and economic activities in the wider area. Karampot's rural poor, then, like many others, are engaged in work – not regular and formal, though, to which they do not have access, but precarious and informal, without any security or protection.

While scholarly work on mining has mostly focused on formal wage labourers (e.g. Ferry 2005; Shever 2012; Mitchell 2009, 2013), the thesis considers different forms of informal labour that emerge around it, and thus provides a more holistic account of life and work in the mining tracts. It reveals how formal work in Pandu Project is only the (privileged) tip of the iceberg, underneath which lies a range of forms of labour in the informal economy, with different levels of precarity and insecurity. Jonathan Parry (2013a, 2019) has argued that this general divide – between those with secure formal sector work (naukri), who make up only eight percent of India’s workforce, and those engaged in precarious informal labour (kam), who make up the other 92 percent (Harriss-White 2003; Harriss-White & Gooptu 2001; Lerche & Shah 2018; Sridharan 2004) – is the most salient within India's labouring classes.

The thesis's findings support this assertion by showing how in Karampot, the formal/informal work distinction – between the minority of CCL employees and all the rest – has emerged as the main axis of differentiation in the village. But the findings also make contributions to our understanding of each of the two sides of this more general divide. Firstly, precarious informal labour. The non-proletarian condition of the masses of people who, under contemporary capitalism, engage in different insecure forms of work – whether informal wage labour or petty commodity production, whether combined with or without subsistence agriculture – has been theorised by Henry Bernstein (2006, 2008, 2010) as 'classes of labour'. The term encompasses all those who have to pursue their survival and reproduction through such precarious types of work, often combining and/or alternating between a few
(Bernstein 2008: 18). In the Indian context, it has been used by Jens Lerche (2010) to describe the droves of working poor who are engaged, in Parry's (2013a) terms, in *kam* rather than *naukri*, and seek their livelihoods in the informal economy. As a sociological category, classes of labour bears resemblance to Guy Standing's (2011, 2014) recent notion of the 'precariat'. Although focusing on the erosion of labour security in the West, the precariat, similarly to classes of labour, makes a more general claim about precarity as a global class, consisting of all those involved in various forms of unprotected, insecure work.

Classes of labour and the precariat provide a useful diagnostics of the precarious nature of work for the majority of people in the global South. As explanatory devices, however, the problem with these concepts is that they use the basic common denominator of informality to lump together various types of precarious work under a single category, and thereby collapse the differences between them. This leaves little analytical room to consider the varied meanings that different forms of precarious work have for people – from subsistence agriculture to informal wage labour to petty commodity production (or vulnerable 'self-employment'). This thesis, on the other hand, shows how within the broad categories of classes of labour and the precariat, there are distinct variants of precarious work that are evaluated and experienced in different ways by labourers. As Chapters 3-5 illustrate, these variants have different degrees of precarity and desirability, and different meanings for people with regard to regularity, autonomy, work rhythms and time, and gender dynamics.

Different kinds of *kam*, in other words, matter. Chapter 3, for example, shows how coal peddling as a form of self-employment offers villagers a degree of autonomy in their work and more generally with their time. This is an important consideration that, alongside other factors, makes coal peddling generally preferable for villagers over truck loading wage labour, which is not only irregularly available but also mediated through and carried out under loading supervisors. But on the other hand, as Chapter 4 discusses, truck loading offers things that coal peddling does not. In particular, it provides to the women who participate in it direct, independent wages, which contributes to their financial and social independence and drives them to participate in this otherwise largely undesirable form of work.
Furthering the discussion on different forms of kam, Chapter 5 of the thesis stresses the importance of land ownership and subsistence farming alongside informal non-agricultural work, and discusses different experiences of time and space in relation to both land and labour. The chapter shows how non-Santals' landlessness in Karampot compels them to migrate out of the village for months at a time to engage in a relatively more stable – yet still insecure and temporary – form of informal wage labour outside of it. Moving between Karampot and their labour migration sites, landlessness translates for non-Santals into an especially fragmented spatial and temporal reality. Moreover, it generates for non-Santals a particularly precarious future: unlike Karampot's landed Santals, who in the event of displacement by mining would be entitled to be compensated by CCL – potentially with a job – for the loss of land, landless non-Santals would be categorically excluded from any such compensation. Through comparing their circumstances to those of Santals, the thesis illustrates how precarity and inequality can be experienced not only in economic terms but also, relatedly, in terms of time and space (see also Bear 2015; Ferguson & Li 2018; Harms 2011, 2013). Precarities and inequalities in time, in particular, run like a thread through the thesis, in connection with people's different livelihood positions in the local political economy.

Through illuminating issues around stability and impermanence, independence, and time with respect to different forms of precarious work – including from a gendered perspective – the thesis brings to light a set of dimensions that are often neglected in debates on informal labour, especially when using blanket categories like classes of labour and the precariat. Such dimensions, as the thesis shows, can nevertheless play an important role in how people perceive and experience different forms of precarious work within these categories, and how they configure these within their own livelihood strategies.

The discussion on meanings of work continues into Chapter 6, which crosses to the other side of the formal/informal divide by considering the jobs and lives of CCL-employed Santals. While reaffirming Parry's (2013a) argument about the sharp distinction between permanent employees and precarious labourers in terms of income and lifestyle, the thesis also illuminates a less-often-discussed dimension of precarity in permanent employees' perception of their jobs and status. Precarity is
most often associated with informal labour, as opposed to formal employment. The latter – and particularly public sector employment (sarkari naukri) – has in the Indian context been depicted as a privileged, well-guarded citadel that is a haven of security and prosperity compared to any kind of work in the informal economy (Holmström 1976; Parry 2013a, 2019: Chapter 2). Chapter 6, however, shows that while at present CCL-employed Santals in Karampot indeed occupy a significantly advantaged position vis-à-vis their coal-peddling village counterparts, they also harbour a sense of precarity concerning their households' ability to sustain their income level and upwardly mobile lifestyle in subsequent generations. Employed Santals, in other words, have serious doubts about their children's ability to gain similar, formal employment in the future – whether because of the increased scarcity of public sector jobs and extensive competition, or because of the belief in the role of bribes and connections in the recruitment process.

These findings contribute to the discussion on the potential precarity of the reproduction of naukri, which has been pointed to by Parry (2012; see also Sanchez 2016). In his study of the public sector Bhilai Steel Plant in Chhattisgarh, Parry (2012) proposed that economic liberalisation and the consequent downsizing of the regular public sector workforce have led to "a crisis in the reproduction of class status" (ibid.: 176). This crisis, in turn, has generated anxieties among employed households about being squeezed out of formal employment into the ranks of the informal economy.

My account of employed Santals in Karampot suggests that such anxieties might be exacerbated for particular groups of employees. Parry's work focuses on households where formal employment has been relatively long-established, since the 1960s.27 My CCL-employed interlocutors, on the other hand, have only recently – and arbitrarily, through losing land – broken into the citadel of public sector employment. Unlike households with a longer history of naukri, who have thereby been able to accumulate financial, property, and social capital, Santal employees' households have

27 As Parry describes, there was often a familial succession of plant jobs, for example through anukampa ('compassionate appointment'). As part of this unofficial plant policy, "it was customary to provide a surrogate post to a member of the household of a worker who died during his period of service, regardless of the place or cause of death" (Parry 2019: 175; see also Parry 2012: 164).
not had a multi-generational opportunity to acquire – and bequeath – such capital through successive jobs. This fact arguably makes their still-nascent upwardly mobile position and status more tenuous. It is, moreover, compounded by the belief – not ungrounded in reality, and despite affirmative action measures (Deshpande 2011; Thorat 2017; Thorat & Newman 2010) – in discrimination against adivasis in job recruitment vis-à-vis better-off, better-connected higher-caste people, who generally dominate formal sector employment. Newly-employed Santals thus arguably experience amplified uncertainties around the long-term reproduction of class status and upward mobility, and the long-run danger of slipping back into precarious kam. This, in turn, underscores for some of them the importance of land and cultivation as a fall-back safety net against impoverishment for the next generations. The experience of permanence generated by secure employment, then, might only be temporary, and can give rise to a different kind of precarity than that experienced by informal labourers.

**Politics and resistance**

In Harvey’s (2003, 2004, 2005) accumulation by dispossession and other work that relies on it, a common trope is that processes of dispossession are likely to spark widespread resistance (Gardner & Gerharz 2016b). Farmers, in other words, are implicitly assumed or expected to oppose and stand up against the dispossession of their land. Resistance to dispossession and industrial projects more generally is presupposed in particular in contexts where indigenous communities are concerned. Tribal communities, it has been argued, are indeed likelier to resist dispossession and the workings of capital because of their strong reliance on, and cultural ties to, not only land but also forests and other natural resources as a way of life (Levien 2013b).28

In India, adivasis have indeed played a central role in resistance to land alienation – whether for industry, infrastructure, or resource extraction, whether by the state or private capital. Such resistance has spanned from tribal insurgencies against the colonial state and Hindu landlords (Devalle 1992; Panchbhai 1982; Sinha 1990); to 'people's movements' against development-induced displacement in the 1970s and

---

28 For examples, see Padel & Das (2010) and Vandana et al. (2011).
1980s (Levien 2018: Chapter 1; Nilsen 2010); to contemporary struggles against large-scale land transfers as a result of neoliberal development policies (Banerjee-Guha 2013: 167; see also Bedi 2013, 2015; Jenkins et al. 2014b; Kanchan 2015; Nielsen 2016, 2018; Sampat 2015). Of the latter, many of the more steadfast and internationally recognised campaigns have emerged in tribal areas (Bates & Shah 2017; Levien 2013b) – from the violent struggle against the construction of a chemical hub as part of a Special Economic Zone in Nandigram, West Bengal (Nielsen 2018) to that against a bauxite mine in Niyamgiri, Odisha (Damodaran & Padel 2018). *Adivasis*, as Bates & Shah (2017) note, have become the focus of attention with regard to political resistance, and are considered to be at the forefront of activism against land alienation through industrial, infrastructure, and other disposesssing projects.

But different scholars have made this picture more complex. Katy Gardner (2012, 2018; Gardner & Gerharz 2016b), Derek Hall (2011, 2012, 2013), and Jamie Cross (2014) have shown that responses to dispossession cannot simply be cast in terms of resistance but involve complex contestations, negotiations, and "varying forms of resistance and compliance, by different groups and individuals over time" (Gardner & Gerharz 2016a: 2).29 Scholars like Baviskar (1995) and Li (2014), on their part, have contested the notion of a tribal propensity to oppose land enclosure based on some kind of primordial attachment to the soil. Li’s (ibid.) latest monograph, for example, examines the emergence of land commodification – and, consequently, capitalist relations and socioeconomic differentiation – among an indigenous community in highland Indonesia. It shows how the process of land enclosure was initiated not by the state or a corporation but villagers themselves – as part of material wellbeing and status aspirations – and thereby seeks to challenge the prevalent view of tribal people as "securely attached to their land" (ibid.: 3).

Nonetheless, the trope of indigenous resistance to dispossession seems to retain considerable leverage, in both the scholarship and social activist representations (e.g. Gill et al. 2015; Padel & Das 2010; Roy 2011; *Survival International* 2016; Shiva et

---

It is bolstered by common stereotypes of tribal peoples not only as ecologically noble but also primitive and wild, quick to take up arms and ill-inclined to partake in the game of politics (Bates & Shah 2017: 1; Shah 2010: Chapter 4). Indeed – and despite exceptions like Baviskar (1995) and Li (2014) – studies of dispossession in indigenous contexts tend to focus on overt and more or less unified protest aimed at halting industrial and other 'development' projects. This includes work by anthropologists like Stuart Kirsch (2014) and Alf Nilsen (2018) who, while attentive to the processual nature and more complex goals and limitations that anti-dispossession movements can have, concentrate on extensive and well-publicised indigenous protest movements mobilised by determined activists.31

Kirsch’s (2014) monograph on the Ok Tedi gold and copper mine in Papua New Guinea follows an indigenous campaign against the mining company, led by charismatic tribal leaders who mobilise their community as part of a coalition with NGOs and environmentalists. His emphasis lies mostly on the importance of the exchange of information and mutual learning between activists, as a way to speed up the learning curve of indigenous groups and allow them to better fight against corporations. Similarly, Nilsen’s (2010) study of an adivasi anti-dam struggle in India stresses the role and significance of skilled movement leaders – in this case, mostly middle-class and non-tribal from outside the community – for mobilisation.

Viewed together, the strength of Kirsch's and Nilsen's work lies in tracing the evolution and consolidation of protest movements over time, and showing how they serve as critical antidotes to corporations' and states' accumulation by dispossession strategies and trajectories. In the process, though, both their studies ultimately paint a picture of seemingly united tribal opposition led by indefatigable activists. The interaction between these activists – tribal and others – and local community

---

30 Li herself has previously argued that "from the array of mechanisms through which capitalism is linked to indigeneity and dispossession, the one that stands out in the contemporary period is ... indigenous people up against wholesale displacement by dams, plantations, and other megaprojects" (2010: 395).

31 See also Li (2015).
members is depicted as relatively harmonious, based on solidarity and trust and engendering political empowerment among villagers. By contrast with such accounts, the thesis illuminates a more complex and opaque political reality in response to dispossession. It shows, in Chapters 7-8, how potential tribal mining activists can become brokers of benefits, such as jobs, between dispossessing projects and villagers; how such brokerage can lead to new intra-community divisions and forms of political clientelism; and how these shifts, in turn, can act to stifle rather than foster possibilities of resistance, and result in a politics of acquiescence.

More recently, Levien (2013b, 2018) has in the Indian context put forward a hypothesis that seeks to account for the emergence of anti-dispossession movements in adivasi contexts. Veering away from culturally essentialist notions of tribal attachment to land, Levien attempts to explain adivasi resistance through adivasi communities' relatively subdued levels of stratification and histories of political mobilisation. First, the argument goes, more muted pre-existing inequalities make village solidarity easier to maintain, and collective action against dispossession likelier to emerge. Second, as Levien writes, if we were to accept Scott's (2009) influential framing of indigenous peoples as "state-repelling" or "anti-state" communities, we might postulate that "long histories of state evasion and resistance have left adivasis with a higher than average unwillingness to compromise with dispossession" (2013b: 375, citing Scott 2009: 128; see also Parry & Strümpell 2008: 54). Drawing on authors who have stressed political histories as a resource for anti-dispossession mobilisation (Baviskar 1995; Guha 1988; Jenkins et al. 2014; Sundar 2007), Levien (2013b; 2018: Chapter 9) goes on to propose that resistance to land alienation is likelier to arise in contexts where histories of protest and peasant activism are strong.

Karampot and Dharutar present a particularly compelling case study for Levien's hypothesis, for it is precisely in such places that, according to it, opposition to dispossession 'should' have emerged. First, as I describe in Chapter 2, prior to the

---

32 For a counterexample in relation to environmental struggles, see Baviskar (1997).
33 Relatedly, Shah (2018a) has recently argued that adivasis' wish to preserve their egalitarian values serves as a basis for their often violent reaction against the colonial penetration of their areas.
34 See also Clastres's (1987 [1974]) earlier work on the indigenous peoples of Amazonia.
arrival of mining Santals in the area had reproduced themselves under relatively egalitarian conditions. Second, *adivasis* in Jharkhand – and Santals in particular, as I recount in the same chapter – have a long history of political agitation against land alienation, from the Santal rebellion of 1855 to the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (JMM; Jharkhand Liberation Front) movement in the 1970s and 1980s. Different villagers from Karampot and Dharutar, as I relate in Chapter 7, had actively participated in this movement, and 'popular memories' (Baviskar 1995; Guha 1988; Sundar 2007) of it are still very much present among local Santals.

These two factors – muted inequalities and a history of protest – should have according to Levien made resistance to Pandu Project a likely probability. But in reality, as Chapters 7 and 8 discuss, there has been no sustained opposition to the colliery – either during dispossession and displacement or following them. The thesis shows how the conjunction of two processes in particular has undercut prospects of resistance, effectively overriding those factors that Levien suggests should have facilitated it: on the one hand, internal differentiation and fragmentation as a result of dispossession and the terms of compensation; and on the other, the consolidation of political power by local *adivi netas* who have struck collaborative relationships with the colliery.

This does not mean, however, that intra-community stratification and *netas*’ conduct in relation to mining have gone morally uncontested. In the case of land enclosure studied by Li (2014), for instance, there was notably no moral objection or any evident protestation against the process of land commodification and resulting intensified inequalities. Indeed, land commodification was, initially, willingly embraced by villagers, who became co-opted into the capitalist relations that consequently emerged. In Karampot, this has not been the case. Internal differentiation, accumulation, and self-interested politics around mining and dispossession have – as Chapters 4, 6, and 7 show – spawned moral critique from villagers, which draws on more traditional *adivi* egalitarian values. Collective action around these issues, however, has been hard to actualise – precisely because of the processes of internal differentiation and consolidation of political power by *netas*, which have had a deleterious effect on solidarities and the sense of political capability among ordinary villagers. Through its analysis of the factors that hinder
potential mobilisation, the thesis offers an alternative view of the kind of (indigenous) politics that can emerge around dispossession. It invites further ethnographic research on the configurations that foster either resistance or acquiescence, in different contexts of land enclosure and agrarian milieus.

**Methodology**

Research for this study was conducted over a period of 18 months, between October 2016 and March 2017. Setting out to Jharkhand with the intention of studying the impact of mining on *adivasi* livelihoods, I had been especially intrigued by the unmissable sight of coal peddlers – *adivasi* and others – pushing their coal-laden bicycles alongside highways and roads. Accordingly, my original research proposal had focused on this form of labour and the people engaged in it.

Once I got to Jharkhand, I was quickly put in touch with Bulu Imam and his son Justin – former environmental activists who had worked with mining-affected communities in the area. I rented a room in the family's compound in the town of Hazaribagh, in the northeastern part of Jharkhand, and spent the first couple of weeks scouting for a suitable field site with Justin, in his ragged yet indomitable Suzuki Maruti. We stumbled upon Karampot pretty much by accident: at the end of one of our scouting days, on the way back to Hazaribagh, we stopped for *chai* in one of the tea stalls by the highway. Chatting to the owner, we enquired about the source of the coal that was firing the small clay stove on which our tea was being prepared. The coal, the owner told us, was regularly sold to him by people from a Santal village across the road by the name of Karampot, not far from a CCL colliery known as Pandu Project.

The next day, we went to visit Karampot – where, luckily, Justin realised he happened to know one of the villagers through a previous work stint with an NGO. Karampot, in turned out, fit well within my criteria for field site selection: a mining-affected *adivasi* village next to a colliery, in which coal peddling is a dominant form of livelihood. I decided to try and base myself in Karampot, where Justin's friend agreed I stay with his family for the first few weeks. While somewhat baffled by my presence, most villagers were overall receptive to my attempts to engage in conversations.
Already from these initial chats and my wanderings around the village, it became evident that coal peddling, while central, was only part of the picture. It became clear to me that I would have to place coal peddling in Karampot in a much wider context – which would also include, for example, truck loading work, and the village's CCL-employed and non-Santal households – and examine more broadly the obviously distinct ways in which people have fared in relation to mining industrialisation. Consequently, my research progressively expanded in scope – for instance, to include the story of now-defunct, neighbouring village of Dharutar, which proved to be intertwined with that of Karampot.

As my initial, non-Santal host became increasingly protective and disapproving of my spending time – and especially drinking – with other villagers, it was time to find new accommodation. I spent the following months renting various rooms from coal-peddling families, both Santal and non-Santal, which allowed me to become more intimately familiar with particular households. I also spent a couple of months living in the house of Budhram Manjhi – a local neta affiliated with the JMM party – who ended up figuring prominently in my account. These were the summer months, and staying with Budhram – who is originally from Dharutar and now lives in Karampot – had the major appeal of access to the village's only electrical air cooler. Though I was at first wary of staying and potentially being associated with a powerful, better-off individual, my sojourn with Budhram proved immensely useful. Our long conversations gave me a deep insight into the processes of dispossession and brokerage of compensatory jobs in Dharutar, which I could compare with other villagers' accounts and views. Through Budhram, I also got to know Chitu Besra, a prominent Santal JMM politician in the area, with whom I could conduct several interviews.

Finally, I also got to spend a few weeks in an apartment in the CCL housing colony next to the mine, where other Santal CCL employees from Dharutar reside. All the while, the Imam family compound in Hazaribagh served as my secondary base. This was where I would type and go through my field notes, as well as deepen my understanding of the wider regional and historical context through conversations with Bulu, who is a fountain of knowledge on the district and Jharkhand more generally.
Most of my time, though, was spent living side by side with coal-peddling families. Following as closely as I could different villagers' daily activities and interactions, and listening to their stories and views – some similar, some opposing – different pieces of the puzzle slowly began to make sense together, and form connections and patterns. From my base in Karampot, I was also able to branch out to the colliery – with its workshop, coal storage depots, offices, and popular chai shop; the weekly market near the village; and, as I describe in Chapter 3, makeshift coal stalls by the highway run by informal petty coal brokers, to whom coal peddlers from Karampot often sell their coal. All these constitute important sites of work and leisure for my different interlocutors – from coal peddlers to CCL employees to local netas.

My first methodological step was to undertake a household survey covering all households in the village, recording data on household membership and the livelihoods and activities of each member. My principal modes of data collection, however, were participant observation, open-ended interviews, and informal conversations, written down in field notes in as much detail as I could. Given my interest in livelihoods and labour practices, I sought to observe and become involved in the kinds of work that my interlocutors carried out. I joined villagers as they went to the mine to collect coal, often in the dark in order to avoid the security guards; carried back the coal to coke it; packed it in bags and loaded it on bicycles; and pushed these to the highway to peddle the coal. I observed coal peddlers' interaction with the guards in the mine, and with the informal coal brokers and restaurant owners by the highway who buy the coal from them. In particular, I spent long hours in the village's 'coking grounds' – where coal peddlers coke the coal gleaned from the mine – observing and talking to different villagers at work. I accompanied the same villagers as they engaged, additionally, in truck loading wage labour in Pandu Project's depot, and offered my help to them – often to the amusement of the loading supervisors nearby.

I also spent time in different parts of the colliery, where Santals with CCL jobs are employed, observing their work routine and interactions with other employees. Given the political sensitivity of coal mining in adivasi areas, I had been somewhat worried about gaining access to CCL management itself. This, however, proved simpler than expected, as most officers appreciated my interest in the project and
more specifically their views. I was thus able to conduct semi-structured interviews with management staff, including the project manager, and sit in on meetings between management and local netas.

My interviews with CCL officials extended beyond Pandu Project, to the area office as well the CCL headquarters in Ranchi, which allowed me to capture company perspectives on different levels. CCL officials also shared with me internal project documents and maps, pertaining to the process of land acquisition and the inception and development of the project. This was supplemented by archival research at CIL’s Central Mining Planning & Design Institute in Ranchi, carried out towards the end of fieldwork, which was useful for gaining a better understanding of the history of mining around Karampot and Dharutar.

Alongside my focus on livelihood practices, my daily fieldwork in the village included visiting the houses and courtyards of different families, often frequented by neighbours as well as wandering dogs, chickens, and goats. These visits, which included numerous conversations over tea, rice and lentils, and many glasses of homemade rice beer and mahua wine – distilled from the flower by the same name – constituted an important part of my fieldwork routine. They allowed me to speak to and get to know different households; collect life histories and migration stories; become aware of kinship connections; and observe and take part in people's domestic lives. I also attended social events such as annual religious festivals, weddings, and village meetings. My interactions with different villagers – engaged in different types of work, from different tribes and castes, and different generations – enabled me to collect varied perspectives on life in Karampot. Over time, diverse and seemingly contradictory individual stories, trajectories, and views started to illuminate structural and relational processes and dynamics.

Although I focused primarily on life in Karampot, my fieldwork also extended beyond the village and local mining project in order to get to know the wider area around my field site. This included, for example, visits to the local block office35, where villagers interact with local state bureaucracy; and, mostly, to other mining-

35 The most local unit of district administration.
affected villages and collieries in the area. Although my visits to these were brief, they allowed me to gain a comparative perspective on, and further contextualise, my findings in Karampot. I was thus able to better understand the ways in which the situation in Karampot represents patterns in the wider area, as well as those in which it is distinctive.

Throughout the period of fieldwork, I worked with a research assistant, Manish Ekka, who is from Hazaribagh but stayed with me in Karampot. Manish primarily assisted me with interpretation: while I had studied Hindi – the lingua franca of the region – there remained linguistic challenges and gaps, which Manish helped to fill. Moreover, the fact that Manish is an adivasi himself, from the Oraon tribe, was often helpful in striking up chats with villagers. Last but not least, Manish provided much-needed company in times of loneliness, boredom, or frustration, when things were not going according to plan.

The fact that both Manish and I are men restricted our access to women in the village, who were generally more reluctant to speak to us. Over time, however, we did develop friendships with a number of women who were more outgoing towards us. We were able to not only converse with them at length and in detail, but also accompany them when they went to gather coal for peddling or load trucks in the depot, which provided an important insight into female perspectives. On the whole, though, the majority of my interactions were with men, in whose lives I could participate to a greater extent. My fieldwork was thus more centred towards male perspectives, to which I overall had better access.

**Thesis outline**

Having in this introductory chapter laid the theoretical framework for the ethnography, Chapter 2 presents my field site, Karampot, in historical perspective. It situates it within the broader historical context of Chotanagpur, the plateau highland in which it is located; the Santal tribe in this region; and India's coal mining industry. In line with the main themes of the thesis, this historical overview focuses mainly on adivasi livelihoods and labour, land alienation, and politics and protest. It describes, first, how before the arrival of mining in the 1970s, Karampot had been a village in which households reproduced themselves on relatively egalitarian terms. Agriculture
had been important but also limited, forcing Santals to seek casual wage labour outside the village – first in places like construction sites and brick kilns, and later on in local collieries. Second, the chapter lays out the vigorous history of Santal peasant activism in Jharkhand – from the Santal rebellion in the colonial period to the JMM movement a few decades ago – and its relation to Karampot. The historical contextualisation it provides sets the background for better understanding some of the changes brought about by Pandu Project and people's responses to them, as well as why some of these can be considered particularly striking.

Chapters 3-6 examine the types of work that have emerged in Karampot as a result of mining industrialisation, and their meanings for villagers. Chapter 3 focuses on coal peddling, the most common form of livelihood in the village. It describes the work process and gendered division of labour, and considers the different facets of coal peddling as informal precarious work. By exploring the multifarious ways in which coal peddling is experienced by my interlocutors, the chapter challenges understandings of such work exclusively in terms of a last resort for survival. While coal peddling is not only precarious and backbreaking but also illegal, the chapter illuminates the unanticipated advantages villagers draw from it – notably, relative stability and a degree of autonomy in when and how much to work. These relative advantages make coal peddling, as a form of insecure petty commodity production, generally preferable for villagers over forms of informal wage labour. At the same time, however, I show how more nuanced perceptions of coal peddling depend on one's generation, gender, and position in the household; are relative to people's wishes for formal employment; and vary according to different temporal horizons. The benefits of coal peddling in the present coexist with longer-term insecurity stemming from the depletable nature of this resource and illegal nature of the work; and, moreover, pale in comparison to secure CCL employment, which is what most villagers want but only few can access.

Chapter 4 continues the discussion of precarious, mining-related forms of labour. It turns attention to the second most prevalent type of work in Karampot: informal wage labour in Pandu Project's depot yard, loading coal on trucks, which most villagers undertake occasionally alongside coal peddling as part of the livelihood strategies. Truck loading work is provided by CCL to 'project-affected persons' (CIL
who have not lost own land to the mine and thus do not qualify for compensatory employment. The chapter discusses, in particular, the problems this work poses for villagers: irregular and scarce availability, and low wages that are sometimes pilfered by the loading supervisors. These problems are ascribed by villagers to corrupt conduct not only by the supervisors but also by local Santal netas, who in different ways mediate the provision of this work. The discussion sheds light on forms of brokerage and rent-seeking at different levels that have emerged around labour opportunities for mining-affected villagers. The chapter then asks why, despite the hurdles with truck loading work and with coal peddling as an alternative, people – and especially women – continue to engage in this work. I propose that the answer lies in the fact that unlike coal peddling, in which women gather the coal but it is the men who sell it and receive the payment, truck loading provides women with direct access to independent wages, which contributes to their economic and social independence. This highlights the importance of autonomy in relation to gender dynamics – in particular, how and to whom earnings are paid – in orienting people's livelihood decisions along a range of informal labour arrangements, from petty commodity production (e.g. coal peddling) to wage labour (e.g. truck loading).

Chapter 5 focuses on a different group of coal peddlers in Karampot: the village's non-native, non-Santal households, who belong to other tribal and low-caste groups. It traces their migration stories to Karampot and the reasons that led them to settle in the village, and examines their circumstances in Karampot vis-à-vis those of coal-peddling Santals. The chapter elucidates the ways in which non-Santals' lives are marked by even greater precarity, which is related to their landless status in the village. It thus addresses land ownership as an important axis of inequality in Karampot, and reflects on its significance in connection to both labour and dispossession. First, through fulfilling Santals' basic food needs, agricultural land makes it more possible for them to save – even if modestly – from peddling coal. Non-Santals, conversely, find it more difficult to earn from coal peddling beyond the subsistence level, and thus migrate temporarily to work outside of Karampot in order to augment their income.

Second, ownership of land means that in case of displacement by mining – which Karampot residents believe is ultimately inevitable – Santals could be eligible for
employment in the colliery as per CCL's compensation policy. Land, in such a context, assumes new prospective value as a commodity that could be 'exchanged' for employment in the future. Non-Santals' landlessness, by contrast, means that in the event of displacement they are unlikely to be able to benefit from any land-related compensation offered by the company. Anticipating their eventual expulsion from Karampot, non-Santals thus seek to secure land for themselves elsewhere to live on and cultivate, in order to ensure the reproduction of their households in the future. Compared to landed Santals, non-Santals' landlessness therefore translates not only into enhanced precarity in labour but also in space and time, and produces a fractured and uncertain spatiotemporal experience.

Chapter 6 addresses formal employment in the colliery, by turning our gaze to Karampot's minority of CCL-employed households. It describes how their employment has been attained, and the ways in which it has allowed them to pursue and emulate middle-class norms and ways of life: in lifestyle and consumption, children's education and life chances, and household gender relations. The chapter explores the resultant process of class differentiation in Karampot between employed and non-employed villagers, which has emerged not only at the level of the community but also within households. Alongside land ownership, this constitutes the second – and primary – axis of inequality in the village. At the same time, though, the chapter illuminates the sense of precarity experienced by employed Santals – despite their current privileged position – about their households' ability to reproduce their newfound status in the next generations. It thereby illustrates how class as a corollary of public sector employment can be perceived as both precarious and temporal, especially for those who have only recently entered this kind of employment. Finally, the chapter considers the moral critique that new socioeconomic and class disparities, and wealth display by CCL-employed Santals, have evoked from other villagers, and the ways in which these disparities impinge on community solidarity and values of egalitarianism.

Chapters 7 and 8 focus on the politics of dispossession and protest. Chapter 7 reconstructs the history of dispossession and displacement of Dharutar – from which most CCL-employed Santals in Karampot originally hail – to elucidate in more depth the ways by which these Santals have gained their jobs. In particular, the chapter
details the complex process by which some of Dharutar's inhabitants have attained compensatory employment following the village's displacement in 2010, and the crucial intermediary role played in this process by Budhram – the local, JMM-affiliated Santal *neta*. I consider Budhram's structurally and morally ambiguous position between villagers and Pandu Project, and the contradictory outcomes of his brokerage. On the one hand, Budhram's intermediation was successful in extracting compensatory jobs for a relatively large number of people – especially at a time in which public sector employment had been curtailed, and CCL's compensation scheme diluted. But on the other hand, Budhram's brokerage has cemented his own political power and given rise to a new form of political clientelism around access to colliery-related benefits. Budhram's perceived collaboration with CCL has rendered him corrupt in the eyes of villagers, and contributed to a sense of disillusionment about the immoral conduct of Santal *netas* like him. Budhram's story thus complicates common narratives of politics around mining and dispossession by illustrating the potentially fine line between political agitation and co-option, and more generally between activism and self-interested politics.

Chapter 8 brings to the fore the issue of resistance, or rather lack thereof, in relation to Pandu Project. Drawing on findings from previous chapters, it examines more directly the politics that have accompanied and followed mining and dispossession in Dharutar and Karampot, characterised not by opposition but acquiescence. While there is certainly a sense of discontent among many villagers – about the toll of mining on their living environment, scarce economic opportunities, and conduct of their *netas* – they have been generally unable to parlay it into protest. The chapter argues that this is mainly the result of two processes. First, intra-community differentiation, which has corroded political and labour solidarities. And second, the accumulation of political power locally by Budhram – as an outcome of his interrelationship with CCL – which has left villagers feeling politically disempowered. These two processes in conjunction have acted to constrict the possibility of potentially more inclusive and radical types of protest around Pandu Project, which could include those villagers left out of any compensatory colliery benefits.
Chapter 9 concludes by restating the thesis's main arguments, and drawing the theoretical relevance of the findings for other contexts.
II. Karampot

It was in 1970 that coal mining first arrived in the vicinity of Karampot – then a village of about 70 households, engaged primarily in subsistence agriculture and casual wage labour. Gradually expanding, mining increasingly enveloped Karampot's surroundings, and its effects on the village and its environs became more pronounced. As background to the chapters that follow, which explore the consequences of these effects for different villagers, the current chapter sketches the history of Karampot up until the period of fieldwork. In doing so, it seeks to place Karampot within two interconnected historical contexts, which provide the historical framing for the thesis's ethnographic material. The first of these is the history of Santals in Chotanagpur, the geographical region in which Jharkhand is located; the second is the history of India's coal mining industry, and its interaction with Santal and other adivasi communities. Two aspects of Karampot's history are emphasised in particular. First, before the arrival of mining Karampot was a village with relatively muted inequalities, where agriculture was a dominant but insufficient form of livelihood. Second, like other Santal villages in the region, Karampot has a history of involvement in political protest activities, which are embedded within a longer history of Santal peasant activism in Chotanagpur.
Karampot before mining

Karampot, according to village elders, was established in the late 19th century. It lay in Hazaribagh district, then part of the Bengal Presidency Division of the British Raj, in the Chhotanagpur region of eastern India. Once densely covered with jungles,

36 In 2007, the village became part of the newly-carved Ramgarh district.
Chotanagpur had long been populated by various *adivasi* communities. Central among these were the Santals – one of India’s largest tribes – who had migrated to Chotanagpur from different parts of India, and set to clear the forests for cultivation and settlement (Cotton et al. 1909b: 325; Dalton 1892: 206; Elwin 1943; Lister 1917; Sifton 1917). According to the local tale – and in line with the general pattern of how new *adivasi* villages were created (ibid.: 72) – Karampot was founded by a Santal by the name of Ratu Manjhi, who had travelled to Hazaribagh from a neighbouring district in search of new cultivable land. Having located a suitable tract of jungle for clearing and taken the necessary omens, he began reclaiming the land, and called his sisters and brothers-in-law to join him in the task. More kinsmen and -women soon followed, and in 1909 the new small village of Karampot was included in the first-ever settlement survey of the district, conducted by the colonial authorities.

Much of Hazaribagh district, in that period, was under the control of the Ramgarh *raja* – an aristocratic Hindu *zamindar* (landlord) who collected taxes from cultivators on behalf of the colonial state, as part of what is known as the *zamindari* system or Permanent Settlement. The *zamindari* system had been introduced in Chotanagpur by the British Raj in the 18th century for the purpose of tax and revenue collection, which was the colonial government’s primary objective in the region (Devalle 1992; Schwerin 1976). The *zamindari* system imposed substantial economic pressures on *adivasi* farmers across Chotanagpur. Agriculture in the region was entirely monsoon-dependent and without irrigation, and mostly limited to the cultivation of a single rice crop and some vegetables and pulses. When the crop failed, *adivasis* would fall back on the gathering of forest products, which alongside farming were central to their subsistence (Corbridge 1993; Datta Majumdar 1956; Devalle 1992; Elwin 1943; Schwerin 1976; Sifton 1917: 5).37

The *zamindari* system was essentially an exploitative landholding system, which ignored *adivasis’* customary land rights in Chotanagpur and subjected them to high rent charges by *zamindars* (Corbridge 1993; Devalle 1992; Schwerin 1976; Sharma 2005). This made it difficult for *adivasis* to make ends meet and sustain their

---

37 Forests were also important for cultural and religious reasons: they are the residence of village spirits, who are propitiated in annual rituals (Roy 1912).
traditional land- and forest-based economy. Many were obliged to borrow from moneylenders who charged exorbitant interest rates, and were driven into a cycle of debt (Culshow & Archer 1945; Datta 1988 [1940]; Datta Maajumdar 1956; Schwerin 1976). The zamindari system, therefore, led to considerable pauperisation of Chotanagpur's adivasi peasantry (Sharma 2005). One outcome of this pauperisation was outmigration – notably to the tea garden of Assam (Badgaiyan 1994: 177; Weiner 1988 [1978]: 161) but also, as we shall see, to the coalfields of Bengal and Bihar, where new collieries were being opened (Heuzé 1996: 244; Prakash 2001).

After Independence in 1947, the new Indian government sought to eliminate the intermediary role of zamindars between the state and peasants, and abolish the zamindari system. Karampot and the Jharkhand region within Chotanagpur had by then become part of the state of Bihar, where this was achieved through the 1950 Bihar Land Reforms Act. The legislation made farmers into the owners of the land they had cultivated – known as raity (or tenancy) land – paying a yearly tax to the state. All non-tenancy land – known as gair majurwa (or deedless) land – was transferred to the control of the government (Patel 1954: 464-465).

In Karampot, while a small number of households belonging to the village's original lines of settlers had a somewhat larger amount of land, there were generally no salient landholding disparities, and most households worked modest agricultural plots that were no larger than three acres in size. Indeed, like in other predominantly adivasi villages, not subject to the stark caste hierarchies that characterise the Indian plains (Levien 2013b; Shah & Lerche 2017; Shah 2018a), Santals in Karampot reproduced themselves under generally more egalitarian conditions.

---

38 Adivasi communities' access to forests, too, became restricted through a series of colonial conservation laws – notably the 1878 Indian Forest Act – which prohibited them from utilising forest resources (Corbridge 1993; George 2014).

39 As Shah (2018a) importantly notes, this is not to argue that there was no hierarchy among Santals (or other adivasi communities, for the matter). Around Karampot, for example, as I describe in Chapter 7, a selected Santal family was put in charge of tax collection by the Ramgarh raja, thereby becoming like a local zamindari family. Still, compared to rural caste society, adivasi communities have displayed "relatively egalitarian values" that have left them "comparably free from unequal social divisions" (ibid.: 227).
Santal egalitarian characteristics were displayed not only through relatively equal distribution of land and minimal economic differences between households, but also in several other domains. First, in Santal as well as other adivasi communities in Jharkhand (e.g. Shah 2010), there existed a mutual aid system of (non-monetised) labour exchange known as madaiti, in which households helped each other to sow and harvest fields, and build and maintain earthen houses. Second, traditional Santal authorities like the manjhi haram (village headman) were selected by villagers not according to the size of their land or their status, but according to their presumed ability to mediate in village disputes. Third, like in other adivasi communities (Shah 2018a), Santal women enjoyed relative gender equality, and both sexes worked outside the household – not only in the fields but also in casual wage labour.

Indeed, agricultural plots were facing increasing demographic pressure, did not always produce sufficient grains for the whole year, and none – including the few larger ones that belonged to households from the village's original lineages – provided any marketable surplus. To generate income, villagers thus had to seek wage labour in the informal economy outside the village, both in its surroundings (for example in construction) and through seasonal labour migration (for example to work in brick kilns). When the mines arrived, Santals were therefore keen to take up the local work opportunities that these offered.

The advent of mining

From private mines to nationalisation

Mining entered the lives of Santals in Karampot in 1970, when a number of small private underground collieries – owned by higher-caste Hindus from neighbouring Bihar and West Bengal – were established in several nearby villages. In need of labour, these collieries drew Santals from Karampot and the area to work, at piece-rates, as coal cutters and carriers. In this, Karampot villagers joined a long history of Santal interaction with mining activities, which in other parts of Chotanagpur had commenced much earlier.

---

40 I discuss the current state of the madaiti system in Karampot in Chapter 6, and that of traditional Santal authorities in Chapter 7.
The first recorded discovery of coal in Chotanagpur – and India altogether – dates back to 1774, when two British employees of the East India Company were granted a lease by the British government to start mining in the Raniganj coalfield, in today's West Bengal and about 125 miles east of Karampot (CEMPDIL 1984; George 2014; Lahiri-Dutt 2014a). The importance of coal and the power it could generate were recognised by the colonial regime from the very beginning. As Kuntala Lahiri-Dutt (2014a) describes, coal was seen as a crucial engine for a modern industrial economy. Coal mining was the most prominent among the different industrial enterprises set up in India under colonial rule, commencing well before the first shipment of tea from Indian plantations arrived in Calcutta, in 1838; the first jute mill was opened, in 1873; and the first iron foundry was built, in 1874 (ibid.).

It wasn't until 1850, however, that the coal industry took off in earnest, owing to the opening of the East Indian Railway, which connected the Ranijang coalfields to industrial Calcutta (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a). This led to a substantial hike in both demand and production, and between 1890 and 1920 the number of coal companies in eastern India – predominantly British41 – mushroomed from six to 227 (ibid.; George 2014; Seth 1940). The expanding mining industry was, from the outset, geared primarily towards the demands of India's industrial and metropolitan centres. In Chotanagpur, it constituted an industrial enclave that did not contribute to the economic and social development of the immediate rural vicinity, where the conditions in agriculture had become increasingly difficult (Prakash 2001; Rothermund 1976a, 1976b, 1976c). The only link that the industry did develop with the surrounding countryside was the absorption of local unskilled labourers into low-paid casual piece-work. Recruited through contractors (De Haan 1995: 58-59; Simeon 1999; Simmons 1976b), colliery labourers in this period came mostly from villages and districts around the coalfields (Rothermund 1976a; Sifton 1917: 17; Simmons 1976a).

Faced with land scarcity and low agricultural productivity, Santals were among the first communities to be drawn into the new economic activity of mining, and quickly

41 There were a handful of Indian businessmen involved in coal mining operations; the most famous of these was Dwarakanath Tagore, who in 1834 established the mining company Carr, Tagore and Co. (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a).
became the most preponderant group among coal cutters and carriers (Deshpande 1946; Prakash 2001; Read 1931; Seth 1940; Simeon 1995, 1996). Mining managers considered them "stupid" but also "hardy" and "strongly built", and especially good pick-miners (ibid.: 97; Deshpande 1946; Seth 1940: 24). Most Santals were joined by their families in the coalfields, and descended together into the mines: the men did the cutting and the women worked as carriers and loaders, often with their children (Cotton et al. 1909a; Seth 1940; Simmons 1976b).

Like other workers, Santals would stay in the coalfields for a few weeks or months at a time. With no permanent employment on offer, and the work being not only strenuous but sometimes dangerous, they would return to their villages every so often, and certainly during the agricultural season to till the soil (Ghosh 1977; Kumaramangalam 1973; Labour Enquiry Commission 1896: 11; Read 1931: 107; Seth 1940: 24). This increasingly became a challenge for collieries in terms of establishing a stable workforce (Heuzé 1996: 245; Ghosh 1977). The growth of the industry, in parallel, meant that local labour supply no longer sufficed (Rothermund 1976a). Consequently, from around 1860 additional workers were recruited from other areas. Large numbers of Hindu labour migrants started flocking to Chotanagpur, and progressively took over the place of Santals and other local labourers in the mines. Some of these migrants gradually became engaged in more mechanical and supervisory work; Santals, by contrast, who were comparatively uneducated and unskilled, generally continued to occupy the lowest manual positions (ibid.; De Haan 1995: 58-59; Lahiri-Dutt 2003; Simeon 1996).

As Lahiri-Dutt (2014a) writes, the image of coal as a driver of industrial progress persisted in post-Independence India, and became firmly associated with the country's national project of modernisation.42 Coal was conferred an iconic status as the fuel for the massive steel and iron plants that Jawaharlal Nehru, independent India's first prime minister, regarded as the temples of the new state (Parry 2003; Strümpell 2014), and became a key element in his vision of industrial development (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a; Read 1931: 105). Coal has indeed served as a crucial source of energy in postcolonial India, and is today responsible for two-thirds of the country's

---

42 Elana Shever (2012) has discussed the similar status of oil in Argentina.
electricity generation (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a). The industry's enclave pattern, too, has largely persisted: India's coal-bearing tracts have continued to operate as a resource hinterland that primarily serves the demands of the urban-industrial nexus in more developed parts of the country (ibid.; Devalle 1992).

Despite the importance of coal in postcolonial India, the mining industry was suffering from a number of serious problems – including unsound mining methods, deficient safety measures, mismanagement, and inadequate labour practices (Kumaramangalam 1973; Lahiri-Dutt 2014a). The many small private collieries, in particular, were ill-equipped and uneconomic, with adverse working conditions and violations of safety regulations (ibid.; Ghosh 1977). On these grounds, various commissions and committees had since the 1920s attempted to set guidelines for the extraction of coal and working conditions in collieries in order to regulate the industry. All had stressed the need for state ownership of mines, but their recommendations had been either disregarded or shelved. In the 1970s, however, following pressure from both trade unions and the Communist Party, the idea to nationalise the industry gained sufficient momentum (CEMPDIL 1984; Kumaramangalam 1973; Lahiri-Dutt 2014a).

Coal mining was consequently brought under public ownership in 1973, with the legislation of the Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act. CIL was established soon thereafter. The company currently controls seven coal-producing subsidiaries – including CCL in Jharkhand – and is considered among the most important public sector undertaking in India. It is today the sixth-largest coal mining enterprise in the world (PWC 2017), with 352,000 employees and 471 mines in eight Indian states, which contribute 81 percent of India's total coal production (CIL 2014).

43 The Coalfields Committee (1920), Coal Mining Committee (1936), and The Mahindra Committee (1946) – to name just a few.
44 In 2011, CIL was awarded a Maharatna (Precious Gem) status – the highest category of public sector industries in the country.
45 The remaining percentage comes from captive mining leaseholders, following a modification of the Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act in 1993. Under it, authorised leaseholders can extract coal for a particular end-use in a number of specified industries (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a; Mining Weekly 2016).
With nationalisation, mine workers became public sector employees – with secure jobs, regular salaries, and social benefits and protection (George 2014). Several authors have pointed out that nationalisation only intensified the crowding out of adivasi workers from collieries by increasing numbers of migrant labourers, who were drawn to the new improved terms and conditions of mining work (Devalle 1992; Heuzé 1996: 245; Sengupta 1979: 34-35). In Karampot and the area, however, as I describe in Chapter 6, a portion of the Santals who had worked in the private collieries were indeed absorbed, in the 1970s, into the regular workforce of CCL – the local subsidiary of the new national coal company.

**Mining in Karampot**

In Karampot itself, a number of small private underground mines were established around 1975 by a Bengali Hindu businessman. While nationalisation had officially already taken place, the actual process of state takeover of the coal sector occurred not in one sweep but over a several years. During this period, some private collieries – like in Karampot – continued operating under the radar, usually through informal arrangements with local politicians and authorities. The remnants of these private mines are still visible around the village, in the form of empty mining pits or the occasional emanation of smoke from cracks in the ground – a reminder of the underground fires caused by unsafe mining methods.

After a couple of years of operation, and with the process of nationalisation moving ahead, Karampot’s private mines eventually shut down. They did, however, leave an impact on the village in two important ways. First, the private mines attracted to Karampot large numbers of non-Santal labourers from neighbouring districts. Mostly adivasi Mudas and Oraons, and low-caste Nayaks, these labour migrants arrived in Karampot in search of work in mining, and many of them – as I detail in Chapter 5 – wound up staying in the village with their families. Both they and most Santals in the village soon became engaged in a new local economic activity that had sprung out of the private mines. Indeed, the second lasting effect of these mines in Karampot was to indirectly give rise to a new form of informal coal-based livelihood.

Despite such signs of liberalisation, private companies are expected to play only a limited role in the Indian coal sector in the foreseeable future (Lahiri-Dutt 2007; Rakshit 2018).
While private mining operations in Karampot had to cease, the disused underground pits remained largely accessible; taking advantage of this, villagers began descending into the abandoned mines and cut coal in order to sell it themselves in the immediate area, where coal was in high demand as cooking fuel. Peddling of coal – first from the old private mines and later on from Pandu Project, to which I turn next – would gradually become the most common way to make a living in Karampot, and is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

**Pandu Project**

1982 saw another consequential moment in Karampot’s interaction with mining, with the arrival of a new, state-owned opencast colliery in its direct proximity. The large colliery, christened Pandu Project after the name of a nearby village, was established just over a mile from Karampot, adjoining the neighbouring Santal hamlet of Dharutar.\(^{46}\) To make way for the project – including potential future expansions – the state government had in 1964 acquired over 3,352 acres of land from seven villages: 805 acres of *raity* (tenancy) land; 1,134 acres of *gair majurwa* (deedless) land; and 1,413 acres of (government-owned) forest land. This included not only grazing and forest land surrounding Karampot, but also the entire territory of Dharutar.

Since the colonial period, coal mining in India has been supported by legal provisions that secure its primacy over all other land uses (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a). The 1894 Land Acquisition Act (LAA), which allows for the expropriation of land for any industrial or infrastructure project serving a ‘public purpose’, has provided mining companies with practically unlimited access to village tracts for coal extraction (Corbridge 1993). Coal mining is further buttressed by additional specific legislation, namely the 1957 Coal Bearing Areas (Acquisition & Development) Act (CBAA). An offshoot of the LAA, the CBAA applies specifically to coal-bearing areas, and is intended to enable "the acquisition by the State of unworked land containing or likely to contain coal deposits" in order to "establish ... greater public control over the coal mining industry

---

\(^{46}\) Pandu Project was constructed within what is known as the West Bokaro coalfield, first surveyed in 1867 by the Geological Survey of India and then again in 1963 by the Indian Bureau of Mines to confirm the potentiality of its coal resources (CMPDIL 1987; Xar et al. 1962).
and its development” (Government of India 1957: 2). Together, the LAA and CBAA effectively give the state the power to seize any property if exactable coal is found underneath it (Lahiri-Dutt 2014a, 2017b). Indeed, since India’s independence mining has been one of the main causes of land acquisition and dispossession – with Chotanagpur, abundant in this natural resource, being particularly affected (Ekka 2011; Fernandes 2007; George 2014).

It has been common practice for state governments to acquire more land than was necessary for forthcoming mining operations, and complete the acquisition much before actually taking possession of the land (George 2014). Accordingly, while the land for Pandu Project had been acquired in 1964, the construction of the colliery began only in 1982, and it was then that Dharutar households were required to relinquish their agricultural raity plots. As per CIL policy, each household who lost at least three acres of land received, as compensation, an employment position in the project. As I discuss in Chapter 7, this is the way that CIL, from its establishment and roughly up until the mid-1990s, sought to recompense villagers for dispossession (Fernandes 2007; Herbert & Lahiri-Dutt 2014) – in line with the Nehruvian vision of industrial employment generation in the public sector (Parry 2003, 2013a; Parry & Strümpell 2008; Sanchez & Strümpel 2014). Despite the dispossession of agricultural raity land, though, Dharutar’s residential site – as well as patches of gair majurwa land – remained intact. Life in the village therefore continued but only until 2008, when a second phase of dispossession by the mine was set in motion, to which I return below.

Politics and resistance

The 1980s were also a time of political turmoil in the Jharkhand region, much of which had been swept up by a new political movement led by the JMM (Devalle 1992; Singh 1982). In Karampot and Dharutar, too, as I describe in Chapter 7, some villagers in this period became involved in the JMM’s political activities, and memories of the movement are still prevalent. Led by a charismatic Santal activist by the name of Shibu Soren, the JMM had emerged in 1972 against a backdrop of

47 The LAA was amended in 2013 to allow for “just and fair compensation” to families whose land has been requisitioned (Government of India 2013: 6). The CBAA, however, is exempt from the application of this new act (George 2014).
brewing *adivasi* agrarian unrest. In different parts of Jharkhand, alienation of tribal land by non-*adivasi* landlords and moneylenders had persisted, and *adivasi* livelihoods and identities were believed to be under threat (Corbridge 1993; Devalle 1992; Shah 2010). In response to this, the JMM launched an organised militant resistance movement, accompanied by a campaign for a separate, autonomous Jharkhand state (Panchbhai 1982; Prakash 2001).

In its activities, the JMM drew on and revived a history of *adivasi* resistance in Chotanagpur to incursions by both outsider Hindus and the administration, in which Santals had played a major role. Already in the 19th century, the introduction of the *zamindari* system had spurred a series of *adivasi* revolts, launched against rapacious Hindu landlords and moneylenders, and the colonial regime. Among these uprisings, the Santal rebellion of 1855 – known as the *Hul*, or liberation movement – had been one of the most momentous. Like other *adivasi* groups, Santals had become increasingly disgruntled by the high rents demanded by *zamindars*, accompanied by other exploitative practice such as imposing additional levies and labour dues, taking over the most productive land for their own cultivation, and ousting recalcitrant peasants from the village. Moneylenders, too, on which many Santals had become dependent for loans, had demanded inflated interest rates and, in case of inability to pay, bonded labour work from Santals and eventually their land (Devalle 1992; Schwerin 1976; Sinha 1990). The colonial authorities, on their part, had largely ignored *adivasis’* plights, and taken no significant steps to address them (Panchbhai 1982; Devalle 1992).

In response to this situation, two Santal brothers, Sidhu and Kanhu, in 1855 assembled 10,000 of their tribesmen and called for a revolt. When soon thereafter the British police tried to arrest the two brothers, violence erupted. Santals pillaged and set ablaze the houses of *zamindars* and moneylenders, and attacked and killed dozens of them as well as several British officers. The rebellion went on for a few months, compelling the colonial regime to enact martial law in November 1855. It was eventually quelled by the British army in a particularly severe manner, which involved the killing of thousands of Santals and burning down of whole Santal villages (Devalle 1992; Dhagamwar 2006; Sinha 1990).
The *Hul*, it has been argued, was grounded not only in ethnic but also class solidarity, as is evidenced by the inclusion in the movement of non-Santal communities: the *Hul* was fought not only against the erosion of traditional Santal economies and identities, but more generally against land dispossession and peasant exploitation (Devalle 1992; Panchbhai 1982; Sinha 1990). Despite its eventual suppression, the rebellion managed to unsettle the region and challenge the authority of the colonial government. Together with the Munda rebellion – a subsequent tribal protest movement led by Birsa Munda in 1899 – it forced the British authorities to acknowledge *adivasis*’ predicament, and introduce measures to address these in order to prevent further insurgencies (Dhagamwar 2006).

In particular, in an attempt to curb the alienation of *adivasi* land, the British regime in 1908 passed the Chotanagpur Tenancy Act (CNTA) (Rothermund. 1976d; Sifton 1917; Sinha 1990; Upadhya 2005).48 The CNTA, which is still in force today, aimed to make tribal *rait* land inalienable by prohibiting its transfer from *adivasis* to non-*adivasis* (Upadhya 2005). While this was an important legal step against *adivasi* land alienation, scholars have pointed out that the actual effect of the CNTA was actually limited: much land had already been lost, and the underlying socioeconomic structure – namely, *adivasi* exploitation by *zamindars* and dependence on moneylenders – did not change significantly (Devalle 1992; Panchbhai 1982; Prakash 2001: 89; Sen 1982: Chapter 5). Furthermore, and more relevantly to the Karampot area, legislation to safeguard *adivasi* land did not protect it from requisition for collieries: the CNTA includes sections that retain the state’s prerogative to acquire *adivasi* land for public purposes, including mining. Ultimately, it is the LAA and CBAA that take precedence over the protective CNTA (George 2014).

While the *Hul* did not bring about substantial relief for Santals, it did serve as an inspiration for future movements such as the JMM’s, in which Santals were once again at the forefront (Devalle 1992; Sen 1997: Chapter 4). JMM-organised protest

---

48 In addition, a number of areas with a large Santal population, in Chotanagpur’s northeast, were made into a new administrative division called the Santal Parganas, and placed under a separate and arguably more tolerant administration (Dalton 1892; Dhagamwar 2006; Sinha 1990). In 1949, the Santal Parganas Tenancy Act (SPTA) was legislated, applying the same principles of the CNTA specifically to the Santal Parganas (Rao 2005).
activities comprised large rallies and blockades that in the 1980s brought the region to a standstill (Corbridge 2010). They also included forcible harvesting – seizing crops from former Santal plots over which moneylenders had taken possession – which often ended in violent clashes with both moneylenders and the police (Panchbhai 1982).

The JMM, moreover, was not only pro-"adivasi" but also specifically anti-mining: it was supported by and joined forces with A.K. Roy, a trade unionist and former member of the Communist Party of India (Marxist), who was a prominent anti-mining activist. Roy had been engaged in a struggle against collieries in Hazaribagh and Dhanbad, the neighbouring district, around unjust labour practices and inadequate compensation for dispossessed farmers (Devalle 1992; Prakash 2001). His efforts to establish a broad movement that would include both colliery workers and peasants led him to strike an alliance with the JMM, which resulted in a unique class-based worker-peasant alliance (Devalle 1992; Panchbhai 1982; Prakash 2001). Both mining and displacement, then, were main sites of JMM activity, and its members have since been considered "adivasi" activists on both these fronts. This is the backdrop against which I will discuss current Santal JMM netas in the Karampot area, in Chapters 7 and 8.

The JMM’s militant approach in the 1980s mobilised large numbers of people and earned widespread popular support (Devalle 1992). Later on, however, it transformed into a political party, and in the 1990s became involved in several parliamentary corruption scandals that severely sullied its reputation (Prakash 2001; Tillin 2013: Chapter 3). In the end, rather than the JMM it was the Hindu nationalist Bharatya Janata Party (BJP), which had gained ground in the region, that led the separation of Jharkhand from Bihar in 2000 (Prakash 2001; Shah 2010). In the Karampot area, nonetheless, the JMM is still the dominant party, controlled primarily by local Santal netas that we will get to know in the subsequent ethnography.

49 Unlike in more remote and forested parts of Jharkhand, where Naxalite factions have been known to be more active – and, in particular, rely on extortion of extractive projects (Shah 2018b) – in the more central area of the state in which my fieldwork took place their presence is virtually negligible.
Displacement

2008 marked the most recent – for the time being – phase of mining-induced dispossession in Karampot's vicinity. In that year, in order to excavate a new opencast pit, Pandu Project initiated the displacement of Dharutar, which would occur gradually over the next couple of years. By 2010, the village had been flattened to the ground and transformed into a large quarry. Of Dharutar's 118 households, 28 relocated to neighbouring Karampot, effectively mixing the population of the two Santal villages.

Dharutar's displacement was followed by another distribution of compensatory jobs. This time, however, the process was very different than in 1982. First, the land that was expropriated was not raity land – all of which had already been dispossessed in 1982 – but gair majurwa land. While this land had been used informally by Dharutar villagers for decades, it did not formally belong to them, and as such did not make them eligible for compensation from CCL. Second, policy changes in the public sector that had taken place since 1982 made it more difficult for CCL (and other public sector industries) to offer employment to the dispossessed. While Nehruvian planning had prioritised employment generation over profit in public sector industries, the liberalisation of the Indian economy in the 1990s introduced new financial efficiency demands that dictated significant downsizing of the permanent public sector workforce (Bear 2015; Dhananjayan & Shanti 2007; Parry 2013a). This resulted within CCL (and other CIL subsidiaries) in a notable decline in the number of available jobs, which in turn constricted the company's ability to offer employment posts as compensation for land loss (Bennett & McDowell 2012; Bhengara 1996; CCL 2008:1; Chakroborty & Narayan 2014; Fernandes 2007; Lahiri-Dutt 1999, 2014a).

Gaining compensatory jobs following Dhrutar's displacement, therefore, presented a considerable challenge, and required close intervention and manoeuvring by local Santal netas. I recount, in the later chapters of the thesis, the intermediated process by which some Santal displacees eventually managed to attain CCL jobs, and the consequences this has had not only for them but in Karampot more broadly.
Conclusion

This chapter has sought to provide the regional and historical context for the findings of the subsequent ethnographic chapters. Two aspects in particular should be borne in mind. First, before the advent of mining Karampot was a relatively egalitarian village, without pronounced inequalities in agrarian assets or overall socioeconomic conditions. Agriculture was a central, but not exclusive, form of livelihood, for the small size of plots and absolute dependence on rain compelled local Santals to seek informal wage labour work outside the village.

Second, both Karampot and Dharutar have a degree of experience with collective protest, through the involvement of villagers in the 1980s in the political resistance movement led by the JMM. This movement itself was embedded within a longer history of Santal peasant activism in the region, stretching back to colonial rule, in resisting dispossession and exploitation by both Hindu outsiders and the state. These two factors – Karampot's pre-existing agrarian milieu and political history – form the background for the local transformations generated through the encounter between Pandu Project and villagers. They also render more striking the processes of intra-community differentiation and political co-option and acquiescence that ensued, which are charted in the following ethnographic chapters.
III. Coal peddling

The alarm from my phone went off at 3.30 in the morning. Raising myself from the planks of the bare wooden bed, I peeked outside the small unfinished brick room, still lacking a door, and saw Maharam already sitting outside by the little coal-fired cookstove, warming himself against the November chill. A minute or two later his wife, Maiko, wrapped in shawls and carrying a wide empty metal bowl on her head, appeared at the entrance to the room, making sure I was awake and ready to go. Maharam picked up his flashlight and pickaxe, and we left the house’s courtyard. The dark village lane took us to the end of the cluster of houses, about half a mile down the road. Leaving the village behind, we crossed a narrow stream and proceeded on a path that cut through rice and grazing fields and then entered a forest of sal trees. Some distance ahead of us, through the thick vegetation, I noticed the fitful gleams of other torches, carried by villagers who were heading to the same place we were. Yet farther ahead, and despite the early hour, the thrum of vehicles and machinery from the mine – our destination – could already be heard.

After a short while, we emerged out of the forest and into a clearing, dotted with dome-shaped piles of coal. A few were burning, glaring through the dark moonless surrounding, and we stopped next to one of them to take a break, joining a small group of villagers who had arrived before us. More kept trickling in, and there were soon about 20 of us, both men and women, sitting by the fire and chattering. As the first signs of dusk appeared, we got up and began heading towards the mine, now just 100 or so feet ahead. A descending dirt path at the end of the forest clearing, covered in coal dust, led us to one of the sidewalls of the opencast pit. Maharam and the other men, using their pickaxes, began chipping coal from the seam. Maiko and the other women collected the fallen pieces of coal from the ground into their metal bowls, and carried them on their heads to the top of the dirt path. Each woman dropped the lumps of coal into a small heap, returned to the mine to refill her bowl, and back again.

After about 45 minutes of work, a spotlight appeared on the other side of the pit, where one of the colliery’s security check-posts was, accompanied by aggressive shouting in our direction. This apparently meant it was time to scoot. Quickly picking up what they could – the women filling up one last bowl, the men carrying larger coal
chunks in their hands – the group climbed back up and out of the mine. Next, Maiko, Maharam, and the others started moving the coal they had heaped at the top of the quarry to another, larger pile in the adjacent forest clearing – like the one by which we had earlier sat. Maintaining its dome-like shape, Maiko and Maharam carefully arranged the new pieces of coal onto the pile, which consisted of coal they had gleaned the previous mornings. With this, their morning task was done; it was time to go back to the village, cook breakfast, and rest. The day's work, however, was not yet completed. Maiko and Maharam would return to their pile in the afternoon to ignite it, in order to coke the coal and make it usable. Once it was ready, usually the next day, they would pack the coked coal into large woven plastic sacks, which Maharam would load on his bicycle. Pushing the bicycle, he would then take the coal to sell on the highway abutting the entrance to the village.

The sky had now been washed with dim morning light, and the space around us had become noticeably busier: men and women, old and young – including teenagers and a few children – were labouring around their coal piles and bicycles. We began the walk back to the village, following the same forest path we had followed in the dark a few hours earlier.
On the other side of the village, an hour or so later, the gathering of coal was still in full swing. Unlike where Maiko and Maharam live, here coal is gleaned not from the opencast pit but from one of the mine's coal storage depot yards, to which people from this part of Karampot have better access. Taking advantage of the fact that the security guards had yet to arrive, a small squadron of women was striding along the dirt trails that meander between the depot's mounds of stored coal. Among them was Puja, one of the village women I would sometimes accompany to the depot, who was picking up pieces of coal into her bowl from the bottom of one of the mounds. The patch of land just nearby, where villagers' piles of coal waited to be coked, was also bustling with activity: coal was being carried and unloaded, coking piles arranged, coal packed into sacks, sacks loaded on bicycles. With all the people and hustle and bustle around, I was reminded how another coal peddler from the village had once remarked that going to collect coal in the depot is like "going to the bazaar".
Labouring with coal in Karampot – gathering, coking, transporting, and selling – never seemed to stop.

* *

Like the large majority of people in Karampot, Maharam and Maiko – who are Santals – and Puja – who is a Nayak, one of Jharkhand's lower castes – depend for a living primarily on peddling coal that they obtain illicitly from Pandu Project. Jobs in the project are scarce and require higher levels of skills and education than adivasis typically possess, and casual wage labour opportunities – both in the colliery and surrounding area – are limited. Under these circumstances, 85 percent of Karampot's households are regularly engaged in this informal and precarious form of petty commodity production. Coal peddling is carried out by both men and

---
50 Pandu Project has two depot yards: the one to which Puja and other village women go to gather coal; and another one in which truck loading work takes place, as I describe in the next chapter.
51 Industrialisation and economic growth and in India – as well as other parts of the global South (Ferguson 2013: 230; Li 2010: 73) – has not been accompanied by an increase in available jobs, especially for less-skilled labourers (Gupta 2010: Epilogue; Kannan & Raveendran 2009; Shah & Lerche 2017).
52 As I noted in the Introduction, in addition to peddling coal most villagers engage occasionally in casual wage labour in another of Pandu Project's depot yards, loading coal on trucks. I discuss this
women from a wide range of ages, from teenagers to people in their 50s. Many of those who do not peddle coal on a daily basis, too, do it occasionally whenever in need of cash. While agriculture still plays an important role in providing Santals' basic sustenance needs, it does not always provide sufficient grains for the whole year – and perhaps more importantly, does not generate any cash. In the absence of other work, peddling coal is what most Jorakaram villagers have come to depend on.54

Gleaned out illegally from the interstices of mining operations, coal peddling is strenuous and backbreaking: a coal-filled metal bowel weighs roughly 66 pounds, while a loaded bicycle carries up to 330 pounds of this black substance. The image of women scavenging for coal, and of men pushing their cycles like "a line of ants struggling with food seemingly too big to be handled" (Lahiri-Dutt & Williams 2005: 8), readily conjures up a sense of finality. Indeed, those who have written about coal peddling have depicted it exclusively as a marginal subsistence activity, into which the poorest of the poor are forced in order to survive (Lahiri-Dutt & Williams 2005; Lahiri-Dutt et al. 2012; Sainath 1996: 145-147; Singh 2013).

A growing body of work in anthropology and related disciplines has been concerned with the related conditions of informality and precarity (e.g. Allison 2013; Denning 2010; Millar 2014; Munck 2013; Standing 2011, 2014) – precisely of the kind that coal peddling would appear to brutally epitomise. Much of this literature depicts these conditions as an unfortunate last resort. Yet such a conceptualisation of informal precarious work, Kathleen Millar (2014) has argued, fails to capture the variegated ways in which precarity is experienced by those engaged in it. In a similar form of work in the next chapter. Other typical modest sources of income include, for example, selling home-brewed rice beer and mahua wine.

53 I refer to coal peddling as petty commodity production since villagers do not only obtain the coal but also, through coking, produce the finished, sold 'product' (which is in fact coke rather than raw coal). On petty commodity production among India's labouring poor more generally, see Harriss-White (2010, 2012, 2014).

54 While both Santals and non-Santals rely heavily on coal peddling, the discussion in this chapter is mostly in relation to the former. Unlike them, non-Santal coal peddlers are landless, and in addition to peddling coal engage in temporary labour migration outside the village, as I discuss in Chapter 5.
vein, in this chapter I show that while coal peddling is not, by any stretch, 'decent work' (ILO n.d.; Nizami & Prasad 2017) in the conventional sense of the term, it is perceived by villagers as a source not only of comparative livelihood stability but also, importantly, a relative degree of autonomy around labour.

At the same time, however, I wish to refrain from overstressing the 'liberatory' aspect of coal peddling and precarious work more generally. In her ethnographic account of *catadores* – a group of labouring poor who reclaim recyclables from a garbage dump on the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro – Millar (2014) foregrounds the unexpected advantages of precarity, emphasising how this kind of work can be an "act of release" from waged capitalist structures (Millar 2014: 49). But such accounts, too, can overlook some of the diverse, contradictory meanings that precarious work can have for different people and in different contexts. As I show in this chapter, in Karampot the benefits of coal peddling are experienced and weighed by villagers in different ways based on their gender, generation, and position in the lifecycle; in relation to the present and the future; and vis-à-vis the possibility of formal sector employment. In particular, the advantages coal peddling offers are undermined by the cumulative toll that this physically taxing work takes on the body; by the eventual exhaustion of coal, which renders it unsustainable in the long term; and when compared to formal waged work – for example, in CCL – which is what villagers generally aspire to but most have been unable to access.

**From private mines to Pandu Project**

Coal peddling is a relatively new economic activity. It has its origins, as I noted in the previous chapter, in the private underground mines that had operated in Karampot for a limited period from about 1975. With nationalisation forging ahead, work in these private mines came to an end only a few years later; the underground pits, however, remained largely accessible, and villagers began descending into them to cut coal and sell it themselves. Babulal, one of the older coal peddlers in Karampot, was one of them. Having previously cut coal underground in private colliery in a neighbouring village, Babulal was already familiar with the work. He recalled how he would enter the dark, disused mines with a candle, pickaxe, and his bicycle, on which a jute sackcloth would be stretched to carry out the coal. After coking it, Babulal
would sell the coal to houses, tea shops, and restaurants in the immediate area – all of which use coal as a cooking fuel – as well as to informal petty coal brokers.

Obtaining coal underground was not only strenuous but also dangerous: there was the risk of underground fires and collapse, which according to local stories had caused a number of deaths in the private mines in nearby villages. The mines, Babulal described, were like long winding tunnels, and one had to go ever-deeper to reach the coal that was still left. The opening of Pandu Project, in this context, in 1982, presented Babulal and other villagers with an opportunity to attain coal for peddling relatively more easily. Compared to cutting coal in the depths of the underground pits, obtaining it from places like the depot yard (like Puja does) or even the seams of the opencast quarry (like Maharam and Maiko do) is less labourious, hazardous, and time-consuming.

Gleaning coal from Pandu Project is, however, illegal, which my interlocutors themselves well acknowledge. Nevertheless, in Karampot and the area coal from CCL mines is gathered, coked, and sold daily and very much out in the open. Indeed, to my surprise, both CCL and the police seem, by and large, to turn a blind eye to this activity. While the police are known to sometimes crack down on larger illegal mining operations (Lahiri-Dutt & Williams 2005), coal peddling, which generally involves small-scale quantities of coal, is usually ignored by them. CCL, on its part, does deploy security guards to patrol the depot and other parts of the colliery in 

55 This is very different, for example, from Heuzé’s description of the ‘coal scavengers’ in his field site in Dhanbad, who “regard the product to be a collective possession of natural origin and do not concern themselves with state laws” (1996: 229). Regarding coal peddling as illegal, on the other hand, as my interlocutors do, arguably reflects an internalisation of the long-established discourse in India of coal as a national resource. "Coal belongs to the government", coal peddlers told me, "so we have to take it without permission". But at the same time, coal peddlers do not perceive what they do as immoral: first, because peddling coal is done out of necessity and fulfils a basic subsistence need, and second, because 'stealing' from a large corporation like CCL is different than "stealing from someone's house".

56 Dhagamwar et al. (2003: 66) have reported a similar situation around a state-owned colliery in Korba, Chhattisgarh.

57 These include, for example, illegal artisanal village mines, which can be found in other parts of Jharkhand.
rotation, and these guards do normally stop the collection of coal by villagers whenever they encounter it. The moment the guards leave, however, coal gathering is resumed, without villagers ever getting into any serious trouble. As I described at the beginning of the chapter, for example, Maiko and Maharam did have to leave the quarry that early morning when spotted by the security guards; the next morning, though – and the ones thereafter – they returned, without any apparent consequences. This kind of dynamic is even more noticeable in the depot, where the interruption and resumption of coal collection take place in much shorter intervals. When women collected coal in the depot in the mornings, a guard would at a certain point usually show up and order them to leave. But after a short while, once the guard has left for another part of the colliery, the stream of women heading to the depot would resume as if nothing had happened.

There are several explanations for this overall tolerance by CCL of pilferage of coal by villagers. For example, as I expand on later on, the fact that coal from the depot is gathered by women effectively restricts the ability of the male guards to take any physical measures against them. But some of the guards I met – all non-"adivasi" – are in fact not unsympathetic towards villagers who have no choice but to glean coal to make a living. This approach extends to the CCL officers I spoke to, who also take a rather lenient approach towards coal peddlers. The common view among them is that villagers who live in CCL's mining areas pilfer coal not to "make a profit" but "to survive", and thus should not be treated harshly by the company. Such a stance is arguably related to CCL's ethos as a public sector enterprise rooted in the developmentalist Nehruvian period.

The company's approach, however, also stems from the wish to avoid agitation by villagers – especially in an area with a history of political resistance. Aware of this risk, a company officer told me, "CCL cannot afford to take any severe measures against poor people who collect coal". Not thwarting villagers' ability to peddle coal as a means of livelihood is thus also a way for CCL to assuage them, and deflect the danger of confrontation. In villagers' perception, nevertheless, the fear of a violent response to this illegal activity still lurks. This, as I show below, shapes the structuring of coal peddling work in different ways.
Villagers are, moreover, acutely aware of their reliance on Pandu Project for obtaining coal to peddle. While Maiko, Maharam, and others expressed different grievances about the mine – from the blasting that causes the walls of their mud houses to crack, to the coal dust that contaminates the air, to the enclosure of grazing and forest land surrounding the village – they feel highly dependent on the coal produced by the colliery. "If the mine closes", Maiko and Maharam told me, "we won't be able to survive".

The work process

The process of peddling coal consists of several stages. The first is getting hold of coal, which villagers do from either the opencast seams (like Maiko and Maharam) or the depot yard (like Puja) – depending on which part of the colliery they live closer to. In the first period of my fieldwork, villagers also gleaned coal from the overburden dump, sifting through the rocky waste material that was unloaded regularly by dumper trucks. After a few months, however, when coal extraction shifted to a different section of the quarry, the movement of these trucks stopped almost entirely. The dump consequently ceased to function as a coal collection site for villagers, leaving them with either the seams or depot yard.

The coal is carried in bowls, by women, and initially heaped at the edge of the quarry or depot. It is then taken by the women to form a larger, domed pile nearby, which is later ignited in order to coke the coal. This removes some of the coal's impurities, which prevents it from contaminating the food when used for cooking (Lahiri-Dutt & Williams 2005). There are two coking grounds in Karampot – one next to the quarry and another next to the depot – where each coking pile belongs to a particular household. Constructing such a pile requires about 50 bowls of coal, Puja told me, which can take up to a week to gather. The piles are set alight and left to burn for several hours, usually overnight, producing hefty clouds of smoke. Once the fire subsides, the piles are covered with coal dust – found abundantly on the soil around them – to reduce the entry of air. After a few more hours, the coal (or rather coke) is ready.
After cooling down, coal from the coking pile is packed into large woven plastic bags, normally used for cement. A coking pile contains enough coal to fill about 30 such bags, each with around 30kg of coal. Every five bags are loaded and attached, using ropes, to a bicycle. The bicycle is then pushed – by men and through the village's dirt lanes or forest paths – to the highway abutting Karampot's western edge. After
pushing the bicycle on the highway's shoulders for another mile or so, Karampot's coal peddlers reach their buyers.

Figure 7: Villagers loading their bicycle with coal

Figure 8: Villagers pushing their bicycles through the forest to the highway
Coal buyers are predominantly non-ādivasi, and generally of two types: first, tea stalls and roadside restaurants owners, who use coal for cooking; and second, informal small-scale coal brokers, who buy coal from villagers and sell it, from makeshift coal stalls by the highway, to people driving by. Motorcycles, cars, trucks, and even public buses regularly stop next to these stalls to purchase coal – usually a few bags – which people either take to their homes, to cook with; or resell, at a higher price, to restaurants in one of the towns farther along the highway. Because of the concentration of mines in the area and large numbers of coal peddlers – from both Karampot and other villages – the stretch of highway around Karampot is replete with informal coal stalls, with one visible on either side of the road about every half mile.

Most coal peddlers I know in Karampot have one or a few buyers to whom they deliver coal regularly. Maharam, for instance, sells coal to both a tea shop and a coal stall on the other side of the highway from the village. Coal prices are more or less uniform: coal peddlers receive 45 rupees for each bag of coal – and, accordingly, 225 rupees\(^{58}\) for a cycle load of five bags. Coal brokers sell each bag for about 65 rupees – usually between a few and several dozen a day. The people who buy the coal from them, I was told, can resell it for up to 150 rupees per bag in the bigger towns to which some of them take it.

**Division of labour**

Coal peddling is normally a family operation, carried out jointly by husbands and wives, mothers and sons, brothers and sisters. It has a clear gendered division of labour: it is the women who collect and carry the coal to the coking piles; both men and women who work on the coking piles and pack the coal; and men who push the coal on bicycles to sell.\(^{59}\) The role of women in coal peddling is perhaps most striking

---

\(^{58}\) Or $4.5; at that time of fieldwork, the Indian rupee was worth approximately $0.02.

\(^{59}\) The fact that both men and women work is in itself significant. While among caste Hindus, the participation of women in labour is often restricted (Sorsa et al. 2015; Chen & Drèze 1992), ādivasi women engage not only in coal peddling but also in agriculture (Mukherjea 1962: Chapter 4) and casual wage labour (Carrin-Bouez 1993). Coal peddling's gendered division of labour is in fact reminiscent of that practiced by Santals in Chotanagpur's early underground mines, where men would cut the coal and women would carry it out (Corbridge 1993; Devalle 1992; Simmons 1976).
in the depot – the coal-collection site where I spent the most time. Only women enter the depot to gather coal; men invariably do not, because of the chance of altercation with the security guards.

While women too have to leave the depot when the guards appear, my interlocutors explained, they are unlikely "to get any serious trouble from the guards, who know they can't use force against women" – presumably because of the risk of protest by villagers in case women are treated aggressively. Men, on the other hand, are disinclined to enter the depot, as they feel that this might elicit a more belligerent response from the guards. Indeed, *adivasis* are still often stereotyped as savage, ignorant, and potentially dangerous people, who can legitimately be treated worse – and more violently – than others (Shah & Lerche 2017; Pal 2019). Coal peddling's gendered division of labour is thus related to the illicit nature of this work and the threat of violence in response to it.

Households in Karampot have varied, and often flexible, labour arrangements for coal peddling, which depend mostly on their composition. 19-year-old Parmeshwar, for instance, is the only cycle pusher in his household. His father has long been infirm, and his two older brothers are married and run their own separate households. Besides himself, Parmeshwar's coal peddling 'team' consists of his younger sister, who gathers the coal from the depot; and a boy cousin who lives with the family and helps with the coking and loading. Of the earnings from peddling coal, Parmeshwar keeps a portion to himself; sometimes dishes out a small amount to his sister; and gives the bulk to his mother, "to take care of the household". Indeed, in coal-peddling households it is normally the women who keep the purse and manage the budget.

If there are more capable men in the house, the task of pushing the cycle can be divided between them. Naresh, for example, another young Santal, lives in a joint household with his older brother Jagdis, Jagdis's wife and their two baby children, another younger brother and sister, and their elderly widowed mother. Naresh and

---

60 While Santals, like most *adivasis*, usually live in separate rather than joint households (Elwin 1943), the presence of an aged and/or widowed mother can change the situation. I discuss household structures in more detail in Chapter 6, in relation to CCL-employed Santals.
his younger brother both push and sell the coal, alternately. Jagdis, the older brother, has been recovering from tuberculosis\(^{61}\) and taken a break from this work; his wife, nonetheless, is the one who gathers the coal from the depot, into a single coking pile that serves the entire household.

As can already be noticed, it is often the younger men in the household who push the cycle, their fathers or older brothers having become too old or frail to undertake this strenuous task. Gathering coal, on the other hand, is considered less physically intense, and is done also by older women. But often this task is taken on by much younger women and girls, either alongside their mother or instead of her altogether. At any rate, it is acknowledged by men and women alike that coal peddling simply cannot take place without the latter – not only because of their labour but since they are the only ones who can go into the depot to gather coal. "If women didn't bring the coal", Maharam and other coal peddlers told me, "we wouldn't have anything to sell".

The same could not be said with regard to men. Some of the village women I know have a husband or father who is infirm, absent, or otherwise unable to push a cycle, but nevertheless generate income from coal on their own. This they do by collecting, coking, and providing the coal to cycle pushers from the area, who come to load it on their bicycles directly from the women's coking pile, and split the money with them once the coal is sold. This is the case, for example, in the household of Siamlal. Now in his 50s, Siamlal had stopped pushing coal a couple of years ago after contracting malaria, and as I describe in Chapter 7 now dedicates his time to maintaining the small Hindu temple across the highway from the village. With no sons to push coal in his place, Siamlal's two daughters – in their early 20s and unmarried – have become the household's breadwinners, through striking an arrangement with two cycle pushers from a neighbouring village. Every day, the two coal pushers arrive in Karampot's coking ground with their bicycles, and load them with coal for peddling straight from the daughters' coking pile. The earnings are later divided between the

\(^{61}\) Coal dust, which covers the ground of a substantial area around the colliery, is known to cause a range of respiratory diseases (Laney & Weissman 2014).
two men and them.62 Puja, whose husband is away working in Rajasthan,63 has the same arrangement with the same two coal pushers. She often brings to the coking ground her two toddlers, who crawl in the coal dust beside her while she arranges her coking pile.

The different sides of precarious work

Superfluous to the labour needs of the colliery that has increasingly encroached on their land, coal peddlers are seemingly a prime example of what Li (2009) and Breman (2016) have described as a surplus population. Yet contrary to claims about permanent pauperisation and unemployment that the idea of surplus populations can imply (Shah & Lerche 2017: 11), coal peddlers do not only work hard and earn but are part of an extensive informal coal supply chain. This chain is crucial for a range of household needs and economic activities in the wider area – including domestic cooking (and heating), food sales by restaurants and tea shops, the livelihoods of petty coal brokers, and the profits made by those who buy coal from them and resell it yet again.

Within the coal supply chain, however, it would appear that coal peddlers are at the very bottom. Coal brokers, for instance, who buy coal cheap from villagers and sell it dear, and spend most of their time in the shade of their make-do stalls by the highway, certainly seemed to me to have a much better deal compared to my hard-labouring coal-peddling interlocutors. The coal brokers I spoke to similarly thought that pushing coal is "hard work" while theirs is much easier – without having to collect, coke, and push the coal over and over. I was indeed curious as to why none of the coal peddlers I knew in Karampot ever tried to set up a coal stall by the highway themselves. Echoing a typical view of adivasis, coal brokers confidently explained to me, echoing a typical view of adivasis, that local Santals are "simple people" with a "jungle mentality", without the mind frame "to do business".

---

62 While the coal pushers (who are non-ādivasi) do have wives who potentially could gather the coal for them, their village is on the other side of the highway and farther away from the depot yard, which makes this less convenient.

63 I discuss labour migration from Karampot by the village's non-Santal population in Chapter 5.
My coal-peddling interlocutors, however, certainly have their reasons for not getting involved in what coal brokers do. One of these is the police, who might disregard coal peddlers but often demand bribery payments from roadside coal stalls to 'allow' their operation. Interacting with the police, coal peddlers told me, requires knowing "how to speak to negotiate with officers" – a skill they feel that they largely lack. Interaction with the police generally makes them anxious, and they prefer to avoid it if they can. Like is the case with men’s reluctance to enter the depot, my interlocutors' fear of the police has to be understood in the context of the popular characterisation of adivasis as jungli (uncivilised) and potentially violent; their often more violent handling by the police (Shah & Lerche 2017; Pal 2019); and their historically more brutal treatment by the state (Shah 2010). The fact that virtually all highway coal brokers are non-adivasi, too, might deter Santals from entering this activity.

There is, however, another important reason that ultimately makes the work of roadside coal brokers less attractive for my adivasi coal-peddling interlocutors. Selling coal by the highway, they told me, requires spending the whole day (and sometimes night) at the coal stall waiting for buyers, including in scorching heat or pouring rain. It is "full-time work", as Maharam put it, in which "you're like an animal tied to a pole, with no time for anything else: farming and taking the animals to graze, doing house chores and taking care of the children, or free time". Coal brokers' work, in other words, means being restricted in both space and time, which for Maharam and other coal peddlers is generally unappealing. This drew my attention to some of the unexpected benefits that coal peddling – despite its onerous nature – offers to villagers, which cause them to actually prefer this form of labour over other types of informal work around them.

**Anchor of stability**

Coal peddling – in particular pushing the cycle – is unambiguously gruelling labour, and coal pushers often referred to the toll it takes on their body. Years of pushing coal can result not only in cumulative physical exhaustion but also various injuries and chronic pains, which is why older men eventually stop pushing coal and let their sons take over. There is also no doubt that coal peddling is highly precarious work – not only informal but also illegal – without any securities. Villagers' access to coal for
peddling, for example, is uncertain: coal is a "government thing" and belongs to the colliery, and to be able to obtain it villagers depend not only on CCL's clemency but also on production circumstances in the project, which can at times disrupt their work routine.

I have already mentioned, for example, how in the initial period of fieldwork coal was also being gathered from the colliery's overburden dump; but how, following changes in coal extraction operations, trucks then stopped unloading waste coal on the dump. In another instance, the dirt trail that Maiko and Maharam descend to reach the opencast seams had partly collapsed as a result of drilling and became inaccessible for several weeks. During this time, in order to obtain coal Maiko and Maharam had to either walk to the depot on the other side of the village; or climb onto and sift for coal on the southern edge of the overburden dump, closer to their side of the village, which was steep and dangerous. Indeed, "no guarantee" is a phrase that villagers frequently used in our conversations about coal peddling. "Sometimes you get enough coal for a few cycle loads, and can earn well", Maharam said, "but sometimes you can only get little or almost no coal at all ... So some days of good work and some days of sitting at home".

But at the same time, for most Karampot villagers coal peddling is the most stable, accessible, and profitable form of livelihood available to them. While scavenging coal is easily depicted as a marginal subsistence activity, coal peddling diverges from this image in a number of significant ways: it allows not only relative livelihood stability but also modest accumulation, and provides a relative degree of independence. Even before the advent of mining in Karampot, agriculture alone had not sufficed as a source of livelihood, forcing villagers to hunt and gather casual wages (Breman 1994) outside the village – for example on construction sites or through seasonal migration to brick kilns. Compared to that scenario, coal peddling is certainly perceived by local Santals as an improvement.64

64 While coal peddling is also generally an improvement upon the labour scenario in non-Santals' native villages, their ability to accumulate from this work is more limited compared to Santals, and drives them to engage additionally in temporary labour migration outside of Karampot. This situation is linked to non-Santals' lack of own land in Karampot, which I discuss in Chapter 5.
First, coal peddling is a more reliable source of income: while the quantities of coal that villagers are able to gather can fluctuate depending on colliery operations, they are normally able to collect some; indeed, coal cycles are pushed through the village every day, loaded from coking piles that were either prepared recently or in advance. Second, coal peddling provides work locally. Earlier, villagers had had to seek casual wage labour outside Karampot; now, they generally do not have to leave the village environs to be able to earn. The availability of coal to peddle – at first from the disused private mines, and now through Pandu Project – has made it possible for villagers to make a living locally, which distinguishes them from the swathes of 'footloose labour' in India (Breman 1996) who constantly shift between temporary work sites. Indeed, compared to the considerable trend of seasonal labour outmigration from Jharkhand to other parts of India – particularly by adivasis (Deshingkar 2008; Shah & Lerche 2017) – among Karampot's Santals such migration is generally not very common.65

The availability of coal to peddle can even serve as a pull factor. Take, for example, Maiko and Maharam. While Santals are patrilocal, Karampot is in fact Maiko's family village rather than Maharam's. After getting married, the couple had as per custom settled in Maharam's village, in another part of Jharkhand, where he had tried making a living cutting and selling wood. But this "difficult work", Maharam recounted, had been insufficient to subsist on. After a couple of years he and Maiko thus relocated to Karampot, where – compared to Maharam's previous work – peddling coal proved to be not only "more profitable" but also "simple" and "easy".66

These words used by Maharam to describe coal peddling again draw attention to the contradictory ways in which it is perceived and experienced. Indeed, while villagers often referred to the physical strenuousness and uncertainty involved in this work, they also regard it as overall less complicated, and more reliable, than informal wage labour – for example in construction sites or loading trucks in Pandu Project's other

---

65 See footnotes 62 and 63.

66 Another factor involved in the couple's decision to settle in Karampot was Maiko's elderly parents, who needed looking after. The possibility to earn a living through peddling coal, nonetheless, played an important role.
depot yard. This makes coal peddling into a relative anchor of stability in my interlocutors' livelihood strategies, compared to the yet more precarious alternatives. This includes the highway coal stalls, too, where sales can wax and wane according to the number of vehicles stopping by and the amount of coal that they purchase. "In a coal stall", coal peddlers told me – and coal brokers confirmed – "you might be able to sell, or not; sometimes 50 bags of coal, sometimes just a few". Peddling coal, on the other hand, "you just deliver the coal to the stall and get paid" – which my interlocutors consider not only more straightforward but less unpredictable.

*From subsistence to accumulation*

Coal peddling is not only relatively predictable but, moreover, generates earnings that are by local standards certainly not meagre. The 225 rupees that coal pushers earn for one coal-laden cycle are no skimpy amount, especially as many of them often deliver more than one cycle load per day. By comparison, the standard daily wage labour rate, say in construction, is 300 rupees; whereas for loading a truck in the depot, which takes roughly four hours, labourers earn 160 rupees each. Public work schemes, too, cannot hold a candle to coal peddling in terms of wages. "There is no demand for this kind of work in a place like Karampot", an officer from the local block office told me, "where people can make much more money selling coal than the daily wage in public works, which is 167 rupees". Indeed, when towards the end of my fieldwork government-supplied concrete toilette cabins began being constructed next to Karampot's houses, the large majority of labourers were from outside the village; not many villagers were keen to do this work when they could peddle coal instead.

---

67 I should note that compared to other villages where coal peddling is carried out, the work of coal pushers in Karampot is made somewhat less arduous by the local abundance of highway coal stalls that purchase coal from them. In other areas, this is not the case, and villagers have to push their coal-laden bicycle for several hours to sell their coal in Hazaribagh or Ranchi (where coal rates are nevertheless higher).

68 Dhagamwar et al. have reported that in Korba too, coal peddling generates higher earnings than daily wage labour (2003: 66).

69 167 rupees was, at the time, the standard daily rate in the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) – India’s largest public works programme.
Contrary to images of precarious petty commodity production – especially scavenging-based – as merely a means of survival, coal peddling allows Santals not only to subsist but also to accumulate, however modestly, and make use of coal-peddling earnings saved over months and years. Naresh and Jagdis, for example, have purchased a small television for their home; Parmeshwar, a rudimentary smartphone; Maharam owns a second-hand motorcycle; while Babulal is constructing a simple pukka structure of brick\textsuperscript{70} as an extension to his mud house.

Income from coal peddling is used for other kinds of investment, too. Maharam and Maiko, for instance, pay the monthly fee to send their two older children to the Holy Faith private school across the highway from Karampot, instead of the free – and reputedly inferior – government school in the village. Other coal-peddling interlocutors pay for after-school tuition classes for their boys and girls. Coal peddlers in Karampot invariably aspire for their children to eventually find other, less onerous work than theirs, and seek to spend what they can in better education for them to try and improve their chances of future employment.\textsuperscript{71} Finally, a few of my interlocutors have used coal-peddling earnings to invest in small economic ventures. Naresh and Jagdis, for instance, had recently bought a second-hand fridge, with the intention of selling chilled soft drinks in the village.

By employing this kind of longer-term saving and planning, adivasi coal peddlers challenge the image of informal precarious labourers as present-oriented, in a constant state of 'informal survivalism' (Davis 2006: 26). Furthermore, small-scale accumulation and the pursuit of particular aspirations through coal peddling – consumption, housing, and children's life chances – are at variance with certain

\textsuperscript{70} Some villagers have also received funds for this purpose from the Indira Awaas Yojana, a government scheme for providing housing for the rural poor. But payment instalments through the scheme are often delayed or insufficient for all costs of construction, and villagers have to invest own money to either complete or expedite it.

\textsuperscript{71} While as I discuss in Chapter 6, attaining good jobs – especially public sector – is believed to also typically require connections and/or bribery payments, a certain level of education is considered to be a prerequisite.

certain education credentials but also connections and bribery. I discuss this point in Chapter 6 in relation to CCL-employed Santals.
Subaltern Studies-inspired arguments about a kind of *adivasi* culture that rejects material accumulation and commodities (e.g. Roy 2007; Carrin-Bouez 1993: 153; Shah 2018a: 229), and more concretely with other accounts of *adivasi* entry into new forms of work.

These accounts include, for example, Nurit Bird-David's (1983) classic analysis of the south Indian *adivasi* Naikens. Bird-David describes how, even after becoming engaged in wage labour work in the rubber plantation next to their village, the Naikens held onto their traditional economic organisation, which was not concerned with saving or the future more generally. The Naikens treated the plantation as a site for wage 'gathering' and, accordingly, preferred casual over permanent work: while the latter involved salary contributions to a provident fund in which they saw no value, the former provided them with weekly wages that they could spend immediately. Contrary to this prevalent notion of *adivasi* propensity "to live for the moment" (Shah 2018a: 229), among Karampot's Santals the transition into coal peddling as a main source of livelihood was accompanied by a transition from subsistence to (modest) accumulation.

While accumulation and consumption among coal-pedding Santals are an indication of increased income levels compared to those in pre-mining Karampot, they are in fact viewed dimly by some of my older interlocutors. Simalal, for instance, believes that many younger coal peddlers fritter away their earnings on unnecessary commodities, drinking, or card playing; and generally keep too much of their income "in their own pockets" instead of giving more of it to their wife or mother, for the household. "Nowadays", Siamlal said,

people can work relatively little and earn easily: more than 200 rupees in one bicycle trip to the highway! Compare this to a labourer who works for hours in the sun and gets 200 rupees for the whole day. This kind of hard work makes you understand the value of money. But when you earn more easily and quickly, you think about money the wrong way and spend it the wrong way.
There is, indeed, a sense among the older generation of Santals in Karampot that the possibility of increased earnings through coal peddling has led Santal youngsters astray, and contributed to a process of individualisation whereby people have become more exclusively concerned with their own work and money. This kind of moral critique – and laments about the decline in community solidarity – is nevertheless much more pronounced with regard to CCL-employed Santals, who earn a lucrative salary that enables consumption on a whole other scale. I return to this point in Chapter 6, when discussing Karampot’s CCL-employed households.

**Tempo and autonomy**

Alongside relative stability and economic gains, coal peddling has a third, particular feature that distinguishes it from other kinds of informal work in the local context. Coal peddling, in short, allows a greater degree of freedom and flexibility in terms of when, how frequently, and how much to work. A day of wage labour, for instance in construction, typically involves work "from morning till evening"; coal peddling, on the other hand, enables villages to have greater control over their schedule, and allows time for non-work activities such as pottering about with friends, playing cards, fishing in the nearby pond, or hunting birds and foraging mushrooms in the forest.

Coal peddling has a distinctive tempo, in which 'work' and 'leisure' continuously interlace and alternate. Villagers often go to gather, coke, and push coal in the morning; go back home to attend to house chores and, in the agricultural season, their fields, or simply to rest or 'timepass' (Jeffrey 2010); and later head again to the depot or coking ground to collect and coke more coal. Bouts of work, too, are often interspersed with breaks. A nightly jaunt to the coal seams, as I described at the beginning of the chapter, usually involves a stop next to one of the flaming coking piles, where villagers chat and jest for a good while before continuing to the opencast pit.

---

72 Millar (2015) has called this kind of rhythm 'woven time', in which work and other domains of the everyday are interwoven (See also Harms 2011: Chapter 4).
Similarly, after filling up a few bowls of coal from the depot, women normally pause to sit together and chatter in the shade of one of the trees in the coking ground, before returning to the depot to collect more coal. Indeed, despite the hard work it would be misleading to describe the atmosphere in the coking ground as bleak. Labouring around coking piles and cycles is accompanied by chitchatting and joking between villagers: about the rice beer they intend to have in the evening; about bankrupting CCL by stealing all its coal; and about the children who assist their parents in the coking ground, the local "coal peddling school". Finally, after delivering the coal, cycle pushers sometimes sit around for a while with the coal brokers at their stalls, or in front of the small television at a popular nearby tea shop.

Coal peddling, moreover, allows villagers more control over how often and how much to work. The frequency with which cycle pushers go to sell coal can vary quite significantly: while some do this a daily basis, usually delivering one or two cycle loads a day, others push their cycle only a few times a week, based on their needs and objectives. Coal pushers can also reduce or increase the amount of work in different periods: the same person can peddle more coal in a particular week or month, and less in another, according to their circumstances in that particular time. When Shiv, for example, another young Santal coal peddler, wanted to spend some time with one of his cousin brothers in another village, he took a few days' break from cycle pushing; Babulal did the same for about a week to look after the construction of the new pukka section of his house. Alternatively, villagers can increase the frequency and quantity of work when in need of extra cash – say, to buy alcohol and chicken to celebrate a festival – or in order to save for a specific purpose. In the weeks before his wedding, for instance, Parmeshwar was delivering four cycle loads of coal every day, to make sure he would be able to cover all expenses of the celebration, including copious amounts of mahua wine and foodstuffs to cook for all the guests.

Finally, unlike wage labour, coal peddling is a form of self-employment, however vulnerable. It thus allows villagers to be their own bosses rather than subject to the dictates of contractors or employers, or monitoring by work supervisors. Differently from wage labour, coal peddling does not entail an explicitly enacted relationship of authority and subordination, and provides to villagers a sense of autonomy and
independence that was also an important element in traditional *adivasi* economy (Bird-David 1983: 67; Carrin-Bouez: 1993: 157).\(^73\)

**In praise of precarious work?**

By considering the place of coal peddling in villagers' livelihood strategies and aspirations, and illuminating the relative stability and autonomy it enables, I have so far sought to challenge survivalist frameworks for understanding informal precarious work, which treat such work categorically as a last resort. But at the same time, in what follows I suggest we should be wary of overstating the liberatory aspects of precarious work, as is Millar's (2014) tendency in her analysis of *catadores* in Brazil. Rather, my understanding of precarity is more aligned with Anna Tsing's (2015), whose account of informal mushroom pickers and sellers in the United States captures some of the ambivalence of this precarious form of self-employment. Indeed, while mushroom foragers draw a sense of freedom and excitement from their work – which, in the absence of employment opportunities, makes for "better than usual way" of getting by (ibid.: 4) – they also experience the challenges of lacking any modicum of security. Coal peddling too, as I now show, is perceived by villagers in an ambivalent, equivocal way. More specifically, the advantages of coal peddling that I have discussed are experienced differently by men and women, and people from different generations; evaluated differently with regard to the present and future; and pale into insignificance vis-à-vis secure, regular work.

First, coal peddling has a much greater physical cost for men, who bear the cumulative toll on the body of repeatedly pushing weighty coal-laden cycles. This is typically experienced by older men – many of whom, as I have mentioned, suffer from chronic pains that eventually force them to quit this activity. But younger men too, like Shiv, are certainly aware of the longer-term bodily impact of coal peddling. "You might be able to push the cycle now", Shiv told me, "but what about when you get older?". This, for example, is one of the reasons why coal peddlers wish for their children to find other, less manually-intensive work. Women, on their part, might not bear the lion's share of the physical burden but are arguably economically

---

\(^73\) For a related discussion of the valued autonomy that self-employment can provide to low-caste labourers, see Levien (2018: Chapter 6).
disadvantaged through coal peddling’s division of labour: while women carry out an indispensable part of the work process – namely, the gathering of coal – it is the men who sell the coal and receive the payment. While, as I have noted, in coal-peddling households it is normally the women who keep the purse, their control of the budget is undermined by the fact that they cannot always know exactly how much of the earnings are handed over to them by their husband or son, and how much of these they keep in their own pockets. As I discuss in the next chapter, this is one reason that impels women to engage, in addition to coal peddling, in truck loading work in the depot, which provides them with direct access to wages.

Second, coal peddling is regarded differently by different generations. Older interlocutors like Babulal think of coal peddling vis-à-vis their memories of livelihoods in Karampot before the arrival of mining, when they had had to eke out a living through whatever casual work they could find outside the village. Moreover, while at first villagers like him had to extract coal for peddling from the disused underground mines, now they can glean it – relatively more easily – from Pandu Project. For Babulal and others from his generation, despite its precarity coal peddling is at present a more accessible, regular, and locally available form of livelihood compared to an even more precarious, rememberable past.

Younger Santals, on the other hand, who had not lived through this past, often aspire for work that is more secure and profitable, and less physically demanding. Suraj, for example, one of Parmeshwar’s friends, had recently come back from seven months in Bangalore, working on electricity poles under a contractor and earning a monthly wage. Having learnt the ropes, Suraj is now planning to seek more such work outside the village, perhaps through another contractor. While Suraj had previously spent a while peddling coal, he had found the work tedious and laborious; his efforts are focused on finding more technical work outside of Karampot, gain more experience, and try to make a career for himself as an electrician. Suraj’s sojourn in Bangalore had not been the result of distress labour migration; like other villagers, he is quite capable of making a living for himself in Karampot, through coal peddling. Rather, Suraj’s temporary migration had been motivated mainly by the wish to become engaged in another trade, which could perhaps offer him a better, more secure future. "After all", Suraj said, "coal will not be here forever".
Indeed, my interlocutors are well aware of the eventual end of coal – and consequently coal peddling. Coal is, indeed, an exhaustible resource, and every colliery has a limited lifespan. Pandu Project, for instance, is expected to have extracted all the coal within its boundaries within the next 25 years. Thus while coal might be the most stable source of income for villagers in the present as well as near future, in the longer run it is unlikely to persist as a sustainable form of work. This is compounded by the illegality of coal peddling, and more specifically the possibility of access to coal from colliery one day becoming restricted. These factors imbue coal peddling with intrinsic long-term uncertainty which, in the long term, may leave them or their children shorn of their main means of livelihood, without any viable alternatives.

For older coal peddlers, this reaffirms and even enhances the importance of agriculture as a prophylactic source of sustenance against absolute penury, after the end of coal. Younger Santals, on the other hand, are increasingly uninterested in engaging in agricultural labour, where the rewards are neither immediate nor predictable, and usually favour cash in hand over grains stored in the house (see also Parry 2019: Chapter 4). For some of them, as illustrated by Suraj, the long-term uncertainty of coal peddling is rather a reason to seek work outside the village that, unlike coal, does not have an inexorable expiry date.

For most villagers, though, the eventual end of coal carries ambivalent meanings. On an everyday level, the sense of decline is neither palpable nor pressing, which allows them to continue their coal peddling routine. Similarly to the case of oil in Oman as described by Mandana Limbert (2008, 2010), coal's end is something to bear in mind and a reason for worry, but it is "distant enough so as to not cause panic" (ibid.: 170). The end of coal will come, but not tomorrow or next week – a timeframe that allows to be mindful of it but perhaps "not worry so much as to hamper the pleasures of today" (Limbert 2008: 46). But on another level, the awareness of coal's ultimate depletion might help explain why – differently from the Naikens, for example – coal peddlers in Karampot have turned to accumulation and saving, so as to utilise this

74 The sense of gradual decline also comprises villagers’ conviction that Karampot itself, like neighbouring Dharutar, will ultimately be overtaken and displaced by the expanding colliery. I discuss this belief and its implications in Chapter 5.
income opportunity before it recedes. The end of coal renders the relative contemporary stability of coal peddling only provisional, and produces a coexistence of short-term permanence with longer-term insecurity.\footnote{On short-term permanence, see also Maxim Bolt’s (2013) study of labour in South African border farms.}

Even in the present, however, while coal peddling is deemed preferable to other types of precarious work, it is seen as vastly inferior to any form of secure employment. In particular, coal peddling’s advantages fade into inconsequence when compared with secure CCL employment, which only a minority of Santals in Karampot have been able to attain. When it boils down to it, permanent work – especially public sector jobs, of the kind CCL provides – is what nearly all villagers want. Put differently, whereas informal wage labour – low-paying and without any prospects for upward mobility – is something to withdraw from through peddling coal, formal public sector employment alters the equation. While such work admittedly involves fixed, full-time hours and a clear organisational hierarchy, it is gainful and valuable enough for Santals to compromise on their predilection for autonomy and adjust their tempo of work.\footnote{In practice, as I describe in Chapter 6, a CCL job in the project is not always particularly demanding. Depending on one’s position, the work schedule can be fairly flexible, and the work rhythm lax.} Indeed, those Santal coal pushers from Dharutar who have managed, through compensation for land loss, to obtain a CCL job in the colliery have never looked back.

Access to such employment, however, is scarce – especially for unskilled adivasis and following the downsizing of permanent public sector labour after liberalisation (Bear 2013; Dhananjayan & Shanti 2007; Fernandes & Bharali 2014; Levien 2013b; Parry 2013a). The prevalent view in Karampot, accordingly, is that nowadays the only chance at gaining CCL employment is through losing land to the mine and being compensated with a job. Otherwise, the possibility for villagers to obtain CCL employment is slender; instead, they are relegated to the sphere of precarious informal labour, where coal peddling is – comparatively – their best option at present.
Conclusion

This chapter has focused on coal peddling, the most ubiquitous form of livelihood that has stemmed from mining operations in and around Karampot. On the one hand, coal peddling – not only informal but also illegal – seems to be the exemplar of precarious, insecure work. But on the other hand, the chapter has shown how this form of labour is more multifaceted than what popular theorisations of informality and precarity might imply. Rather than simply a last resort for the poorest, coal peddling is experienced as a stable and profitable means of livelihood – compared to both pre-mining days and the scarce informal wage labour opportunities in the locality. Coal peddling not only provides subsistence but allows Santal villagers to save and invest in things like pukka housing or private schooling for their children. Moreover, it provides a relative degree of autonomy, whereby villagers are able to control their work schedule and intensity, and do not have to answer to capricious employers and supervisors. Coal peddling’s flexible work rhythm, in particular, allows for different dimensions of everyday life – earning, farming, housework (including childcare), and leisure – to be woven and pursued together. It is not contradictory, then, to view coal peddling as precarious and marginalised while also understanding that most villagers in fact prefer it over other insecure forms of work around them.

But at the same time, I have suggested that the liberatory aspect of coal peddling – as a relinquishment of wage labour in favour of alternative arrangements – should not be overstated. Rather, the benefits of coal peddling are perceived and evaluated by villagers in different ways: based on their positionalities in terms of gender, generation, and in the lifecycle; in relation to shorter- and longer-term temporal scales; and vis-à-vis formal employment. In particular, while coal peddling offers relative stability in the present, it is embedded within a broader timeframe of impermanence and insecurity – both in the lifecycle, through its physical toll on the body; and in the farther away future, through the eventual depletion of coal or the restriction of villagers' illegal access to it. This poses a potentially substantial threat to households' social reproduction.

Moreover, all the benefits of coal peddling pale unambiguously when juxtaposed with secure employment in Pandu Project, which is what villagers generally desire.
Indeed, compared to the minority of Santals in the village who have such employment, coal peddlers feel markedly disadvantaged. Coal peddling, then, can be understood as a withdrawal only from the terms and conditions of particular types of wage labour, namely casual and informal; formal wage labour, by contrast – especially public sector employment – overwhelmingly trumps any advantages coal peddling might offer, and provides the kind of security that most of my interlocutors ultimately seek. As we will see in later chapters, villagers' ability to realise such security through naukri in Pandu Project has been largely unequal and arbitrary. The only feasible route to accessing it is through losing land to the project – and even then does not guarantee employment to all of the dispossessed.
IV. Truck loading

Having introduced in the previous chapter the primary means of making a living in Karampot, in this chapter I consider the second most widespread form of livelihood in the village: casual wage labour in Pandu Project’s depot yard, hand-loading trucks with coal for transportation. Truck loading wage labour is part of an effort by CCL to offer work opportunities to so-called project-affected persons (CIL 2008) who have not been directly dispossessed of land and thus are not eligible for compensatory employment. While for most households in Karampot coal peddling provides the bulk of income, truck loading serves for the same households as an additional, albeit highly irregular, source of income, which they utilise whenever this work is available. By turning attention to truck loading labour, the chapter expands the discussion about the meanings of different kinds of precarious work, and the considerations that lead villagers to engage in them as part of their livelihood strategies.

The fact that coal-peddling households also participate in truck loading work – thereby combining and alternating between petty commodity production and informal wage labour – invites a more flexible understanding of precarious labour. This means, along with Bernstein's (2006, 2008, 2010) classes of labour framework,78 to think of precarious labour not through fixed and static notions of 'petty commodity producers' or 'wage labourers', but in terms of fluidity. Such an understanding of labour means paying attention to the range of small-scale and informal economic activities – in particular, combinations of self-employment, wage labour, and agriculture – through which people pursue their livelihoods.79 At the same time, however, Bernstein’s classes of labour – similarly to Standing’s (2011, 2014) notion of the precariat – bunches together the various forms of precarious work under one umbrella concept, which can distract attention from the more nuanced differences between them, and their different meanings for labourers.

77 See footnote 50.
78 On the Indian context, see Lerche (2010, 2013).
79 See also Shah & Harriss-White (2011).
The previous chapter already engaged with this issue when discussing (relative) autonomy in work and time as a desirable feature of coal peddling, which distinguishes it from other types of informal work. The current chapter continues this engagement by raising a complementary ethnographic question. As a form of informal wage labour, truck loading is fraught with challenges for villagers: not only is it irregular and in short supply but it is also not as profitable as coal peddling, and involves working under supervisors who from time to time siphon off labourers' wages. Indeed, as we will see, the provision of casual truck loading work by CCL has given rise to a chain of brokerage and rentiership, in which labourers are at the bottom. The chapter then asks why, with coal peddling as an alternative, villagers – and particularly women, who make up the majority of truck loaders – still engage in this work. I propose that the answer, in this case, has to do with autonomy of a different kind. For women, truck loading – unlike coal peddling – offers access to independent wages. This allows women labourers increased financial control, and consequently status, in the household, which serves as a reason for them to continue participating in this otherwise unattractive form of work.

**Wage labour for the mining-affected**

Truck loading work takes place in what is known as Pandu Project's coal sale depot. In it, coal is stored that CCL does not provide directly to other public sector industries but wholesales to private coal dealers. The latter transport and sell it to private industries across India – from brick kilns in Utter Pradesh in the north to cement factories in Tamil Nadu in the south. As part of this operation, dealers' lorries are loaded, before being dispatched, with the coal they have purchased from CCL. Truck loading wage labour, as the name implies, involves just that: the manual loading of coal from Pandu Project's depot yard onto dealers' lorries for transportation. The loading is carried out in more or less fixed groups of about 15

---

80 In households with CCL employment, as I discuss in Chapter 6, women's participation in truck loading is significantly less common.

81 Coal dealers are invariably non-adivasi; they belong mostly to higher castes that have traditionally been engaged in business and trade, and typically come from wealthier backgrounds. Coal dealers acquire – from Pandu Project and other CCL collieries in the area – between a few hundred and 1,000 tonnes of coal every month. Monthly coal purchase sums can reach 30 lakh (or 3,000,000) rupees, and profits 10 lakh (or 1,000,000) rupees.
villagers – usually about 11-12 women and 3-4 men – aged roughly between 15 and 50. The men, using pickaxes, chop large chunks of coal from the depot’s coal mounds into smaller pieces that can fit into metal bowls for carrying; the women fill the bowls, heave them onto their heads, and carry the coal into the lorries, climbing onto the rear open cargo area on an elongated wood plank.82

Figure 9: A group of labourers loading a truck in the depot

The work takes place under (non-<i>adivasi</i>) loading supervisors, employed by the coal dealers and responsible to ensure that lorries are properly loaded and dispatched. The supervisors are also those who notify villagers about the work. Whenever Shiv, for example, got a call from one of them, usually in the morning, he would gather the other men in his loading group from the neighbouring houses. Savitha, who is part of the same group as he, would gather the women.

The group would soon make their way, on foot, from the village to the depot. They would walk through the coking ground and then join a wide dirt road, where heavy-
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82 This division of labour is once again similar to the one that prevailed in Jharkhand’s old underground mines, where women did all the carrying and loading (Corbridge 1993; Devalle 1992; Simmons 1976). This is also the reason, it was explained to me, for loading groups’ lopsided gender ratio: more people are needed for carrying coal onto the truck than for chopping it.
duty vehicles would pass them and stir up whirlpools of black coal dust. After about 
ten minutes they would reach the coal sale depot, where the loading supervisor 
would point them to the relevant truck. After about four hours of continuous work, 
the loading would be completed. Shiv, Savitha, and the others would sit on the 
ground next to the truck to have their lunch, from tiffin boxes brought from home. 
Thereafter, they would pack their things and head back on foot to the village. For 
these 4-5 hours of work, Shiv and each other group member would normally receive 
160 rupees, paid by the coal dealers and distributed by the loading supervisors. At 
times, though, as I explain below, this wage would be cut in half, leaving each 
labourer with a paltry 80 rupees for the hours of loading.

The provision of truck loading work to villagers from Karampot – as well as other 
villages around Pandu Project – is part of CCL's compensation policy for project-
affected persons (CIL 2008). This policy makes a distinction between two types of 
such persons. The first includes villagers who have lost own land to mining, who are 
eligible under certain conditions to compensatory employment in the project. This is 
how Santals originally from Dharutar have obtained their CCL jobs, as I describe in 
detail in Chapter 7. The second type of project-affected persons refers to villagers 
who have been affected by mining operations less directly – that is, have not been 
dispossessed of own land but still affected by the adverse impact of mining on the 
surrounding environment. This can include, according to project documents, water, 
air, noise, and solid waste pollution, and land degradation. Karampot's native 
residents fall under this second group of project-affected persons.

Indeed, while in Karampot no agricultural land has so far been relinquished to CCL, 
my interlocutors often complained about the blasting from the colliery, which ripples 
through the village and fractures their mud houses; and the profuse amount of coal 
dust in the air, which is associated not only with deterioration of land and water 
resources (Kumar 2016) but also with different respiratory diseases (Laney & 
Weissman 2014; Lockwood et al. 2009; Rabindra 2015). To this type of affected 
villagers, CCL's compensation policy seeks to offer not compensatory employment, 
which is reserved for the dispossessed, but "opportunities for indirect employment 
arising out of mining activities", for example "coal loading at the coal depot" (CCL 
n.d.: n.p.).
While the provision of truck loading work, then, is foreseen in CCL's policy, its actual implementation depends on various factors and can vary significantly between projects. In several other CCL mines in the area, for instance, either the coal sale depot has been deemed uneconomical and shut down; or the loading of trucks has been fully mechanised, obviating the need for manual labourers (Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2014; *Times of India* 2016). In Pandu Project, I was told, the provision of truck loading had originated in negotiations between CCL and local Santal netas – in particular Budhram, whom I will focus on in Chapter 7. Originally from Dharutar and closely associated with Chitu Besra, a dominant JMM politician in the district, Budhram – together with other local netas – had negotiated with CCL the provision of truck loading wage labour, and consequently become involved in its operation.

Guidelines for truck loading wage labour in the coal sale depot were drawn up, to be overseen by a local 'coal sale committee'. This committee comprises, in descending hierarchical order, local netas such as Budhram; mukhyas (traditional headmen) of mining-affected villages around the colliery; and 'community representatives' from each of these villages. People in participating villages were divided into loading groups, each with a more or less fixed list of members. Loading groups are called to work according to the changing numbers of lorries that are due to enter the depot for loading, and based on a specific quota system. Under this system, loading groups from different villages are entitled to a different share of the available loading work, based on their proximity to the colliery. Villages located closer to the project are considered more affected by it, and are thus allotted a larger percentage of the lorries that need loading. Villages that are not in the project’s most immediate vicinity – like Karampot – are considered less affected, and are allocated a smaller percentage.

Moreover, not all the coal that dealers buy from CCL is loaded manually. Coal that is of lower quality – for which dealers pay a lower rate – is loaded on lorries using heavy loading tractors known as payloaders. According to the truck loading work guidelines, for each lorry that is payloaded rather than hand-loaded, a small payment is to be set aside for all loading groups, so as to compensate them for the loss of

---

83 In Karampot, loading groups include both Santals and non-Santals.

84 There are over 200 loading groups in villages around Pandu Project, including 36 in Karampot alone.
manual work. This payment is to be distributed between all members every few months, through the coal sale committee. These different guidelines notwithstanding, however, in reality things have turned out to work quite differently. I now turn to my interlocutors' actual experience of truck loading wage labour.

The hitches of truck loading

Compared to coal peddling, there are several factors that make truck loading work less attractive to villagers. First, there is a general agreement among my interlocutors that, on the whole, coal peddling is the more profitable economic activity. As Shiv put it, "in truck loading you make 160 rupees and it takes at least half the day. But selling coal you can make more than 200 rupees just by going out with your bicycle for an hour in the morning". Second, as discussed in the previous chapter, coal peddling allows a degree of autonomy for villagers, and does not require working under a supervisor. Third, and perhaps more fundamentally, coal for peddling is relatively available and accessible, while truck loading wage labour is irregular and unpredictable.

In some weeks, my interlocutors would be called to the depot for work several times; in others, not at all. Practically all of them spoke about the scarcity of truck loading, especially in the past few years. On average, during my stay in Karampot, most of my interlocutors were loading trucks only once or twice a month. During the monsoon season, for instance, lorries stopped arriving in the depot altogether, which meant that for about three months there was simply no truck loading work available. While the situation in Pandu Project still appears to be better than in other collieries in the area, where manual coal loading has been discontinued (Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2014), the availability of the work is generally low and intermittent – a far cry from

---

85 In his calculation, Shiv does not into account the time needed to gather and coke the coal, carried out by his wife. Indeed, because coal peddling consists of several stages (gathering, coking, and peddling) that can stretch over a number of days, and because it involves more than one person, it is difficult to accurately calculate its economic profitability vis-à-vis truck loading wage labour.

86 The reason for this, I was explained by both coal dealers and CCL officers, is that brick kilns – a main consumer of coal from dealers – close down during the rainy season. In this period, coal sale in Pandu Project thus generally enters a hiatus.
CCL’s proclamation that project-affected persons are "regularly engaged" in truck loading work "for a minimum of 20 days every month" (CCL n.d.: n.p.).

The reasons for the paucity of truck loading work depend on whom one asks. Loading supervisors, for instance, cited the quota system. As part of it, as I have mentioned, loading groups in villages like Karampot – not in the colliery’s immediate vicinity and thus regarded less mining-affected than other villages – are allocated a smaller portion of the lorries for loading, which in turn results in less work. CCL officers, on their part, pointed out that truck loading work depends on coal production levels in the mine, which determine how much coal is available for sale and can fluctuate significantly in different periods.

Budhram and Chitu, similarly, insisted that coal extraction levels in the project are insufficient and that, consequently, not enough lorries can enter the depot for loading as to provide adequate work for all loading groups. Moreover, much of the coal that is extracted, they said, is of lower quality – of the kind that is allotted to payloading rather than manual loading. Then there are also the coal dealers, whose coal purchases from CCL can wax and wane based on demand by the factories and brick kilns to which they provide the coal. This demand itself can also fluctuate according to various industry and market conditions, which extend well beyond not only the locality but also Jharkhand. In short, then, the availability of truck loading work hinges on a host of factors and circumstances far beyond villagers' control.

Shiv and my other interlocutors, however, have quite different ideas about the reasons for the scarcity of truck loading work. This scarcity, they believe, is the result of corrupt practices by, on one level, local netas such as Budhram and Chitu; and, on another, loading supervisors. Manual loading, Shiv and others told me, has been increasingly replaced by payloading – which according to them is in netas' financial interests. As senior coal sale committee members, Budhram and Chitu receive a commission from every truck that is loaded in the depot, either manually or by payloading. Compared to hand-loading, villagers explained, mechanised

87 While exact figures are difficult to ascertain, one loading supervisor estimated that at least half of what coal dealers pay for the loading of each truck goes to the committee, where is it divided between its members as commission according to their rank. Community representatives, that is, receive only a
payloading allows loading more trucks, more quickly; and this, in turn, means higher commissions for the committee and netas. Siamlal, whom we met in the previous chapter, was especially forthright. "When the depot opened", he said,

the netas had promised people they would get work, and in the beginning this was true. But with time the netas started pushing for more payloading, to earn more themselves ... Before the mine, the netas hadn't had so much money, but now the mine is a source of income for them. It's because of them and their selfishness that there aren't many trucks now to hand-load. If netas really cared about the people here, they'd make sure there's enough work.

It is not the case, I should stress, that villagers like Siamlal are not aware of the fact that levels of production and demand for coal tend to fluctuate, and that this affects the availability of truck loading work. They also have no expectation, however, that such external structural forces – or people outside the community, for that matter – would work in their favour. Santal netas, on the other hand, should in the eyes of villagers work on behalf of the community, which is why villagers' critique is primarily directed at them. While extraneous circumstances that impact truck loading cannot be controlled, what rouses anger among my interlocutors is their belief that Santal netas themselves are directly contributing to the waning of truck loading work, by encouraging mechanisation for their own financial gain. While such claims are difficult to objectively either substantiate or disprove, they form part of a broader moral critique of Santal netas' conduct in relation to mining operations, which I explore in more detail in Chapter 7.

Villagers, at any rate, have further grievances in relation to truck loading. First, they claim that their loading groups have not been receiving the compensatory payments that, according to the truck loading guidelines, are supposed to be distributed between them for trucks that are payloaded. This money too, they are certain, ends up in Budhram and Chitu's pockets. Such avarice, for Siamlal, is an unavoidable consequence of the possibility, and temptation, of increased profits, stemming from

small portion of this commission, while senior members like Budhram and Chitu receive a more considerable share.
the arrival of Pandu Project and related economic opportunities. Like individualised consumption by young coal peddlers – and especially, as I discuss in Chapter 6, CCL-employed Santals – this is another enunciation of what older Santals in particular see as the deleterious impact of "coal money" on moralities. "When people see gold", Siamlal proclaimed, "their minds become poisoned and their behaviour changes".

Second, villagers believe that the coal sale committee – and the commissions it receives – involves a good deal of nepotism. In Karampot, community representatives for the committee have been selected by Budhram; they mostly include people who, as Shiv said, are "somehow close to Budhram", which is how they have earned these positions. Ramprashad, for example, who is a committee member, had used to assist Budhram with disseminating information in the village about JMM's political rallies in the area. While they enjoy commissions from the loading of trucks, community representatives like Ramprashad are in fact not required to do any actual work in the committee, apart from attending sporadic committee meetings. Overall, the de facto control of netas over the committee, and the profits they make through it,88 is one way in which Siamlal and other villagers feel that netas like Budhram have effectively taken a stake in Pandu Project, and are collaborating with it instead of working for the benefit of the community. I explore Budhram's position vis-à-vis CCL, and its implications for local patronage and politics, in Chapters 7 and 8.

While, as I have noted, accusations of corruption by netas around truck loading are tricky to evaluate, the case with loading supervisors is much more clear-cut. Much of the loading work that villages do get takes place as part of a procedure known as adkati (or 'splitting'), specified in the truck loading guidelines. Adkati refers to a situation in which a loading group that has been booked for loading does not show up in the depot – for instance because some of its members are ill, away from the village, or otherwise unavailable for work. In such a case, the loading supervisor calls another, substitute loading group that can make it to the depot at a short notice. This substitute group, however, only receives 50 percent of the standard loading wage,

88 Chitu, for instance, is known locally to be the 'boss' of the coal sale committee – which also contributes to his political power and status in the area. If any issues arise around the sale of coal, coal traders told me, they go not to CCL but to Chitu, who can interact with the company on their behalf.
with the other 50 percent going to the loading group that had been assigned the work initially.

But many instances of adkati, Shiv and other interlocutors pointed out, are actually bogus, and contrived by supervisors so that they can pay labourers only half the wage and pocket the other half (or 1,200 rupees) themselves. Indeed, a reputedly common scam is for supervisors to simply not inform the intended loading group about the work to begin with; call another group in its place, which is paid only half the wage; and keep the other half to themselves. The point, in short, is that with adkati loading supervisors have more room for manoeuvre, and can more easily "eat up", as villagers say, a portion of labourers' wages. While the scope of this allegedly common practice is difficult to gauge, we can at the very least be sure of its existence – as openly conceded to me by several young (non-adivasi) supervisors that I got to know in the depot. "Corruption is everywhere", they said with a twinge of amusement; "everybody does it, so we do it too".

The view that problems around truck loading work boil down to netas and supervisors playing the system is indeed widespread: while the former profit personally from payloading at the expense of hand-loading, the latter do so from adkati work. In different ways, both "are eating up money" that should in fact reach villagers. My interlocutors' moral critique of such corrupt practices – especially by their own netas – is embedded within a broader discourse about increasing individualisation and self-seeking, which I explore in more depth in Chapters 6 and 7. This critique is underpinned by ideas of a more egalitarian kind of redistribution, for the benefit of the community rather than particular individuals. In the context of truck loading, these ideas are counterposed with the perceived unfairness of this work, in which villagers feel exploited by both netas and loading supervisors as rentiers at different levels.

**Truck loading and women labourers**

For the different reasons outlined so far – and compared to peddling coal – truck loading is generally considered by villagers a less appealing form of work: not as profitable as coal peddling, less accessible and reliable, and more precarious and exploitative. While coal peddling is a more localised and independent operation,
truck loading is contingent on a wider set of fluctuating variables – from production levels to coal dealers – and mediated through *netas* and loading supervisors. Indeed, the various hassles involved in truck loading work have led a number of women I know in Karampot, such as Maiko, to give it up entirely. With limited returns, and the difficulties entailed, these women prefer to avoid truck loading altogether and only peddle coal with their husbands. But most villagers – and women in particular, who comprise the majority of truck loading labourers – still participate in this work whenever the opportunity presents itself. Why, then, despite all the challenges and with coal peddling as an alternative, do people keep engaging in truck loading as a supplementary form of work? I consider several possible explanations, ending with the one that I believe is the most pertinent.

First, while truck loading is less reliable than coal peddling, the latter’s stability too is only relative, as discussed in the preceding chapter. Indeed, the ability to peddle coal depends on several factors outside of villagers' control that can at times limit their access to this resource. Coal peddling, as my interlocutors said, offers "no guarantee", and in this context truck loading is seen as a complementary source of income that should be utilised whenever possible. Truck loading, moreover, is not as physically arduous as pushing coal – which means that men who are temporarily unable to do the latter can still participate in the former. Jagdis, for instance, who had taken a break from pushing coal after becoming ill with tuberculosis, was still able to load trucks in the depot – and earn some cash – during his period of recovery. Young teenagers, too, who are not yet strong enough to push coal, take part in truck loading as a way to earn a casual wage – sometimes in loading groups that consist mostly of boys and girls.

Second, truck loading, which is done in a group, bears a social aspect that coal peddling sometimes lacks. While the gathering of coal for peddling is also often done in small groups, the coking and packing, which constitute a major part of the work, are carried out by just one or two persons from the household, and the pushing of coal is always undertaken by men on their own. This, as Shiv once remarked, can get rather dull. Loading a truck in a group, on the other hand, is like "working with friends", and can diversify an otherwise tedious and repetitive work routine. Indeed, during the truck loading work sessions in which I participated – offering my clumsy
assistance to labourers in the depot – women would often humorously rib one another to "hurry up the work", and me for my poor truck loading skills.

However, the most significant point, it seems to me – also in light of the preponderance of women among labourers – is the fact that truck loading allows women access to independent wages. These, in turn, allow women more financial and social autonomy. Anthropologists of gender and labour have pointed to the ways in which female participation in particular forms of work can be linked to wishes for autonomy (Mills 1995, 2007; Prentice 2015). In Karampot, I propose that such wishes are, at least in part, advanced through truck loading wages, which enable women labourers to reduce their dependence on their husbands and brothers, and reinforce their role in household decision-making.89

In coal peddling, while women have an indispensable role in the work process, it is the men who do the selling and receive the payment for the coal they deliver. And while it is true, as I noted in the previous chapter, that men usually hand over to their wives (or mothers) the better part of the earnings, they also retain a portion of these for themselves. Siamlal, for instance, remarked to me more than once with disapproval how Shiv fritters away his coal peddling money on card games, while his house’s kitchen is short of basic supplies such as mustard oil or sugar. Indeed, women cannot always know, or indeed have control over, exactly how much of coal peddling income reaches the household budget, and how much of it is kept by their husbands for individual spending.

Truck loading wages, on the other hand, are delivered to each labourer directly, which allows women to earn (and spend) independently. They can decide how much of this wage to allocate to household maintenance, or saving; and how much of it to use as pin money – for purchasing a few shampoo packets from the shop, or bangles from one of the hawkers that occasionally pass through the village. For younger,

89 As I describe in Chapter 6, the situation is very different among women in households with CCL employment. In these households, women’s financial dependence on their husbands – who receive their CCL salaries directly into their bank accounts – is significantly greater. While a minority of women in CCL-employed households still participate in truck loading as a means to alleviate this dependence, the majority of them do not engage in any work outside the household.
unmarried women, too, truck loading provides access to cash for such expenses – and in some cases, for school textbooks – which they would otherwise have to ask from male members of the household. Parmeshwar’s younger sister, for example, who gathers the coal that he peddles, normally has to ask him for money whenever she wishes to buy something for herself. When she goes to load a truck, on the other hand, she earns money that she can use independently without having to rely on her brother.

In the Indian context, the fact that adivasi women engage in wage labour is in itself significant, and generally at variance with rural caste society. Unlike their caste counterparts, adivasi women have traditionally been involved in both agriculture and casual wage labour, and enjoy a relatively high social status (Carrin-Bouez 1993; Devalle 1992; George 2014; Higham & Shah 2013; Shah 2018a). In Karampot, participation in truck loading work contributes to women's ability to maintain this status. In the ways I have described, truck loading enables women more financial – and relatedly, social – autonomy, especially in the household. In our conversations, women like Puja and Savitha expressed a sense of accomplishment about going out to work and earning on their own "instead of sitting at home all day"; their cash wages were, ultimately, a source of satisfaction, and could be spent in whichever way they saw fit – whether on the household or children, or as pocket money for personal purchases.

Truck loading work, however, is unstable and irregular, and women's access to independent wages through it ultimately hinges on the myriad shifting factors that determine the availability of this work – from production rhythms in the mine to those of the industries that buy coal from the dealers. The fluctuations of truck loading in time therefore generate a waxing and waning of adivasi women's ability to assert and sustain their economic independence in the household. Women's direct access to wages, in other words, and consequently to certain forms of autonomy, remains precarious in time. The status of netas like Budhram, by contrast – who hold a formal, permanent position in the coal sale committee – has been enhanced through truck loading operations in much more fixed ways, as I discuss in Chapters 7 and 8.
Conclusion

This chapter has been concerned with wage labour in Pandu Project’s coal sale depot, in which most Karampot households engage occasionally in addition to peddling coal. The discussion of truck loading work has progressed in two stages. First, it described the various challenges this work presents to villagers, and considered the ways in which the provision of wage labour to the mining-affected has resulted in a chain of brokerage and rentiership by netas and loading supervisors. Netas like Budhram are now effectively in control of the local coal sale committee and receive commissions through it, while loading supervisors manipulate the quota system to intercept labourers’ wages. The discussion of brokerage by Santal netas in relation to Pandu Project, and the critique it elicits from villagers, will be carried forward in Chapter 7 in connection with CCL’s compensatory employment policy. Nonetheless, the current chapter’s account of villagers’ moral critique of netas, in the context of truck loading, already illuminates elements of a more egalitarian adivasi ethic (Bailey 1961; Shah 2018a). This critique is aimed primarily at netas from Santals’ own community, whom villagers believe are acting for their personal gain instead of the collective benefit.

Second, furthering the discussion on the meanings of precarious work, the chapter has considered the reasons for people’s participation in truck loading wage labour. If truck loading is scarce and irregular, does not pay very well, and means working under others, why do villagers – and particularly women – still engage in it? The answer, I have suggested, revolves among other things around the access to independent wages that truck loading – unlike coal peddling – enables women. Despite its adverse terms and conditions, truck loading is an economic activity that allows women more control over the purse and, consequently, a greater degree of autonomy. The paucity of truck loading work and siphoning of wages by loading supervisors are thus detrimental not only to villagers’ livelihoods, but more specifically to women’s economic and social independence.

While direct access to wages, I have proposed, is one reason that spurs women to engage in truck loading work, their participation in this irregular work can only take place in a context where it can be combined with coal peddling, as a steadier source of household income. As pointed out by Bernstein (2006, 2008, 2010), this shows
the need to think of people not through rigid categories of 'petty commodity production' or 'wage labour'. Rather, we should consider the distinct, interlacing forms of labour that make up individuals' and households' livelihood strategies – not only in different periods but also concurrently. We should also, however, pay attention to the varied considerations that inflect people's weighing of the benefits and drawbacks of different forms of precarious work. In this context, this chapter has sought to illustrate how factors like household and gender dynamics can influence livelihood decisions by classes of labour along a spectrum of informal labour practices.

Whereas other scholars have also examined issues of autonomy and gender in relation to labour (e.g. Mills 1997, 2007; Prentice 2015), I have here stressed the particular gender dynamics of how earnings are paid. I have suggested that direct payment of wages to individual women (as in truck loading) can have an impact on whether or not they take part in a particular form of labour – especially in situations where earnings are otherwise delivered to men, despite women's pivotal role in the work process (as in coal peddling). In Karampot, though, such direct payment of wages depends on production- and demand-related factors that fluctuate in time, rendering the independence that women draw from it temporally precarious.
V. Migration

Sukhram was removing the upper layer of coal dust from his coking pile, which had been burning overnight, and sweeping the coal from it into five large plastic bags. Once the bags were full, I helped him stitch the open ends with a needle and thread, to keep the coal from slipping out, and we sat down on the ground to rest before loading the bags onto Sukhram’s bicycle. Staring at the slow stream of coal pushers passing in front of us on their way to the highway, I took advantage of our break to ask Sukhram more about how he and his family had ended up in Karampot. Unlike the majority of Karampot’s inhabitants, Sukhram is neither Santal nor originally from the village. Rather, he is a Nayak, one of Jharkhand’s low castes, and had arrived in Karampot as a child from his native village in Ranchi district90.

Of Karampot’s 146 households, 31 (or 21 percent) are non-Santal, and belong to either other low-caste, or dalit, groups such as Nayak, Bhuiya, and Chamar; or other adivasi tribes such as Karmali, Munda, Mahli, and Oraon. While the Santals constitute Karampot’s native population – and can usually trace their lineages four generations back, to the time of the village's inception – Sukhram came to the village only in the 1970s. He had travelled to Karampot with his parents, who had left their home village to seek work as casual labourers in Karampot's quondam private mines. Sukhram’s parents spent a few years cutting coal underground, before the private mines were shut as part of the industry's nationalisation. Eventually, they returned to their native village, to till the patch of land they still had there. Sukhram and his brother Birsa, however – who were, respectively, 17 and 20 years old at the time – decided to stay on in Karampot. There was no work in their home village, only subsistence agriculture on a shrinking family plot, which provided just enough rice grains (dhan) for the household but no cash crops. Karampot, on the other hand – in which Sukhram and Birsa had by now already spent a number of years – offered the possibility of coal for peddling, which overall seemed like a far better option.

Sukhram’s story is characteristic of Karampot’s non-Santal families, who are concentrated in three clusters of houses in the village. Virtually all of them had come to Karampot in the 1970s and 1980s as mining labour migrants, mostly from Ranchi

90 A neighbouring district to Ramgarh, where Karampot is located.
district but also other parts of Jharkhand and even neighbouring states such as Chhattisgarh. This influx of tribal and low-caste labourers complicates a common narrative about the social effects of mining in India after nationalisation. This narrative, on the one hand, rightfully highlights the mining-induced displacement of *adivasi* and low-caste groups (Areeparampil 1996; Bennet & McDowell 2012; Mathur 2013). When it comes to migration into the coal tracts, however, the focus lies almost exclusively on the post-nationalisation inrush into mining areas of more dominant outsider groups: caste Hindus who wished to capture profits from the coal industry, especially once it began offering public sector jobs (Devalle 1992: Chapter 3; Sengupta 1979: 34-45; Simeon 1999: 71). Yet, as the history of Karampot shows, mining had not only displaced but also pulled in *adivasis* and *dalits* from outside the locality, who had sought wage labour opportunities in the collieries.

The current chapter, in this context, is concerned with the disparities that have emerged in Karampot between non-Santal migrants and local Santals. In different ways, non-Santals households in Karampot – who despite their decade-long presence in the village are still considered outsiders – find themselves in a considerably more precarious position than their Santal counterparts. Non-Santals' precarity, the chapter shows, stems in particular from their lack of own land in Karampot – agricultural or that even that on which their houses stand – and surfaces not only in economic terms but also space and time (see Bear 2011; Ferguson & Li 2018; Harms 2011, 2013). First, non-Santals' landlessness in Karampot means that, unlike Santals, they cannot rely on agriculture for food production; have to allocate earnings from coal peddling for basic subsistence; and thus, to boost their income and be able to save, are compelled to migrate for wage labour out of Karampot for months at a time. Landlessness, in other words, results for non-Santals not only in a circumscribed ability to save from local work but also, consequently, in temporary labour migration, which creates a fragmented temporal and spatial present.

Second, non-Santals’ landlessness has significant ramifications for their future. In case of dispossession and/or displacement for mining – which villagers in Karampot believe is ultimately inexorable – it is ownership of land that would in the first instance determine who is entitled to, or excluded from, compensatory benefits for land loss such as employment. While landed Santals, at least in theory, would have a
chance at this kind of naukri, landless non-Santals would be excepted from any such recompense altogether. Their future in Karampot is thus rendered especially precarious, and this in turn spurs them to try and secure land for themselves elsewhere. By exploring these issues, the chapter explores the ways in which people's experiences of space and time – in this case, Santals vis-à-vis non-Santals – are linked to their socioeconomic positionalities and livelihood strategies in a particular political economy.

Figure 10: A Nayak villager in the coking ground

Coal migration

Somra, an older Munda and one of Sukhram's neighbours, could not remember how old he was when he had first arrived in Karampot. He did recall, however, leaving his native village, on the outskirts of Ranchi city, at a "young age", when his moustache had still been "very small". Somra could also recount how he had been brought to Karampot by a man who had shown up in his village "to collect people for work" – presumably one of the labour contractors who had been central to the labour-intensive private mining industry (De Haan 1995; Simeon 1999; Simmons 1976b).

Like most non-Santals who had come to Karampot, Somra had been prompted to leave his home village and seek work in the mines by two main factors. First, the
scanty size of his household's agricultural plot in the village, following the
generational division of family land between the male siblings. And second, the
paucity of wage labour opportunities, which had created financial difficulties for the
household. For other non-Santals, too, scarcity of both land and work had been the
most common cause of migration to Karampot's private collieries,\textsuperscript{91} where they
earned piece rates according to the amount of coal they could cut.

The private mines in Karampot, on their part, were in need of workers from outside
the immediate area, for as a source of labour the local Santal population did not
suffice. Santals, firstly, had their own land to farm, which during sowing and harvest
periods made them less available for mining work.\textsuperscript{92} Secondly, as I describe in the
next chapter, a not insubstantial number of Santals who had worked in the area's
private mines prior to nationalisation had obtained CCL jobs following it, as part of
the absorption of private collieries' labour by the state. All non-Santals, on the other
hand, arrived in Karampot after nationalisation, thereby missing the window of
opportunity to become incorporated into public sector employment in mining. Some
labour contractors, nonetheless, created the spurious impression for them that they
too could eventually gain permanent, public sector mining jobs, as a way to keep
them as labourers in the private collieries.

Sometimes, labour contractors would bring to the mines large groups of people from
the same village, including whole families. Tundwah, for instance, a Munda who had
arrived in Karampot as a teenager with his parents, had worked together with them
in the colliery as part of a 'mining gang' (Simeon 1996; Simmons 1976b). In these, the
men would cut the coal, and the women and children would carry it overground.\textsuperscript{93}

\textsuperscript{91} In some cases, this had been supplemented by other reasons to leave one's home, alluding to the
range of factors – not only economic – that can drive people to migrate (see Shah 2006). Bichu, for
example, another Munda, had left his house in Ranchi district for Karampot after a bitter dispute with
one of his brothers, about Bichu's predilection for alcohol and card games.

\textsuperscript{92} The 'agricultural character' of miners, and consequent lack of commitment to colliery work, had
been a concern for India's mining industry already in its incipient stages (Ghosh 1977; Read 1931:
Chapter 5; Seth 1940).

\textsuperscript{93} As noted in Chapter 2, this pattern of family labour had been customary in Chotanagpur's early
mines (Cotton et al. 1909a; Corbridge 1993; Devalle 1992; Seth 1940; Simmons 1976b). The mining
When migrant labourers went to visit their home villages and shared stories about their work in the mines, on their return to Karampot they would often be joined by relatives and/or friends who were also seeking earning opportunities. Sukhram’s parents, for example, had followed in the footsteps of his uncle, who had arrived in Karampot first and told them about mining work being available. Indeed, a good number of my non-Santal interlocutors do not only originate from the same villages, but belong to the same extended families.

Regardless of how they had made their way to Karampot, the influx of migrant adivasis and dalits into the village had been, as my older interlocutors described, notable in scale. Somra, for instance, recalled scores of jhopri (makeshift) shacks set up by migrant labourers, stretching across a large (and previously empty) area of the village. Gradually, some of the jhopri shacks were replaced with more durable mud structures, constructed – and today still inhabited – by those non-Santals who decided to stay on in Karampot. Non-Santals’ houses were all built, illicitly, on vacant gair majurwa land that did not formally belong to any of the Santal households.94 Indeed, having left their own family land behind, none of the non-Santals have any land of their own in Karampot – which, as I show below, has rendered their lives in Karampot particularly precarious.

**Making a home**

From the late 1970s, with nationalisation progressively expanding its reach, Karampot’s private collieries were gradually forced to shut down. Many of their non-Santal labourers, however, were not in haste to return to their native villages, where there was no work waiting for them. Rather, having already spent several years in Karampot, they opted to stay put, and take advantage of a new livelihood opportunity with coal that soon presented itself. As I described in Chapter 3, the private mines’ underground pits remained open, and villagers – both non-Santal and Santal – began descending into them to cut coal and peddle it in Karampot’s vicinity. A few years later, once Pandu Project commenced operations, villagers started gathering

---

94 Nevertheless, some non-Santals told me they had asked for permission from Santal elders to construct houses on this land, which was thought to be informally under Santal jurisdiction.
the coal from its depot yard, making coal peddling comparatively simpler to carry out and increasing its prevalence as a local means of livelihood.

Indeed, this relatively accessible, steady, and profitable work – compared to other types of informal labour – served as a significant incentive for non-Santals to stay in Karampot. Some of the older ones did, eventually, return to their native villages, where they still had a family plot they did not want to abandon. Others, however, chose to stick around in Karampot. They had, by then, already spent a significant number of years in the village, built a house, and had children who had grown up peddling coal. A few of the older non-Santals, like Somra, were not even sure they still had a home to go back to – namely, that their old house in their native village was still intact after years of unoccupancy, or that they would be welcomed back after years of being away. Among the younger-generation non-Santals – who, like Sukhram, had come to Karampot as children – the motivation to settle in Karampot was even stronger. These were young people who had spent most of their lives in Karampot, and started their own families in the village; Karampot was, by now, more home to them than their native villages, which they had left at a young age. What is more, coal peddling provided a far better livelihood option than what they could expect in those villages, away from the coal tracts, where scarcity of both land and work opportunities portended a grim economic future. "Where you can make a living, you stay", Sukhram summarised the matter.

In addition to peddling coal, Sukhram and other non-Santals, like their Santal peers, go to load trucks in Pandu Project’s coal sale depot whenever this work is available. In the rice harvesting season, they also sometimes work on Santals’ fields, a job that Santal youngsters are ever less inclined to do themselves. This work is usually done in exchange for a share of the crops or, more rarely, for a daily wage, from CCL-employed Santals who can afford paying cash. In the absence of own land, in other words, Karampot’s non-Santals have only their manual labour to rely on. This, as I discuss next, makes it more difficult for them to save and accumulate from their work.

---

95 Some of these elders, however, ended up coming back to Karampot later on, to be cared for by their children who had settled there in the meantime.
The significance of land

On the surface, in terms of livelihoods the difference between Karampot’s landed coal-peddling Santals and landless coal-peddling non-Santals might not seem all that critical. Land fragmentation over generations has resulted in marginal landholdings – typically under two acres – for nearly all Santal households. Combined with the lack of irrigation and absolute dependence on rainfall, this makes it impossible to engage in any agricultural activity but monoculture subsistence farming. Santals usually work on their fields only several weeks a year – during the sowing, transplanting, and harvesting season – and rely primarily on coal peddling for their income. Farming, in other words, appears to have only a limited contribution to their overall livelihoods – a view that is reinforced by local perceptions about ongoing agricultural decline. Not only have plots been decreasing in size but, according to my Santal interlocutors, the amounts of grain crops have also been diminishing, owning to both waning rains and pollution from the mine. Younger Santals in particular are increasingly less keen to engage in agriculture, and prefer focusing their efforts on peddling coal and earning cash.

This notion of the declining importance of land as a means of livelihood is consonant with a broader narrative of agrarian crisis in India (Lerche 2011; Shah & Harriss-White 2011). As has been observed in different parts of the country (e.g. Axelby 2017; Thakur 2017), population growth and generational land division have resulted in reduced agricultural productivity levels, and the erosion of the role of land in rural household reproduction. In line with this, the distinction between households with and without land in Karampot is not, for example, as glaring as that between households with and without naukri, which I discuss in the next chapter. And yet, as I now turn to illustrate, land ownership in Karampot carries significance in several important, but perhaps more nuanced, ways – even in a context of agricultural decline and especially in one of dispossession.

First, Santals’ land provides a link to the ancestors – those in the lineage who had cleared the forest and first settled in Karampot – and sense of belonging (see Sinha 96 In this, villagers might not be wrong: mining is known to adversely affect groundwater table levels and, consequently, land productivity (Mishra 2014). According to Pandu Project documents, too, the colliery’s expected environmental impact includes land degradation in the surrounding area.
1990). This land-based affinity marks Santals' undisputed autochthonous status in the village and, by contrast, non-Santals' outsider status. Indeed, while villagers from the two groups peddle coal alongside one another, and quite a few of them have friendly and even brotherly (bhaichara) relations, non-Santals are still referred to by Santals as "baharia" – outsiders. This distinction is connected with different forms of separation between Santals and non-Santals: intermarriages, for instance, are very rare, and non-Santals generally do not attend any of the Santal festivals in the village. "As far as Santals are concerned", Sukhram once remarked, "we might as well have come here from Pakistan".

Non-Santals' landlessness and concomitant outsiders also produce different forms of exclusion. Towards the end of my fieldwork, for example, small concrete toilette cabins started popping up next to houses in the village, as part of a public rural sanitation scheme. Virtually all of them, however, were being built next to Santal houses. When I asked Sukhram about this, he did not seem surprised. "We are outsiders here", he said, "like second-class residents, so it's more difficult to get into government programmes ... Some Santals would tell the block development officer that we are not from here, and we would be placed last on the list, if at all. Santals are jealous that some of us have managed to make a good living here, sometimes even more than them, so they do these things".

Sukhram had encountered similar frustrations when he had tried, unsuccessfully, to obtain a government Below Poverty Line (BPL) ration card, which provides access to subsidised food grains. When the block development officer had come to the village to compile a list of BLP beneficiaries, Sukhram told me, a few Santals had asked him not to include non-Santals' names. "Because we have no land here", Sukhram said, "they thought we shouldn't get such benefits ... For many of us, this is a problem: if you don't own land and the papers for it, where could you have a toilet built, or water tank, or anything else?". There is overall a strong sense among non-Santals that

---

97 I know only of one case of such intermarriage, which did not go smoothly: the Santal's man family had been opposed to the relationship, and only reluctantly accepted it once the non-Santal woman became pregnant.

98 The officer in charge of the implementation of development programmes by the block office, the most localised unit of district administration.
Karampot is, ultimately, Santal territory, in which their access to resources is more constricted – whether to state benefits or even, as I describe below, the forest around the village.

The second way in which land is significant is that, while agriculture in itself does not generate cash earnings, it does allow to more easily accumulate from other work, namely coal peddling. It was often pointed out by my interlocutors, both non-Santal and Santal, that having agriculture as a subsistence base is essential to being able to not only earn but also save from peddling coal. Indeed, cultivation provides for Santals most basic subsistence needs, which means that earnings from coal peddling can be utilised for other purposes – whether private school fees for their children or saving up to build a pukka brick house, as was discussed in Chapter 3. Babulal, for example, a Santal coal peddler we met in that chapter, had recently started constructing such a house. When I enquired how he had managed to save enough money for this, Babulal said: "we have land that grows dhan and some vegetables so I don't have to spend too much on food, and can use the money from coal for other things ... People who don't have land have to buy all the food for the house, and are left in the end with less money". Non-Santals, too, mentioned their lack of agricultural land in Karampot as the main reason why, compared to Santals, it is more difficult for them to save from coal peddling. This, in turn, is what drives many of them to temporarily labour-migrate out of Karampot, as I discuss in the next section.

If subsistence farming is still so important, I wondered, why did none of my non-Santal interlocutors try to reclaim and work patches of unused gair majurwa land in the village, as some Santals had done? Non-Santals, it turned out, are wary of engaging in any cultivation of gair majurwa land – fearing not only disapproval by Santals but also the local police, who might accuse them of illegal land

---

99 Santals, of course, have their own raity land, but some households have extended their fields or vegetable gardens to include additional small patches of common gair majurwa land.

100 Many non-Santhals still have a plot of family land in their native village, tilled by other family members. While some of them occasionally go to visit – and, during the agricultural season, might even help with cultivation for a few days – they generally do not carry any dhan back with them to Karampot due to the distance.
encroachment. Non-Santals' access to the forest in Karampot is similarly restricted. Like their Santal counterparts, some of the non-Santal women prepare and sell mahua wine, made from distilled mahua flowers. But while Santal women normally pick these in the forest in Karampot, non-Santal women buy theirs from the market. As one older Munda woman explained, "the mahua trees here belong to Santals, who would tell us off if we plucked the flowers from them".

The third way in which land is perceived as valuable, especially by older Santals, is as a more fixed, long-term asset. The security provided by land as a form of property, for them, stands in contrast to the precarity and impermanence of coal peddling – stemming from its physical toll on the body, illegality, and finitude of coal as a resource. Land, in this context, is regarded as a prophylactic safety net: "you can't eat coal", as Siamlal put it, whereas "with land you can be sure you will at least have food to survive". This makes land, for Siamlal, more valuable than not only coal peddling but even a naukri, which too "is only for a limited amount of time", until retirement or redundancy, and in any case only for the course of one generation. Any kind of employment, in other words, as well as the cash it generates, is only transient; land, on the other hand, is more durable, and represents self-reliance. "Others might have money or jobs", Siamlal said, "but adivasis only have their land to count on".

This long-term dependability of land would seem to be undercut by the fact that land in the Karampot area is generally susceptible to requisition through mining. However, it is precisely in this context that, for younger-generation Santals, land has come to carry a different kind of significance. Coal, villagers are certain, still lies under Karampot's soil – evidenced for instance by the wafts of smoke that sometimes rise from cracks in the ground, as a result of underground coal-seam fires. Villagers therefore believe that Karampot too, like Dharutar, will sooner or later be submerged by CCL's expanding mining operations, either as part of Pandu Project or a new

---

The local view that coal belongs to the state might help explain why, whereas non-Santals' access to land and forest resources is restricted, they are still able to gather coal for peddling alongside Santals. While land and forests are considered the collective customary property of the Santal community, coal is regarded as a subsoil resource that belongs to the government.
colliery. In relation to this belief, land has become imbued with novel, prospective value: in case of dispossession and/or displacement, losing land would entitle its owner to compensation from CCL – potentially a coveted public sector job (sarkari naukri). As I discuss in more detail in the next two chapters, losing land for mining is perceived by my interlocutors as practically the only way to gain such employment – aspired for especially by younger Santals, as a means not only to economic security but the pursuit of middle-class aspirations. For them, while agriculture is increasingly unattractive, land is now charged with new, future-oriented worth as a resource that can – if and when expropriated by the state – allow them to gain permanent compensatory employment.

Take, for example, Janki, who belongs to Karampot's earliest lineages and whose landholdings in the village are the largest. Currently, my interlocutors pointed out, Janki's land does not translate into affluence; it is not sizable enough to produce any agricultural surplus, and consequently does not generate any cash. But when mining operations reach the village, they said, Janki is likely to become the wealthiest – through the multiple jobs his dispossessed land will engender for the household. Contrary to the common trope of enduring tribal attachment to land as a way of life (Li 2014; Shah 2010: Chapters 1 and 4), the situation in Karampot reveals how expectations of land requisition, in conjunction with compensatory employment schemes, can contribute to a shift in tribal people's relations with land as a resource, and more specifically give rise to new, commodified perceptions of it. Indeed, for younger-generation Santals in particular, land has come to be valued less as a tangible agrarian asset, and more as a potential means to gain future employment through prospective dispossession.

Anticipating their eventual displacement, as was the fate of Dharutar, villagers in Karampot live in a state similar to what Erik Harms has described as 'eviction time':

---

102 As far as I could understand from Pandu Project's officers, there are currently no concrete plans to expand the colliery's operations onto Karampot's tracts. The point, however, is that this is what villagers believe will ultimately happen, which affects their perception of their land.

103 For examples, see Ghosh (2006), Heuzé (1996: 47), and Singh (1966).

104 As I expand on in Chapter 7, the fact that CCL's compensation policy offers, at least on paper, permanent jobs is significant.
"the complex assortment of temporalities" that can arise in a situation of looming displacement (2013: 346). Eviction time, in other words, refers to people's different attitudes to, and experiences of, the time leading up to displacement, which are conditioned by the forms of labour and livelihoods in which they are involved (Harms 2011, 2013). Indeed, the ways in which Santals and non-Santals perceive and engage with time, in the context of expected displacement, are different, and shaped by their distinct socioeconomic positionalities and livelihood strategies in the political economy of mining. For Santals, envisaged future dispossession evokes, simultaneously, both worries and aspirations:105 on the one hand, apprehension about a scenario of denuded, barren village landscape, with mining pits and overburden dumps instead of farmland and houses; but on the other hand, hopes of public sector compensatory employment and associated livelihood security.

For non-Santals, however, the element of hope is mostly lacking, and the possibility of eviction is tied to a more impoverished and insecure future. Without any land to be recompensed for, for non-Santals displacement would mean unmitigated eviction, with no prospect of jobs or any other compensatory benefits to cushion the fall. Not only had non-Santals missed out on CCL jobs following nationalisation, having arrived in Karampot too late, but they also would not be able to gain such jobs through displacement. "In a few years", Somra told me, pointing at the cluster of non-Santal houses next to his, "mining will come here and all this will be gone ... We could try asking CCL to at least give us a place to stay, but we'll probably have to leave and go somewhere else". Well aware of their situation, for non-Santals the expansion of mining thus generates not hopes but an enhanced sense of precarity and finality. Their time in Karampot, non-Santals believe, is ultimately limited – which is also why, as I discuss later on, some of them have been attempting to secure a landed future for themselves elsewhere.

---

105 See Gardner (2018) and Cross (2014) for similar observations in other contexts of land dispossession.
Work migration from Karampot

As I have described, coal peddling generally constitutes for non-Santals a better livelihood option than those available in their native villages. But at the same time, their lack of land in Karampot and, consequently, more limited ability to accumulate from peddling coal, have driven many of them to seek to increase their income through temporary labour migration outside the village. Such migration is a vast phenomenon in India, and has received considerable scholarly attention (e.g. Breman 1985; Breman et al. 2009; De Haan 1994; Carswell & De Neve 2013; Chari 2006; Picherit 2012, 2014; Rogaly 1999; Rogaly & Thieme 2012; Rogaly et al. 2004). Adivasis in particular, alongside dalits, make up a significant portion of migrant workers (Shah & Lerche 2017), and central-eastern states such as Jharkhand have served as a repository of migrant labour for different parts of the country (Breman 2007; Breman & Guérin 2009; Guérin 2009; Lerche 1999; Shah & Harriss-White 2011; Shah et al. 2017; Srivastava 2005).

The situation in Karampot represents an exception to this general trend. By contrast with findings from other Jharkhandi villages that reported a high migration prevalence – in some cases, in a third up to half of all households (e.g. Dayal & Karan 2003; Shah 2006) – migration among Karampot's Santal population is a much rarer phenomenon. Of all Santal households in the village, I know only of about a dozen in which members – always youngsters – have in recent years spent significant periods of time working outside the village. These low migration rates are attributed by my Santal interlocutors to the local availability of coal for peddling, which provides most villagers in Karampot with a comparatively steady and remunerative livelihood, and thus reduces the need to leave the village in search of work.

Some younger Santals, mostly in their teenage years, still leave Karampot for periods of a few months at a time to work in construction and other worksites in cities like Hyderabad and Bangalore. But, contrary to how labour migration has most often been understood (e.g. Breman 1985; Mosse et al. 2002; Shah et al. 1990), young Santals' is not driven by acute economic strain. Rather, these youngsters had become weary, or bored, of peddling coal, and are keen to explore new places, roam around,
and gather experiences outside the village.106 "How many days can you spend loading coal on bicycles?", replied one of them when I asked why he had left Karampot for six months to work in a packaging factory in Delhi. Other reasons to labour-migrate, as I discussed in Chapter 3, include the eventual depletion of coal for peddling, locally, and the wish to become engaged in a different, potentially more sustainable form of work. Suraj, as we may recall from that chapter, had travelled to Hyderabad to work on electricity poles, which he hoped would allow him to gain experience in another vocation, and not be solely dependent on peddling coal.

Overall, though, labour migration by Santals in Karampot is relatively minor, in large part due to the accessibility of coal for peddling as a local form of livelihood. My interlocutors' earlier statements about the role of farming, however, seem to indicate that it is in fact the combination of coal peddling and agriculture that contribute to lower migration rates among Santals. It is this composition, as I have noted, that allows Santals to gain most of their sustenance from their land, and thereby direct a larger portion of coal peddling earnings to needs and aspirations beyond immediate subsistence.

Non-Santals, conversely, do not engage in any farming, and indeed migration rates among them are notably higher. It is non-Santals' landlessness, I propose – and, more specifically, consequent difficulties in accumulating from coal peddling – that prompt them to labour-migrate, to try to augment their income and be able to save.107 This is not to deny the existence of other factors that can drive non-Santals to migrate. Some of them, similarly to younger Santals, are eager to discover new places and experiences outside the village as well as Jharkhand. But, for non-Santals such as Sukhram, the decision to labour-migrate is bound up with their more precarious livelihood circumstances in Karampot. While non-Santals' migration, too, is not impelled by dire economic pressure, it is spurred by their inability to accumulate locally, from coal peddling, which in turn stems from their landlessness.

107 Harking back to Chapter 4, this further stresses the ways in which villagers move between a range of informal labour categories: non-Santals are not only local petty commodity producers (as coal peddlers) and wage labourers (as truck loaders), but also labour migrants.
Both Sukhram and his brother Birsa have, over the past years, spent extended periods – usually up to six months at a time – working in construction and road paving in a Border Security Force (BSF)\textsuperscript{108} camp in Rajasthan. Sukhram and Birsa had first arrived in the camp through the former’s brother-in-law, who had previously worked for a labour contractor from the area. The next time they went, they brought with them a few other non-Santals from Karampot, mostly from the houses neighbouring theirs. A considerable number of non-Santals from the village have since been introduced – through Sukhram, Birsa, and others – to this migratory wage labour, and spent time in the same BSF camp. It is usually men who migrate, though their wives sometimes join them to participate in the work. When Sukhram and Birsa go to Rajasthan, for example, the latter’s wife travels with them, whereas Sukhram’s wife stays in Karampot to take care of the children of both households. She receives money sent by Sukhram and Birsa for this purpose – and, in addition, manages to earn from selling coal in Karampot. Like other non-Santal women in the village whose husbands (or brothers) away for work, Sukhram’s wife gathers, cokes, and sells coal directly to cycle pushers from a neighbouring village, who come to collect it from her coking pile.\textsuperscript{109}

Work in the BSF camp provides Sukhram and Birsa a period – albeit temporary – of relatively secure, waged work. While coal peddling in Karampot is relatively reliable – certainly more so than any form of work in Sukhram and Birsa’s native village – it still provides, as villagers often said, "no guarantee". Coal, as I have noted, is considered a "sarkari [government] thing", and access to it is perceived as uncertain. "Sometimes you get more coal", Sukhram said, "and sometimes less ... Sometimes a few cycle loads, sometimes only one or none at all ... And, even if everything works well, you earn daily and spend daily, and it's difficult to save any money". Compared to this, in Rajasthan Sukhram can benefit from a period of temporarily secure – as well as less physically taxing – work, with a monthly salary that is higher than what he usually earns peddling coal. Indeed, virtually all my migrating non-Santal interlocutors referred to the fact that payment in the BSF camp is in the form of a

\textsuperscript{108} India’s border defence organisation.

\textsuperscript{109} The same, as I described in Chapter 3, is done by Siamlal’s daughters and other women who do not have a male member in the household capable of pushing coal.
monthly salary – which, even if non-permanent, is a source of not only greater stability but also accumulation. Without any land in Karampot to rely on, a monthly wage from migrant labour becomes, for non-Santals, all the more significant.

The ability to save from such a wage, in particular, is an important factor for non-Santal migrants. Take, for instance, Puja, Sukhram's cousin, whose husband Vishal was away in Rajasthan during the entirety of my fieldwork. Puja and Vishal had previously spent time peddling coal together in Karampot. But "because we can't do any farming here", she said, they had ended up spending a significant portion of their earnings on everyday sustenance. They had, consequently, found it difficult to put money aside – for example, to save for private school fees for their two toddlers, who in a few years will reach schooling age. "Only people who have their own land here", Puja explained, "manage to have the extra money for this kind of things ... People like us have to buy all the food from the market, so there is less money left". Vishal’s work in Rajasthan, in this context – in addition to Puja's selling of coal while he is away, like Sukhram's wife – allows them to increase their income, and a moderate degree of accumulation.

Being able to save from migratory labour also has to do with the social environment in which this work takes place – away from various kin obligations and expectations around money in Karampot.110 "Here", Puja said, "Vishal and I have extended relatives who always ask for some cash here and there"; in Rajasthan, on the other hand, "there's no one to disturb you ... Everybody else around has also come there to work, and are trying to earn something themselves". Labourers in the BSF camp, Puja stressed, are all in the same boat, which contributes to a sense of solidarity. She herself had previously spent almost a year working with Vishal in Rajasthan, and described how, when their first daughter had been born during that period, "all the workers in the camp had chipped in and thrown a small party". Whereas in Karampot, Puja is an outsider vis-à-vis Santals, in the BSF camp all labourers are migrants, from other parts of India, and therefore outsiders themselves.

110 The way in which migration can be a means to gain independence from the social environment of the village has also been pointed out by Shah (2006).
Non-Santals' pattern of labour migration, nevertheless, comes with a flip side. On the one hand, as I have described, it allows them to supplement their earnings from coal peddling and improve their economic situation. But on the other hand, it means that their present, like their past, continues to be marked by migratory movement, and is fragmented both temporally and spatially. Compared to the native, landed Santals, non-Santals' movements out of and back to Karampot engenders precarity and instability in time and space, and reinforces their status as non-permanent outsiders. Non-Santals' future, in this regard, is also far from certain, with no access to compensatory benefits to offset the displacement that villagers believe is sooner or later coming. In light of this precarity, Sukhram and several other non-Santals are already seeking to establish a more secure future existence for themselves outside of Karampot, as I now turn to illustrate.

**Planning for the future**

From Rajasthan, non-Santal migrants normally send money to their wives and other household members in Karampot. Vishal, for instance, sends money not only to Puja but also his elderly father, "for food, clothes, and medicine". Puja and he, moreover, are trying to save as much as they can from Vishal's income in the BSF camp: to send their children, in a few years' time, to a local private school rather than Karampot's government one; to replace their mud house in Karampot with a *pukka* structure; and for Vishal to try and start a small business – perhaps a second-hand auto-rickshaw to ply as a shared taxi between the different weekly markets in the Karampot area.

Similar aspirations and spending patterns, as I described in Chapter 3, can be found among Santal coal peddlers – in their case from savings generated through coal peddling. There is, however, another, different way in which non-Santals are using their income from migratory labour, which is linked to their particular circumstances in Karampot. Non-Santals' landlessness, as I have discussed, translates into long-term insecurity in two main ways: it signifies the absence of, first, a subsistence safety net; and second, any entitlement for land-related compensation in case of displacement. Non-Santals' lives in Karampot are thus freighted with a sense of impermanence, and this has induced some of them to actively seek to attain land – and a more predictable future – outside the village.
Sukhram and Birsa, for example, have been planning to get hold of a plot of land in Koderma district, about 75 miles from Karampot, having heard from relatives that forest land there is being offered by the government to certain *dalit* and *adivasi* groups.\(^{111}\) The two brothers had already paid 30,000 rupees, saved from their work in the BSF camp, to block officers in Koderma to instigate the long process of land titling. They have been setting more money aside for related expenses – including 'donation' (or bribery) payments for these officers for the production of necessary documents – and try to visit the block office and intended plot every few months. Several other non-Santals I know, like Tundwah, have been trying to acquire land in Koderma in the same manner.

If things go their way, which could take a number of years, Sukhram and Birsa plan to keep a base in Karampot, where they could continue peddling coal for as long as would be possible; and, in parallel, build a house and start tilling the soil in Koderma, on land that would be their own. Like their past and present, then, Sukhram and Birsa’s future would again be marked by migration, as part of their efforts to secure land. Such efforts, nonetheless, are in Sukhram’s opinion crucial, especially for non-Santals like himself. "If mining comes here," he said,

> and CCL says we have to leave, we won't get any compensation, so what will we do and where will we go? ... In our native village, there isn't enough land for all of us [Sukhram, Birsa, and their families] to live on and eat from. And without land, how will our children have a place to build a house, and food to survive? Whatever happens, if you have your own land you can at least be sure you'll have a place to stay, and some rice to fill your stomach.

Sukhram and Birsa’s endeavours around land, then, are based on an envisagement of personal land ownership as a source of longer-term security – of both subsistence (through cultivation), and residence (through authorised occupancy). They illustrate

\(^{111}\) According to local *netas*, such redistribution of forest land has been taking place, in certain districts, as part of the 2006 Forest Rights Act, which concerns the rights of forest-dwelling communities to land and other natural resources.
how non-Santals experience their time in Karampot – until the village's perceived anticipated displacement – differently from Santals. The latter can, during this prolonged 'waiting', accumulate from coal peddling, and draw a degree of comfort and even hope from the possibility of gaining compensatory employment for their future land loss. For non-Santals, on the other hand, temporal uncertainty in Karampot is more oppressive: they must labour-migrate to be able to save, and use the time until displacement to obtain land for themselves elsewhere, as a means to safeguard their more precarious future.

Conclusion

This chapter has been concerned with the livelihood conditions of Karampot's non-Santal households. It has examined the ways in which non-Santals' circumstances are especially precarious, arguing that this precarity is linked to non-Santals' lack of any own land in Karampot. The chapter has shown how – even in a context of marginal landholdings and waning agricultural productivity, and especially in one of dispossession – owning even a small amount of land can still be pivotal, in four main respects. First, land provides, especially for older Santals, a sense of rootedness and place that non-Santals in Karampot lack. The latter's landlessness is a signifier of their fixed status as outsiders, which in turn limits their access to common resources such as *gair majurwa* land and the forest, and local state benefits. Second, subsistence farming, even on a small scale, makes it more possible to save from other, paid work, in this case peddling coal. It reinforces Santals' ability to accumulate from this work – however modestly – beyond the subsistence level, and invest in such things as *pukka* housing or private schooling for their children.

Third, land provides a basic degree of food security – particularly important in a context in which coal peddling, as the main form of income, hinges on precarious access to a state-controlled, naturally-depleting resource. All this helps understand why, as Michael Levien has recently pointed out, "even small agrarian assets assume such importance for rural households in contemporary India", and why their ownership remains a sound livelihood component even while diversifying from agriculture (2018: 28). Fourth and finally, in the face of perceived eventual displacement, land has been infused with new value as a resource that, when requisitioned, could entitle its owner to a sought-after compensatory job. Land thus
serves not only as a layer of protection against absolute disenfranchisement, but also as the key to incorporation into the high-status realm of *sarkari naukri*.

Landless non-Santals do not have access to any of these benefits of land ownership, which has rendered their situation in Karampot distinctly precarious: they lack a food security safety net through farming; find it more difficult to accumulate from coal peddling; and, in case of eviction, would be a priori excluded from compensatory employment. This, in turn, has shaped their livelihood strategies, experiences, and possibilities in distinct ways vis-à-vis landed Santals. To increase their economic stability and income, and be able to save, non-Santals leave other household members behind and labour-migrate out of Karampot for extended periods. To try to secure their households' future, they seek to create a rural base for themselves outside Karampot. These recurrent migratory movements – current and future-planned – illuminate how non-Santals' precarity is not only economic but also spatiotemporal, and how inequalities between them and Santals are linked to disparities in time and space.

The story of Karampot's non-Santals provides a central illustration of the uneven outcomes of mining dynamics – from private collieries in the 1970s to public sector mining in the present and future – for different groups in the village. The discussion of mining-induced disparities will be taken forward in the next chapter, which compares CCL-employed households with all the rest in Karampot. Alongside the Santal/non-Santal divide, this is the second salient axis of differentiation that has emerged in Karampot in the wake of mining, which also cuts across the Santal population itself.
VI. Coal company employment

From the many mud houses populating Karampot, inhabited by coal-peddling villagers, a small number of structures incongruously stand out: large-gated cement dwellings, with bright exteriors, and a large motorbike, car, or even SUV parked in the courtyard. These invariably belong to Santals who, in contrast to coal peddlers, have a naukri in CCL: a secure, permanent job with a monthly salary. Of Karampot’s 146 households, 15 percent – or 22 households, exclusively Santal – include a member that either works or used to work for CCL.\textsuperscript{112} In terms of work security, terms and conditions, and pay, naukri stands in polar opposition to the precarious informal work in which most Karampot villagers are engaged,\textsuperscript{113} and renders those who have it a privileged minority.

The difference between informal work (also known as kam) and naukri, Jonathan Parry has argued (2013a, 2019), constitutes the most crucial divide within the labouring classes in India (Parry 2013a, 2019). While 92 percent of the Indian workforce are engaged in the former – whether in petty commodity production (like coal peddling), casual wage labour\textsuperscript{114} (like truck loading), or other forms of insecure work – only eight percent have formal sector jobs (Corbridge & Shah 2013; Harriss-White 2003, 2005; Harriss-White & Gooptu 2001; Sridharan 2004). Within this category of naukri, sarkari naukri – or public sector employment, like CCL provides – is widely considered the most superior (Parry 2013a, Parry 2019). In antithesis to informal work, which provides no security whatsoever, sarkari naukri comes with a salary that is paid regularly every month into employees’ bank accounts, legally-sanctioned protection against unemployment, and thus a relatively predictable – and

\textsuperscript{112} Nonetheless, as I show below, not all members of a CCL-employed household necessarily enjoy the benefits of this employment equally.

\textsuperscript{113} In villagers’ perception, coal peddling – unlike naukri – does not even count as ‘proper’ work. To my initial queries about what they do for a living, most of my coal-peddling interlocutors replied simply with ”nothing”. Parry (2013a) similarly notes that, in Bhilai, those engaged in casual work are often referred to as unemployed.

\textsuperscript{114} This includes both work in the informal sector and informalised, casual work for formal sector companies.
better-off – future (ibid.; Parry 2013a, 2013b). Indeed, in Karampot, while the distinction between landed Santals and landless non-Santals, which I discussed in the previous chapter, is significant, it is ultimately that between those with naukri and all the rest that villagers regard as the most consequential.

In this chapter, I focus on the lives of Karampot's CCL-employed Santals, and the ways in which they are distinguished from those of all other villagers. At variance with the common view of adivasi communities as largely homogenous and unstratified (G. Shah 2004: 205; Sundar 2001; Xaxa 2011: 15), I consider the emergence of socioeconomic and class differentiation within Karampot. CCL employment has allowed the Santals who hold it considerable upward mobility, which has given rise to new intra-community disparities between employed and non-employed villagers – not only in terms of income but also spending patterns, children's life chances, and household and gender dynamics.

The findings support Parry's (2013a, 2019) argument about the chief significance of the naukri/kam divide within India's labouring classes. At the same time, I seek to chart a more nuanced account of how naukri and concomitant upward mobility are experienced, by drawing attention to the sense of precarity felt by employed Santals regarding their households' ability to reproduce their class status over time. Such precarity has been discussed by Parry (2012) in the context of liberalisation and the consequent downsizing of the regular public sector workforce (see also Sanchez 2016). Parry's work, however, focuses on households where naukri – and accumulation of financial and social capital through it – has been relatively long-established, over several generations. For newly-employed Santals, I propose, who have only recently entered public sector employment and not yet experienced such long-term accumulation, anxieties around the reproduction of class status are arguably amplified.

---

115 The gulf between formal and informal workers in India is illustrated not only by Parry's but also other ethnographies of labour such as by Heuzé (1996) and Sanchez (2016).

116 As previously noted, my use of 'class' is in the Weberian sense of lifestyle, consumption, and life chances (Weber 1968 [1922]).

117 See footnote 27.
Finally, I consider local moral critiques of new, naukri-enabled forms of affluence and consumption, and resultant intra-community stratification. These critiques, I suggest, are based on pre-existing – and increasingly eroding – egalitarian values, and illuminate the adverse impact of internal differentiation on community solidarity and reciprocity.

**The origins of naukri**

CCL employment in Karampot has two origins, in different periods. First, the jobs of 10 of the CCL-employed households\(^{118}\) in the village can be traced back to the time of the coal industry's nationalisation, in the 1970s. As I have described in previous chapters, prior to nationalisation a considerable number of local Santals had been working as casual wage labourers in the private mines in Karampot's surroundings. When the mines were brought under the control of the state, some of these Santal labourers were absorbed as formal employees into CCL – part of the new, state-owned coal corporation.\(^{119}\) The number of Santals in the Karampot area who gained jobs in this manner, according to my interlocutors, was not insignificant. Nevertheless, not all Santals who had worked in the private mines were able to make the transition into CCL employment. In Karampot, for example, several ones were unable to take up the mining jobs offered to them by CCL – either because they did not have the necessary identification documents, or because the jobs were seized by non-‐adivasis who paid off company officers.

Other local Santals, like Siamlal's deceased father, were simply not too interested in having a naukri, and therefore disinclined to enlist themselves into regular mining work. "This was almost two generations ago", Siamlal explained, "when there was more land for each household, and my father preferred to keep doing agriculture than work full-time". Like other Santals from that generation who were not keen on permanent employment, Siamlal's father did not see the long-term benefit of working for a government company. He assumed he would not be able to dedicate

---

\(^{118}\) By this I mean households with at least one employed member, either presently or formerly.

\(^{119}\) In Karampot, only one of the Santals who had gained their jobs this way is still working; four are retired, but receive a pension. In six households, the original employed member had passed away during their period of service, and their job – through a company policy known as anukampa, or compassionate appointment – was subsequently passed on to their son.
time to farming, or otherwise have any time off; was not drawn to the idea of working eight hours a day; and was generally not eager to tie himself to a regular, permanent job. He consequently did not take up the CCL post he was offered, and let a Hindu from the area 'buy' it from him for a few hundred rupees. Indeed, in Siamlal's father's generation, it was not uncommon for villagers to be reluctant to accept permanent employment. They often saw no reason to work more than was needed to meet their household's immediate, limited consumption needs, and preferred to cultivate their land.

The second origin of CCL employment in Karampot, which applies to the remaining 12 employed households in the village, is compensation for land dispossession for mining. As I have previously noted, these households are in fact not originally from Karampot but from Dharutar, a neighbouring Santal village that has been displaced by Pandu Project. Agricultural raity land in Dharutar was first requisitioned by CCL in 1982; in line with the company's compensation policy at the time, households who lost three acres of land were given a naukri in the colliery.121 There were 49 households in Dharutar back then, of which 39 obtained a naukri. Households who were dispossessed of fewer than three acres were only entitled to a compensatory – and relatively low – monetary payment; whereas a few of those who did lose enough land to qualify for employment did not recognise the value of naukri, and chose to 'sell' their jobs to Hindus from the area.

While Dharutar's raity land was lost, the residential site – and areas of common gair majurwa land, some of which was also used for farming122 – remained intact. Life in the village therefore carried on, but only until 2008. In that year, it was announced

---

120 For similar observations about earlier attitudes towards regular employment, see Bird-David (1983) on the adivasi Naikens in south India, and Parry (1999a) on Bhilai.

121 The acquisition of land for Pandu Project had taken place in 1964, under the CBAA, by the National Coal Development Corporation (NCDC) – a precursor of CIL. Compensation for dispossessed land, however, is normally not granted at the time of land's acquisition but when the land is actually taken for use – which is Dharutar was only in 1982.

122 It has been common for adivasis in Jharkhand to make informal use of gair majurwa land, either for housing or cultivation. In Dharutar, some of the families who had lost their raity land in 1982 – especially new households created thereafter – started cultivating patches of gair majurwa land instead.
that, as part of an expansion of Pandu Project, Dharutar's entire remaining territory would be required for the excavation of a new opencast pit. The displacement of the village – which had by now grown to 118 households – was subsequently initiated, and followed by a second round of compensatory job distribution by CCL. This one, however, was much trickier than the first. The land that was now lost was not raity land, which had already been dispossessed in 1982; rather, it was gair majurwa land, which had been used by villagers but without legal ownership, and thus did not render them eligible for compensation from CCL. This required intervention and manipulation by Budhram and other Santal netas – who, in a process I detail in the next chapter, eventually managed to extract from CCL more compensatory jobs for Santals from Dharutar.

By contrast with the 1970s and, to an extent, even the 1980s, public sector employment had by now become a highly sought-after commodity. With land fragmentation as a result of demographic pressure, and possible soil degradation through mining, agriculture had become increasingly perceived as difficult and unrewarding. Younger-generation Santals, moreover, had developed new desires not only for longer-term economic security but forms of accumulation and consumption. Building a cement house, buying a motorcycle and smartphone, sending one's children to a good private school – all these had become more common aspirations. Their realisation required a substantial, regular income that normally only a naukri – and especially sarkari naukri – can provide.

In total, 62 compensatory jobs were distributed, between 2012 and 2014, among the 69 households that had been added to Dharutar between the first phase of dispossession and the village's displacement. Some of the newly-minted Santal employees have settled in the CCL housing colony next to Pandu Project, while others have moved to Karampot, where they constructed large cement houses. Nonetheless, once again a number of Santal households were left excluded from the provision of jobs. As I describe in the next chapter, the process of gaining employment for dispossessed gair majurwa land involved significant expenses; about a dozen Santal households could not afford these, and were thus unable to gain
In this chapter, nonetheless, my focus is on those who did attain CCL employment. Despite their displacement, these employed Santals are locally generally considered the only true beneficiaries from Pandu Project's arrival. I now turn to look at the distinct circumstances and lifestyles of this exclusive group.

**Upward mobility and class differentiation**

**Jobs and salaries**

Every morning, long after other villagers have reached the depot yard, on foot, to gather coal and build their coking piles, Rajkumar, a 32-year-old Santal, sets out on his motorcycle to Pandu Project, where he is employed in the machinery workshop. Originally from Dharutar and now living in Karampot, until only a few years ago Rajkumar had been peddling coal. In 2012, however, he gained a compensatory CCL job for dispossessed *gair majurwa* land in Dharutar. Like most Santals from Dharutar who attained CCL jobs after the village's displacement, Rajkumar works as a colliery workshop assistant – CCL's lowest, unskilled employment category, which is the standard starting point for those with a compensatory *naukri*. Higher employment categories involve more skilled work and increased pay, with employees normally moving up the scale based on experience and performance. Perhaps next year, Rajkumar hopes, he will be promoted to the next category, and work directly under one of the workshop foremen.

A number of Santals from Dharutar who got their jobs around 2012 have already gained such a promotion. A few of the more educated ones, who had completed secondary education, have even reached more advanced, non-manual positions. Rajkunar's friend Ramesh, for example, who had passed his Matriculation Exams, was posted in the Pandu Project office, where he works as a clerical assistant to the project's land surveyor. Higher-level posts in the project can also be found among the older-generation of Santal employees from Dharutar, who had gained their compensatory jobs in 1982: I know Santals who are workshop fitters, machine operators, and drivers, and one – Ramesh's father – who is a relatively senior office...

---

123 Because Dharutar's households are now scattered between Karampot and CCL's housing colony – and, moreover, because a few households obtained more than one job – I do not have exact quantitative data on the portion of households left without employment.
clerk. Supervisory and managerial positions in the project, on the other hand, are all occupied by higher-caste non-adivasis – often from outside the immediate area and even state – who generally have better qualifications and credentials than local Santals.

Santal employees, then, mostly inhabit the lower rungs of CCL's employment hierarchy – but, crucially, nevertheless enjoy the essential benefit of secure, permanent work, including prospects for promotion (at least up to a certain level). This makes them strikingly more privileged than all other, coal-peddling villagers in Karampot, who depend on work that is not only informal but illicit. While coal peddlers live a precarious existence, Santal employees gain from relative permanence and predictability, enabled through the job security that comes with a sarkari naukri. Their wages, too, are generous, and vastly superior to the earnings generated by coal peddling. Santals like Rajkumar, in CCL's lowest employment category, earn a monthly base salary of just over 13,000 rupees – equivalent roughly to 40 days of pushing coal. CCL wages, moreover, are accompanied not only by benefits such as free healthcare for the entire family and biennial holiday travel to an Indian destination of one's choice, but also a panoply of financial allowances that significantly augment one's actual income. These include, for example, 'conveyance allowance', 'children's education allowance', 'house rent allowance', 'breakdown allowance', and extra pay for night and weekend shifts.

These various allowances more than double employed Santals' income, taking it to north of 30,000 rupees. After deducting pension, gratuity, and provident fund contributions, they are left with about 26,000 rupees – a figure that would pass the muster as income for middle-class professionals in an average Indian town (Parry 2019: Chapter 5). CCL salaries also permit Santal employees to invest in side

124 This is at variance, for example, with findings about the jobs of adivasis who have entered state employment in the education sector, which were not only "relatively badly paid" but "insecure and dispensable" (Higham & Shah's 2013: 4).

125 Assuming a delivery of, on average, 1.5 cycle loads a day. This refers only to days on which coal peddlers actually deliver coal, and does not include days on which they only gather and coke it. It also does not take into account the fact that coal peddling is carried out by several household members.

126 For workers with duties for attending machine breakdowns at a short notice.
businesses, which further boost their income. Ramesh, for instance, has set up a small general store in the front room of his house, selling snacks, soap, and other basics, while another Santal employee I know has a rice hulling shop by the highway with a large electric husker.

Santal employees' high income, it should be added, is earned for work that is in fact not always very demanding – surely much less so than the backbreaking labour of peddling coal. On most days, for example, after signing in in the workshop in the morning, Rajkumar promptly heads to the nearby tea shop to have a cup of *chaï* and chat with other colliery workers. Work in the workshop is mostly intermittent, based on machinery repair needs, and Rajkumar is not continuously needed on site. The same goes for Ramesh, who spends much of his workday hanging about the office, often chattering or joking with colleagues, and sometimes might even leave for a while to go run some personal errands. Indeed, similarly to what Parry (2013a, 2013b; Parry & Strümpell 2008: 54) has observed in the Bhilai Steel Plant, jobs in Pandu Project are not only lucrative but typically involve only loose timekeeping and a relaxed work rhythm, which includes extended intervals of free time.

**Consumption and lifestyles**

In the eyes of my coal-peddling interlocutors, those who have *sarkari naukri* are "forward" people – which is how, using the English word, they often refer to CCL-employed Santals. This 'forwardness' stands in contrast to non-employed villagers' 'backwardness', which is associated not only with precarious informal labour but more generally with *adivasiness*.

Before charting the different elements of employed Santals' forwardness, though, I should first draw a distinction between the different generations of Santal employees. It is among the younger generations of employees – those who had gained jobs following the first phase of dispossession in 1982 and, especially, after displacement in 2010 – that upward mobility is most pronounced. It is also on them that this chapter mostly focuses. The more senior generation of CCL employees – who had gained their jobs following nationalisation, and are now mostly retired – are largely still content with older rural lifestyles, and do not engage in conspicuous consumption (see also Parry 2013b). Kamal, for example, who is one of them, still
lives in a mud house, and like other older Santal (ex-)employees generally displays much more moderate spending habits than those of younger Santal employees. This is linked, on the one hand, to more modest consumption aspirations among this older generation, and on the other hand to the fact that CCL wages in the past had not been as munificent as they are today.

Among the younger generations of Santal employees, by contrast, it is almost unthinkable to have the financial wherewithal but still reside in a mud dwelling. Indeed, the relatively garish cement houses that a good number of them have erected in Karampot are startlingly distinct from the earthen houses of their neighbours – in material, size, colour, and overall splendour. Other distinction markers and consumption patterns have also emerged, reflecting employed Santals' pursuit of middle-class aspirations. Their houses' courtyards usually double as a parking space for a heavy duty motorcycle and/or car, while their interiors might accommodate a not unsizeable flat screen television. The marriage celebrations they throw are lavish compared to the local adivasi standard of gathering and cooking with family and friends at home. The ones I got to attend included a decorated marquee, catering, and a small armada of hired jeeps transporting guests from other villages. In these wedding jamborees, young employed Santal men can be seen in (plastic) leather jackets, drinking bottled whiskey and rum rather than homebrewed rice beer and mahua wine. Indeed, at variance with earlier findings from other adivasi groups (Gell 1986), where openly displaying one's wealth was something not to aspire to but refrain from, Santal employees' more well-to-do status is overtly demonstrated through consumption, producing the kind of distinction that is central to class aspirations (Qayum & Ray 2011).
This is not to say, however, that Santal employees do not use their salaries for other types of investments, too. First, a few employees I know have purchased land around Karampot – either to farm, usually using hired labour; or, in the future, build a house on or set up some sort of small business. Second, considerable sums are spent on children's education, which is another significant marker of difference between CCL-employed households and all the rest. While coal-peddling households, too, devote resources to their children's education, their means are much more limited, and the level of education is consequently lower. As I described in Chapter 3, for example, some coal-peddling households send their children to Holy Faith – the still-affordable private school on the other side of the highway, which might be superior to the local government school in Karampot but scarcely counts among the best in the district. Later on, coal-peddling youngsters might go to one of the many private colleges that have in recent years mushroomed in towns around Karampot,\(^\text{127}\) which are often of sketchy quality and reputation. This second-rate education trajectory already effectively eliminates children from coal-peddling households from the future race for formal employment.

\(^{127}\) This has largely been the result of the liberalisation of higher education by the central government in the mid-2000s.
Santal employees, on the other hand, can operate on a whole different scale: they send their children to relatively reputable – and considerably costlier – private schools and colleges in cities such as Hazaribagh, Ranchi, and Dhanbad, where students live in hostels or apartments that require an additional fee or rent payments. In these schools and colleges, Santal employees hope, their children could attain the kind of educational qualifications that would place them in a better position to attain a job, and reproduce their parents’ pay grade and status.\textsuperscript{128,129} Moreover, in marked contrast to the children of coal peddlers, who often skip school to help their parents with the gathering, coking, and loading of coal on the bicycle, those of employed Santals are not required to engage in any extra-household labour, and in principle can dedicate their time and energy to their studies.

Both consumption and investment in education, as expressions of middle-class aspirations, are also part of what Higham & Shah (2013) have called a ‘culture of emulation’.\textsuperscript{130} Drawing on Bourdieu (1974, 1984), they describe how young \textit{adivasis} with public sector jobs in the education sector have begun to emulate the values, norms, and ways of life of higher-caste and -class groups. In Karampot, Santal CCL employees have been exposed to such ways of life through their daily work in the

\textsuperscript{128} Among coal-peddling Santals, by comparison, I know of only one child who is studying away in a college, through a special scholarship for \textit{adivasi} students.

\textsuperscript{129} Similarly to consumption, investment in higher-quality education is more typical of the younger generations of Santal employees. Among the children of older-generation employees, education levels are in fact not all that different from those of the children in coal-peddling households. There are arguably two reasons for this. The first is a lower awareness of education in the older generation; the second is the lower lucravitiveness of CCL wages in the past, compared to today. Wages at that time, Kamal told me, had not always sufficed to cover the fees of a good private school or college, not to mention student accommodation in a hostel or apartment.

\textsuperscript{130} Similarly to Higham & Shah (2013), I use ‘emulation’ rather than sanskritisation (Srinivas 1956), which is defined as the rejection of low-caste customs and rituals to achieve upward caste mobility. This is because CCL-employed Santals are not relinquishing their Santal identity – say, through shunning local Santal festivals. Rather, they seek to add to this identity practices associated with higher classes and castes (which in their eyes at least mostly overlap).
colliery, in which they interact – in the workshop, office, or tea shop – with non-
adivasi, higher-caste CCL workers such as Mahtos and Rajputs.\textsuperscript{131}

Employed Santals' culture of emulation, I would like to suggest, can have positive outcomes, for example with regard to education preferences. Take, for example, Puran, a Santal from Dharutar who had attained a CCL job in 1982. Talking about his children, Puran told me how before his employment, when he had been a "poor" and "simple" person, he "hadn't known anything about education". Working in Pandu Project, however, he got to know more "forward" non-\textit{adivasi} colleagues who were sending their children to study in private colleges, "to give them a good education", and figured that this is something he could also do. Indeed, Puran later on sent his three children to attend a private college in Ranchi, where they are likely to gain qualifications that will improve their life chances and employability.

But at the same time, employed Santals' culture of emulation is creating new divisions and class hierarchies within the community: better-off Santals are increasingly moving towards becoming a local \textit{adivasi} petty bourgeoisie, and distinguishing themselves from poorer community members who depend on precarious informal labour. Higher-class emulation has manifested locally across a range of practices – from preference of branded alcohol over homemade liquor, to travel by motorbike, to relatively extensive wedding celebrations. While signs of such tendencies are also present among younger coal peddlers, and reflect broader generational shifts, it is among Santal employees that they are most developed and conspicuous. On the one hand, then, new employment opportunities in Pandu Project have allowed some Santals to realise upward mobility aspirations and access new domains – for example, in education and lifestyle – that had hitherto been largely closed to them. But on the other hand, they have acted to foster and enhance inequalities within Santal community – as well as, as I show below, within Santal families.

\textsuperscript{131} On similar socialising between different castes in the Bhilai Steel Plant, see Parry (1999a, 2013a, 2013b) and Parry & Strümpell (2008: 54).
**Gender dynamics**

Upward mobility and the culture of emulation have also had implications for labour and gender relations in CCL-employed households. The distribution of compensatory employment positions, to begin with, is decidedly gender-skewed: 'project-affected families' are taken by CCL to be represented by the male 'head of household', and it is to them that the jobs are normally given (see also Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2014; Mehta 2009; Mehta & Srinivasan 2000; Thukral 1996). Second, in Santal employees' households gendered patterns of labour have emerged that are similar to those among caste Hindus, and distinct from those usually found in *adivasi* communities (Singh 1994). *Adivasi* women typically work outside the household; indeed, as I have described in earlier chapters, women in coal-peddling households have an indispensable role in this work, and additionally engage in truck loading in Pandu Project's coal sale depot yard. In CCL-employed households, on the other hand – similarly to caste society – the participation of women in extra-household labour is markedly less common.

Rajkumar's wife, Sikanti, is a characteristic example. Previously, like most women in the village, Sikanti had undertaken truck loading work, in order to both supplement household income and earn some pocket money for herself. But since Rajkumar gained his CCL job, in 2012, Sikanti has stopped working and become a full-time housewife; if she needs any cash, she now asks it from Rajkumar. Following the improvement of their financial situation, through Rajkumar's *naukri*, and since they do not need the extra cash, Sikanti prefers to limit herself to less labourious housework than go load trucks in the depot. Rajkumar, too, is not keen on his wife going out to work "in the sun and dust", and prefers her to stay at home.

---

132 I encountered in Pandu Project only two female employees, whose job is to prepare and serve tea in the office. Both had gained their CCL posts through *anukampa*, following the deaths of their employed husbands and since there had been no able-bodied men in the household to whom the jobs could be bequeathed.

133 While women working outside the house is common among *dalit* communities and the elite, it is rare among all those in between (Singh 1994).

134 I did get to know two older women in CCL-employed households – one with an employed husband, the other with an employed son – who continue to occasionally go load trucks to earn some own cash.
Indeed, in CCL-employed households women's participation in manual labour is generally viewed more dimly, which reflects an adoption of new – and more caste-like – notions of gender (see also Higham & Shah 2013). The withdrawal of women like Sikanti from paid word can, of course, have both practical and personal reasons: higher household income through CCL salaries, for example, and personal work/leisure preferences. I propose, though, that such a withdrawal also represents a way in which labour and more intimate practices in the home become a sphere in which to advance aspirations of class mobility (see Qayum & Ray 2011: 247).

Research on the retreat of women in India from extra-household work has focused mostly on either higher-caste (e.g. Levien 2017) or dalit women (e.g. Kapadia 1995; Parry 2005, 2013b, 2019: Chapter 8; Still 2011, 2014). My findings from CCL-employed households Karampot indicate a similar pattern among adivasis, by showing how upward mobility – in this case, as a result of compensation for dispossession – can lead to women’s disengagement from labour outside the house, and their increasing enclosure in the home. When enabled by economic circumstances, in other words, adivasis too can edge towards a similar gender ideology to that of higher-status caste Hindus.

Women's retreat from paid work in CCL-employed households has implications for the gendered power dynamics in them. CCL salaries are paid directly into the employed male's bank account, so that unlike in coal-peddling households, in which it is normally the women who keep the purse, in CCL-employed households it is the men who control finances and manage the budget. Women in these households consequently become increasingly dependent on the wages of their husbands, and largely swept aside in terms of household resource management.135

Women's position in CCL-employed households therefore stands in salient contrast to their position in coal-peddling households. In the latter, women play a central role in income generation and household reproduction – widely acknowledged by their and be less dependent on the employed men in the household. This, however, is the exception rather than the norm in CCL-employed households.

135 A similar trend has been observed in other contexts of dispossession, for example by Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt (2014: 238), Levien (2017, 2018: Chapter 5), and Mehta (2009).
husbands – and mostly control the household purse strings. In addition to their involvement in coal peddling, women in these households also engage in truck loading work, in which they earn independent wages. This, as I suggested in Chapter 4, not only provides them with access to own cash but allows them greater influence over the household budget, and thereby serves to increase their financial and social independence. In CCL-employed households, conversely, women’s disengagement from any form of paid work undercuts their sovereignty.

Unlike private dispossessing projects such as Special Economic Zones, which usually do not provide work opportunities for women (e.g. Levien 2017), Pandu Project has been providing, through truck loading, such opportunities – however casual and unskilled. These, however, are only taken up by women from coal-peddling households, and relinquished by those from CCL-employed, more middle-class-oriented households. Non-manual work for women, on the other hand – which CCL-employed households might be less reluctant to accept – is not on offer. The result is that women in CCL-employed households have become disengaged from the workforce altogether, and consequently less independent and more reliant on their husbands financially.

While adivasi women have historically been known to participate in manual labour outside the house and enjoy relative freedom and equality with men (Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2014: 238; Carrin-Bouez 1990; Devalle 1992; George 2014; Higham & Shah 2013; Prasad 2016; Shah 2018), new notions of femininity among CCL-employed Santals have led to increasing disapproval of such labour, and the effective relegation of women to the domestic sphere. Compared to previous generations in Karampot and other adivasis around them, then, in CCL-employed households Santal women have lost much of their autonomy, and new gender inequalities and dependencies have emerged.

**Household structures and disparities**

CCL employment and upward mobility can have contradictory consequences not only in terms of household gender dynamics but also household structure, which stem from the tension between kin obligations and emerging disparities within CCL-employed households. By and large, unlike caste society the adivasi convention is to
live not in joint households, with the extended family, but in separate households with one's nuclear family (Elwin 1943). In Karampot, this is indeed the more common variant among coal-peddling households, with newlywed couples usually relatively quick to move out from the patrilocal household, or at least make plans to do so.

Among CCL-employed households, however, the picture is somewhat different: though I lack comprehensive quantitative data, many of the CCL-employed households I know many are in fact joint, which in Karampot – and the adivasi context more generally – makes for an exception. On one level, this could be interpreted as another expression of upward mobility aspirations, joint households being more typical of higher castes.\footnote{Shah (1968) has long ago suggested that sanskritisation among adivasis tends to increase their proclivity towards joint householding.} But on another level, I suggest, such joint householding is also the outcome of a sense of moral responsibility by the employed household member – normally the father or elder brother – towards their non-employed immediate kin, namely children or siblings.

It is common for Santals with CCL employment in Karampot – either currently employed or retired but with a CCL pension – to support close family members in the (joint) household. A few retired employees I know effectively finance, through their pensions, their adult sons and their own nuclear families, who reside with them in the same household. This is the case, for instance, with Kamal, whose household includes, apart from his wife, his three sons and their own wives and children. The son I know better, Surendra, whiles away most of his time pottering around the village, or betting on cricket matches and cockfights in a small nearby town. Peddling coal, which his brothers sometimes do, is "hard work" he prefers to avoid, especially as he can rely on his father's pension for subsistence. Indeed, Kamal's CCL pension – 5,000 rupees a month – is used to purchase foodstuffs for the entire household, which covers all members' basic subsistence needs. Down the road from Kamal's house, in another CCL-employed joint household, the old retired Santal employee not only similarly finances household subsistence, but has also had a small grocery store, similar to Ramesh's, built in the courtyard for his son.
Several CCL-employed Santals I know who gained their jobs in 2012, after Dharutar's displacement, also inhabit joint households. Apart from themselves, their wives, and children, these households comprise the employees' younger, non-employed siblings and their own nuclear families, who are usually engaged in coal peddling. In these households, too, it is the employed sibling who largely provides for all members. Indeed, exchanging land for naukri entails a shift from collective property (land) and labour (coal peddling) to an individual asset (a CCL job), as usually it is only one brother who can get a job from the loss of land that was shared. A transition to naukri, in other words, involves a shift from a situation in which different household members till the soil and peddle coal together, to employment by a single member who carries the responsibility for the household's reproduction (see also Dhagamwar et al 2003: 56).

This responsibility can also extend to different kinds of financial assistance by the employed member to his siblings. Rajkumar, for instance, who also lives in a joint household, had helped one of his brothers to fund his wedding celebration a couple of years ago, and pays the school fees to Holy Faith for the two children of the other. This kind of redistribution is perceived in terms of a moral obligation by the elder brother – who by this virtue had been the receiver of the compensatory job – to look after his close kin who have not been as lucky.137 "Rajkumar is the senior who has the naukri", his mother summarised the matter, "and has to take care of the house and his brothers".

At the same time, however, when it comes to lifestyle Rajkumar and his own nuclear family have diverged considerably from his siblings and theirs, and disparities within the household cannot be missed. Rajkumar and his siblings, for example, live under literally very different roofs. Adjoining the same central courtyard, Rajkumar's siblings occupy a mud house, whereas Rajkumar, his wife, and baby inhabit a newly-built cement structure with a flat screen television and speaker system. In the morning, while Rajkumar's brothers make their way to the depot and coking ground, he drives his motorcycle to the Pandu Project workshop. In the evening, while his

137 While a sense of moral responsibility towards one's kin is also present in coal-peddling families, my point is that such a sense can become amplified in a context of differentiation within the family, i.e. when there is one employed sibling who earns considerably more than the others.
brothers have a glass of rice beer at home, Rajkumar drinks 'foreign' *Royal Stag* whiskey or *Old Monk* rum in one of the highway restaurants around Karampot, often with friends from outside the village that he got to know through work. And, in a few years, Rajkumar's toddler will likely be sent to a better school – and then college – than the one attended by his siblings' children. Indeed, compensatory employment as a result of dispossession has become a source of disparity not only at the level of the community but also within families and households, in particular between siblings.

Notwithstanding the instances of intra-household redistribution I have described – from the employed brother to his non-employed siblings – even close kin cannot rely unconditionally on support from their employed relation. I know of several cases of "tension", as my interlocutors put it, within families around the extent and scope of kin obligations by the CCL-employed member. More specifically, the siblings of several CCL-employed Santals shared with me their disapproval of their employed brother, for not having provided "enough help" to assist with a debt or health expenditure they had incurred. As I have pointed out, a CCL job – unlike land – is ultimately an individual entitlement, and CCL employees' salaries are intended to first and foremost serve them and their own nuclear families. Indeed, even Rajkumar's mother's words about his moral responsibility towards his siblings, cited above, were followed by a caveat. In the end, she pointed out, "one employed brother can't take care of his siblings forever".

Divergences within households with a CCL-employed member, then, certainly have the potential to give rise to feelings of rancour. Both Parry (2013b) and Dhagamwar et al. (2003: 128-131, 264) have found, in similar contexts, that over time relationships between the employed and non-employed sections of families become more acrimonious, and the limits of family obligation more constricted. The employed section, they describe, increasingly perceive their non-employed kin and their expectations of financial support as a burden, while these non-employed kin increasingly harbour envy and grudges. Ultimately, Parry concludes, the 'axiom of kinship amity' (Fortes 1969) – the ethics of altruism and generosity predicated by kinship – is "vulnerable to the corrosive effects of class differentiation" (2013b: 53).
While it remains to be seen whether or not the joint households of newly-employed Santals will stick together over time, my findings already indicate that one brother’s upward mobility – and consequent intra-family stratification – can put a strain on kinship relations, and thereby on joint householding. So, while the differentiation induced by CCL employment can in the first instance – contrary to adivasi custom – act to keep families living together, it can also give rise to familial and intra-household friction that might eventually lead to joint households breaking up.

Class reproduction?

It should by now be clear that CCL-employed Santals occupy, in different ways, an elevated economic and class position vis-à-vis their coal-peddling counterparts. By contrast with the precarious lives of the latter, employed Santals' are marked by a relatively high degree of security and permanence, which allows different forms of accumulation. Is this permanence, however, sustainable over time? In other words, how likely is the status of local Santal employees to be reproduced and entrenched over the next generations, and their upward mobility trajectory sustained? A definitive answer would have to be based on longer-term data than I possess, and require revisiting currently-employed households in subsequent generations. What is clear, though, is that this question is a matter of concern for many of my CCL-employed Santal interlocutors. While their own future has been practically secured, through their naukri, they perceive that of their children as much more fragile, and are profoundly uncertain about the prospects of maintaining the family's newfound status in the longer term. Employed Santals' uncertainties around class status reproduction illustrate how naukri, too, can generate a sense of precarity – albeit of a different (and admittedly more privileged) order than that experienced by informal workers.

The offspring of the most senior generation of Santal employees, for instance – those who had gained jobs following nationalisation – have evidently not reproduced their fathers' employment status. Most of them peddle coal for a living; some, like Kamal’s son Surendra, rely mostly on their fathers' pensions. This downward mobility is usually ascribed by retired Santal employees to their children's low education levels. Awareness of education, in retired Santals' generation, had been much lower; CCL
wages, too, had been less gainful, and not always sufficient to meet the costs of expensive private schooling.

Among the children of Santals who had gained compensatory employment in 1982, on the other hand, the situation is already quite different. One of Puran’s sons, for example, who attends a private college in Ranchi, is currently doing a traineeship in the local block office as an administrative assistant. The daughter of another employed Santal from the 1982 cohort has completed a BA in accounting and has a job interview lined up in a local bank; the son of yet another has gained a diploma in electronic engineering in Hazaribagh, and is now preparing to take the exams for entry into the Indian Administrative Service. Clearly, in terms of education and life chances the children of this group of Santal employees have fared much better, and a good number of them are en route to reproducing (or even upgrading) the employment status of their fathers.

Finally, the employment trajectories of the children of the most recent Santal employees – those who had gained jobs in 2012 – have not yet been established, for most of them are either still in school or even younger. These children’s life chances, however, would seem to be more similar to those of the children of the 1982 employee cohort: they attend good private schools in nearby towns, and their parents have every intention to further invest in their education. In our conversations, however, employed Santals from the 2012 cohort often conveyed doubts about the ability of their children to replicate their own employment status and lifestyle. The security provided by their own naukri, they feel, is by no means automatically extendable to their progenies, whose employment futures are far from guaranteed. Santal employees’ own relative economic and class stability, in other words, jostles with a sense of longer-term uncertainty about household class reproduction.

This uncertainty is rooted in a number of reasons. First, there is the simple fact that naukri, as opposed to land, is noninheritable.\textsuperscript{138} Not only is a compensatory job

\textsuperscript{138} Parry (2019: Chapter 5) has reported that in Bhilai, for example, anukampa was often used to ensure de facto familial succession of steel plant jobs. Similar succession of jobs in the Tata Steel Plant in Jamshedpur has been described by Sanchez (2016). In Pandu Project – as far as I know and at least with regard to Santal employees – this has not been the case.
normally offered only to one brother, then, but it is also nontransferable to the next generation. Second, while Santal employees hope that investing in good education for their children will improve their chances of employment, they are acutely aware that reputable qualifications alone do not guarantee access to *sarkari naukri*. As I discuss in more detail in the next chapter, economic liberalisation in India has introduced new market efficiency demands into the public sector, which in turn have led to a cutback in state employment and drying up of new recruitment (Dhananjayan & Shanti 2007; Parry 2013a). With fewer available jobs, qualification requirements for selection have been raised, and competition for positions has become exponentially fiercer (Fernandes 2007; Heuzé 1996: 229, 345; Lahiri-Dutt 1999, 2014a; Parry 2013a, 2018: Chapter 5). The citadel of state-sponsored employment (Holmström 1976; Parry 2013a, 2019: Chapter 2), in other words, has become ever more difficult to penetrate.

Even the fact that, as a form of legally-sanctioned affirmative action, a proportion of state employment posts are reserved for *adivasis* and *dalits* (Galanter 1984: 86-89) does not provide my interlocutors with much comfort. In certain sectors and contexts, this policy has indeed allowed *adivasis* and *dalits* to access jobs that otherwise may well have been cornered by higher castes (Higham & Shah 2013; Parry 1999b). Among my interlocutors, however, there is a strong belief that within the reservation system it is usually better-connected, higher-class *adivasis* who secure the lion’s share of reserved jobs. Compared to such *adivasis* – represented for example by more dominant individuals such as Budhram, on whom the next chapter focuses – most local Santals do not feel they have the necessary social capital to successfully compete for jobs.

Such a belief may not be unfounded. Gérard Heuzé (1996: 247), for example, has reported that in Bharat Coking Coal (BCCL), another CIL subsidiary, it was common for reserved posts to reach higher-class, better-networked *adivasis*. Moreover, pressure exerted by higher-caste persons sometimes led BCCL to declare that no

---

139 CCL’s compensation policy currently warrants the provision of a compensatory job for every two acres of dispossessed land (instead of three acres, previously). Local Santal landholdings, however, very seldom comprise more than four acres of land, so that households are rarely eligible for more than one job.
suitable adivasi had been found to fill a post, and subsequently hire a higher-caste applicant who had connections with company officers and/or the wherewithal to 'buy' the job. According to a senior engineer in Pandu Project, the same often applies to CCL. It is not uncommon for management, he told me, to claim that no satisfactory adivasi candidate could be found for a particular vacancy, and instead award it to a more influential, higher-caste Hindu.

If this is any indication, the jobs of all Santal employees I know in the project have been doled out as compensation for land loss; none have been gained through the job reservation quota for adivasis. In accordance with this observation, the same senior engineer estimated that of all adivasi workers in the larger CCL 'area division' to which Pandu Project belongs, about 85 percent have acquired their jobs under the company's compensation policy, while only 15 percent have applied and been selected independently. Unlike this top-tier minority, my Santal interlocutors do not see themselves as capable of prevailing through the recruitment process. Rather, the prevalent perception is that for them, the most (and perhaps only) feasible way to enter public sector employment is through being dispossessed of land. Otherwise, as Puran summarised, competition is high and vacancies are few, and usually go to those with both money and connections.

This view is also tethered to a widespread belief that CCL recruitment depends to a large extent on nepotism and bribery (see also Parry 2013b, 2019: Chapter 5). Good educational certificates, in other words, which employed Santals encourage their children to attain, might be a prerequisite for sarkari naukri but will not necessarily suffice, for ultimately selection for CCL posts hinges on social networks and palm greasing. Indeed, notions about corrupt practices by CCL are locally ubiquitous. In the tea shop near the Pandu Project office, a common pastime activity among CCL employees – both Santal and non-adivasi – consists of coming up with meanings for the company's three-lettered initialism. Favourites include Chor Chuhar Limited (Thieves and Scoundrels Limited) and Chup Chap Luto (Just Steal Quietly), both in reference to a notorious scandal that in 2012 exposed high-level corruption in CIL and India's Ministry of Coal.140,141

---

140 Coalgate, as it was dubbed, revolved around corruption in the allocation of coalfield blocks to both public sector and private mining companies. It reached India's Supreme Court, and resulted in the
Regardless of any actual evidence of shadowy recruitment practices by CCL, the prominent discourse of corruption around the company only reinforces the local view that merit alone might not cut the mustard; navigating through CCL's opaque selection procedures requires a good deal of financial and social capital, which my interlocutors consider themselves to be lacking.

This, on one level, is an extension of these interlocutors' general self-perception as 'backward' when compared to higher-caste and -class Hindus. But on another level, it is linked to the fact that younger Santal employees in Karampot are novice entrants to the domain of state employment. Unlike Parry's (2019) informants in Bhilai, for instance, these Santals' households have only recently gained access to public sector employment, and not yet had the chance to accumulate from naukri over several generations. This is illustrated, for example, through employed Santals' side businesses, discussed earlier. While certainly exceptional in Karampot's local labour landscape, Santal employees' businesses are nevertheless distinctly more modest than those operated by some of Parry's informants, which include a computer training centre, small factory, catering business, and property dealing. These not only provide Parry's informants with an additional income that is sometimes as high as their actual Steel Plant salaries, but also arguably allow them to form social networks beyond the immediate locality.

Karampot's younger employed Santals, on the other hand, have yet to firmly establish their class status in such ways. They believe accordingly that, for them, it is arbitrary dispossession that is still the soundest pathway to CCL employment. Compounding this notion is the sense among employed Santals that their jobs have been attained as if by chance, through the expropriation of land that belonged to them and also happened to be within CCL's acquisition area. This underlines for them the role of fortuity, rather than own merit or craft, in achieving their current status. It serves as a steady reminder that their jobs have been handed out by CCL

rescindment of 214 of the 218 allocated coal blocks. Jharkhand's former Chief Minister, Madhu Koda, was one of those indicted (Deccan Herald 2012; Dutte 2012; Prasad & Srivastava 2014).

141 On reduced public trust in extractive ‘development’ projects as a result of corruption, see Oskarsson (2013).

142 See footnote 138.
rather than earned, and thus in a sense belong to the company more than they do to them.\textsuperscript{143}

The general feeling of uncertainty around naukri reproduction explains why some of my employed interlocutors – especially older but not only – still consider land to ultimately be the most valuable and viable asset, as a subsistence safety net for the next generations. Differently from Special Economic Zones, for example, which typically offer villagers insecure, low-paying work and thus an inadequate exit route from agriculture (Levien 2018: Chapter 6), Pandu Project has provided to many dispossessed Santals remunerative, secure employment. Yet even in such a situation, the perceived long-term precarity of naukri can lead villagers – both employed and non-employed – to regard land as essentially the most prudent bet in terms of livelihood strategy. For some, moreover, land carries not only material but also moral value; as I discuss next, land is seen by older Santals in particular as representative of a distinct way of life, increasingly eroded through the transition from agriculture to compensatory public sector employment.

**Solidarity breakdown**

Having so far focused primarily on the perspectives of Santal CCL employees themselves, I now turn to look at the ways in which their upward mobility and pursuit of middle-class aspirations are viewed by non-employed, coal-peddling villagers. Employed Santals' investments in new land and their children's education are mostly regarded by other villagers as worthy endavours. Younger employees' consumption patterns, on the other hand, attract more contrasting views, which similarly diverge along generational lines. Younger coal peddlers tend to identify with the middle-class and consumption aspirations of their employed counterparts. For Shiv, for instance, throwing an elaborate wedding party or buying a shiny new

\textsuperscript{143} This is noticeable, for example, in the way that employed Santals in the CCL housing colony regard their accommodation. Colony apartments are generally considered inferior to village houses. While some Santals in the colony are simply not too fond of residing in concrete quarters, a key issue is often the feeling of insecurity and impermanence that is attached to living in a colony flat. Colony apartments, interlocutors underlined, are the property of CCL; the company can "make us leave if they want to", they told me, and "will probably kick us out once we retire".
motorcycle are legitimate ways to spend one's money, and indeed things that he himself would have liked to be able to afford.

Older non-employed villagers, on the other hand, are usually much more critical of such spending practices. They view the display of newly-acquired wealth by employed Santals – and, more broadly, intra-village differentiation – as detrimental to the community, with a particularly ruinous effect on unity (ekta) and solidarity. Siamlal, for example, wistfully described how, before the days of sarkari naukri, marriages in the village had been celebrated as modest, down-home affairs, with home-cooked food and unostentatious gifts. The comparatively swanky wedding celebrations thrown by CCL-employed Santals are, in his eyes, profligate and gratuitous, intended mainly to impress and flaunt these Santals' new status as "big people" in the village. Such material display of prosperity, for Siamlal, is not only wasteful – a wedding party "only lasts for one day", the cars Santal employees buy "eventually break down and gather dust in the courtyard" – but also divisive. Display of wealth easily generates resentment among the worse off, who have been left behind in terms of upward mobility and lifestyle. Compared to employed Santals, non-employed villagers experience a sense of inferiority – for instance, for not being able to offer their own wedding guests what their well-do-to neighbours can144 – and consequently can feel compelled to spend beyond their means in order to 'catch up'.

Echoing the views of other non-employed Santals from his generation, Siamlal laments what he sees as a transition away from an agrarian community in which every villager had "one plate, one lota [water vessel] and one glass at home". For these elders, living off the land and forest, with everybody in the village roughly on the same footing, had promoted values of solidarity, reciprocity, and mutual aid. Now, by contrast, Karampot has become a place where some villagers throw opulent wedding parties and drive around in motorcycles and SUVs. Instead of using their money to "help other villagers" or "develop the community", employed Santals fritter it away on consumption to satisfy their own creature comforts and status desires.

144 Like with cases of tension within CCL-employed households, I do not mean to suggest that instances of envy had previously been absent in Karampot. I believe, however, that enhanced differentiation and the emergence of middle-class consumption patterns among employed Santals are likely to have made such instances more common and pronounced.
Other older Santals, too, often employ memories of the past to comment on growing local inequalities and a shifting moral order. The disparities of the present, and resulting fissures in the social fabric, are counterposed with a forgone, "simpler" time that had been more egalitarian and harmonious. While Karampot’s pre-mining days, as I described in Chapter 2, had indeed been characterised by lower levels of differentiation, we should be conscious that such a contradistinction arguably involves a degree of romanticisation of the past, as people selectively evoke memories and elements from the 'old order' that juxtapose with disagreeable features of current reality.\footnote{As I noted in Chapter 2, elements of stratification in pre-mining Karampot had not been entirely absent. Levels of differentiation, however, had generally been much less glaring than at present.} Nevertheless, the comparisons my older interlocutors draw between the present and their versions of the past reveal their idealised models of how the community should be. They feel that the social relations and moralities to which they attach value have been fraying, and relate this to the uneven inflow of wealth – that is, only to some households – through CCL salaries, which has established local inequalities within Santals on a scale like never before.

As an alternative, older Santals imagine a different kind of adivasi society, one based on a more moral political economy that does not stimulate self-interest and division. Siamlal, in this context, stresses the importance not of jobs but of land – not only for its material benefit as an inheritable asset or a long-term safety net, but because of the way of life and social relations it represents (see also Coulthard 2014: 60). Writing about Special Economic Zones, Jamie Cross has suggested that commitments to farmed land in contexts of dispossession are "not just commitments to custom or history" but to ideas about particular futures and personhoods (2014: 57). Indeed, for Siamlal, an ideal future is not one of industrial employment but of agriculture – not only as a form of livelihood or because of 'attachment' to land, but as emblematic of a moral order that stands in contrast to the corruptive individualisation and differentiation that have been unfolding in the community.

One fragment of the bygone, more egalitarian world to which my older interlocutors refer, I would like to suggest, can be found in the Santal religious festivals held annually in the village. While, in their daily lives, these interlocutors mostly have no...
choice but to adapt to the unequal political economy around them, it is in ritual festivals that they can participate in the enactment of more egalitarian adivasi values. Indeed, instead of self-seeking and accumulation, community rituals foreground values of solidarity, resource sharing, and egalitarianism. Taking place in the *sarna*, the sacred grove at the edge of the village, Santal festivals revolve around the land and forest, and are meant to pay respect to all that they provide, from agricultural produce to mahua flowers. The ritual part of these festivals, officiated by the *naike* (village priest), involves the sacrifice of chickens to propitiate the village's spirits, in hopes for a good harvest and harmony in the community. Thereafter, all participants – coal peddlers and CCL employees alike – cook, eat, and drink together for hours in the *sarna*, in a setting in which status distinctions seem to largely dissipate.

The spirit of egalitarianism is also reflected in the myths associated with the festivals. The traditional tale behind the Santal *karam* festival, for example, as told to me by a village elder, concerns two Santal brothers – Karma and Dharma – who lived in two neighbouring houses and cultivated adjacent patches of land. Whereas Dharma's plot required hard work and produced little, that of Karma had become very fertile and began producing abundant crops. Buoyed by his unanticipated success, Karma developed a condescending attitude towards his brother: after preparing his lunch, for instance, he would empty the remains of rice and water from the pot outside his house's window and onto Dharma's land. Soon thereafter, however, Karma's luck changed for the worse: his plot turned barren and unproductive, while Dharma's suddenly began to thrive. Karma's haughtiness, clearly, had reversed his fortune; the only way to rectify this, a wise old villager told him, was to leave the village and embark on a spiritual journey. In the beginning, Karma's bad luck seemed to follow him: the fruit he picked on the way was acrid, and the pond water he drank foul. After weeks of walking, an angelic young boy finally appeared before Karma; he instructed him to travel back home, plant a *karam* tree in the village, and worship it. Karma set out to return to the village, and the effect was immediate: already on the way back, the fruit he plucked was salubrious, and the water he fetched sweet. As soon as he arrived in the village and planted the *karam* tree, his land regained its vitality.
As a parable about the deleterious consequences of disparity and vanity, the *karam* tale resonates with how many older coal-peddling Santals feel about employed villagers' display of status through consumption. The tale is, moreover, particularly explicit about the dangers of divergences within families and between siblings, which in Karampot have arisen as a result of dispossession and compensatory employment. Rituals such as *karam*, I propose, allow Santals not only to remember but also imagine an alternative, more egalitarian form of sociality, and serve as a moral resource for an ethical critique of processes of uneven accumulation and differentiation, and their corrosive impact on community solidarity.

Cracks in solidarity have manifested in a number of areas. One of these, which I examine in Chapter 8, is collective action, or rather its lack. Another, which I explore next, is *madaiti* – the *adivasi* custom of voluntary labour exchange between households – whose decline in Karampot provides one concrete example of the effects of internal differentiation.

**The decline of madaiti**

A form of reciprocal, non-monetary labour exchange, *madaiti* is typically practiced in *adivasi* communities in tasks such as sowing and harvesting of crops, and construction and maintenance of mud houses, and is considered a pillar of *adivasi* economics and society (e.g. Padel 2016; Shah 2010: Chapter 2, 2018: 136). In Karampot, while *madaiti* still takes place, it has been losing prominence in favour of other, monetary types of labour relations. In agriculture, for instance, *madaiti* is now in fact the least common labour practice. In-kind payment with rice crop is the most prevalent, followed by payment in cash – a relatively new phenomenon in the village.

A few decades ago, my older interlocutress recounted, *madaiti* in agriculture had been the norm. At the end of the workday, the owner of the field that had been jointly sown or harvested would serve *mahua* wine or rice beer, and sometimes a meal, to all labourers, who would drink and dine together. Now, however, much more of this

---

146 On rituals as a 'could be' universe, see Seligman et al. (2008).

147 Based on household survey data and interviews.
work is done for a wage, and madaiti has become less widespread. In work on mud houses, too – for example, repairing or sealing the tiled roofs, especially before the rainy season – the use of madaiti has been waning while paid labour has become more common. Several interlocutors recalled that only a few years ago, this kind of work had taken place in their house through labour exchange. More recently, though, they had to pay to have their house’s roof sealed – either to people from the village or to hired labour from outside of it. As Babulal, one of the older coal peddlers, said:

It’s nowadays difficult to find even one person who’s willing to help with something like this. Nobody wants to work for free. Even to help you push the coal on your bicycle up the slopes in the village, friends and relatives will ask for a portion of the earnings.

The decrease in madaiti and spread of cash payments seem to be an almost inescapable corollary of uneven upward mobility and economic differentiation. It is mostly CCL-employed Santals who have started offering cash payments to non-employed Santals for different kinds of work – not only agricultural, in employed Santals’ vegetable gardens or small land plots, but also occasionally repair and renovation work in their cement houses. With their jobs and salaries, Santal CCL employees can certainly afford to pay a modest wage for such labour, and usually find this more convenient than having to reciprocate manually in their own free time for assistance from other villagers. Once it became clear to non-employed villagers that they can in fact get paid for this kind of work, they themselves have become generally more reluctant to do it without pay.

Not less importantly, economic differentiation has chipped away at the material basis for reciprocity, which is arguably essential for mutual aid practices. Coal peddlers and employed Santals now display radically different types of housing, financial capabilities, and needs. While the former inhabit mud structures with leaking clay tile roofs that require regular refitting, the latter occupy sturdy cement structures;

148 Some CCL-employed Santals still have a small amount of 'leftover' family land in the vicinity; others, as I have mentioned above, have purchased new plots. Busy with their own CCL jobs, Santal employees usually do very little, if any, cultivation themselves, and instead hire agricultural labourers from either Karampot or outside of it.
while the former have limited financial resources, which can encourage engagement in labour exchange, the latter have the financial capacity to pay, which can contribute to a preference to hire labour. Such differentiation has pulled the rug from under the material foundation for reciprocity and mutuality, which many of my interlocutors feel had been crucial not only for household reproduction but more generally for social cohesion. As Kamal, the retired CCL employee, put it: "With madaiti, people had relationships (sambandh), a sense of togetherness (ek sath). Now, nobody here will work without getting paid. After the work, instead of eating and drinking together, people just take the money and go".

Conclusion

This chapter has explored different facets and effects of the upward mobility enabled by CCL jobs, both in employed Santals' lives and the community more broadly. It has shown how the attainment of sarkari naukri has resulted among employed Santals – more specifically, from the younger generations – in enhanced consumption patterns, improved education opportunities and life chances for children, and changes in gender and household relations. Pursuing middle-class aspirations and emulating higher-caste and -class ways of life, younger Santal employees have increasingly become a local petty bourgeoisie. By contrast with the more common image of tribal societies as a bastion of egalitarianism, Karampot has seen the emergence of salient socioeconomic and class differentiation between this minority of Santals and all the rest, both in the community and within families. Indeed, while compared to the caste-divided plains, economic differences between households in adivasi communities have been argued to only be "minimal and temporary" (Shah 2018a: 229), permanent CCL wages in Karampot have made such differences considerably more entrenched. They have, moreover, been accompanied by emergent forms of consumption and wealth display that are similarly at variance with those usually ascribed to adivasis (e.g. Gell 1986; Shah 2018a).

At the same time, the chapter has also illuminated the ways in which CCL-employed Santals experience a sense of precarity in relation to the sustainability in the long run of their newly-attained status. Intensified competition for public sector jobs, a discourse of corruption around recruitment procedures, and the lack of long-established accumulation of financial and social capital through naukri – all these
cast uncertainty on the future of employed Santals' households. The permanence produced by secure employment, then, can be experienced as only temporary; it reveals potential cracks in the so-called citadel of state-sponsored employment (Holmström 1976; Parry 2013a, 2019: Chapter 2), and can engender a different sense of precarity than that experienced by informal labourers.

Finally, the chapter has considered an alternative, critical view – held mostly by older Santals – on the effects of CCL employment. This perspective stresses the pernicious impact that new and overt forms of inequality have on community solidarity – exemplified for instance by the decline of the reciprocal labour exchange system of madaiti in favour of commodified intra-village labour relations. Such shifts in moralities are contrasted with a partly-idealised image of a more egalitarian adivasi past, enacted temporarily in religious festivals, on which older Santals draw to articulate their critique of the current political economy and conduct of CCL-employed community members. A similar critique, as we saw in Chapter 4, is directed at Santal netas, whose role in this political economy I discuss in the next chapter.
VII. Dispossession and compensation

Having discussed in the previous chapter the naukri/kam divide in Karampot, in this chapter I take a step back to look more closely at the process by which displaced Santals from Dharutar have gained their compensatory jobs. As I described in the previous chapter, there had been two phases of land expropriation in Dharutar, each followed by a round of compensatory job distribution: first, in 1982, for dispossessed raity land; and second, in 2012-2014, for dispossessed gair majurwa land. It is on this more recent provision of jobs, with which I am most familiar, that I concentrate in what follows. Taking place after the village's displacement, it allowed most – but as we will see, not all – displaced households to obtain CCL employment, through the mediation of local Santal netas.

Indeed, this chapter is concerned in particular with the ways in which the process of compensatory job distribution was tangled up with brokerage and local politics, and its consequences in terms of local patronage dynamics. More concretely, I focus on the involvement in this process of Budhram Manjhi – the neta introduced in Chapter 4 – as an intermediary between villagers and CCL. Through his story, I explore the ambiguous role that adivasi netas can play in the arrival of large industrial projects – particularly in the doling out of compensatory benefits for dispossession – and the resultant emergence of new, or reinforced, local patterns of clientelism and inequality. Moreover, I illuminate Budhram's fundamental ambiguity as, on the one hand, a seeming tribal activist, and on the other hand, a self-interested politician. This duality disturbs straightforward understandings of political activism – especially indigenous – in relation to dispossession, and blurs the boundary between activism and co-option.

From protest to negotiation

In late 2007, printed notifications bearing CCL's logo were stuck onto the front doors of Dharutar's houses, informing residents about the village's forthcoming displacement to make room for a new opencast pit. For most people, this came as a surprise: they had no idea exactly how large the area was that had been acquired for mining, or indeed that Pandu Project was expanding towards their village and now

149 The land for Pandu Project, as I mentioned in Chapter 2, had been acquired in as early as 1964.
about to swallow it whole. At first, the impending displacement generated opposition. Its main organiser was Budhram, then a village-level political worker for the dominant JMM party, and a close friend of Chita Besra – a rising JMM politician from a nearby village who lent his hand to the protest.

Recalling this time, interlocutors from Dharutar described public meetings in the village and demonstrations in front of the project office. Hundreds of people, from both Dharutar and surrounding villages, participated – carrying tribal bows and arrows, playing drums, and sitting down on the road in demand to shut down the colliery. Budhram and Chitu, however, soon realised that thwarting the expansion of the mine by way of protest was unlikely to succeed – not the least because CCL had acquired the land decades ago, and already compensated villagers for dispossessed raity plots in 1982. Instead of fighting off the inevitable, they thought, it would be better to negotiate with CCL, in an attempt to deliver more jobs for the community.

CCL, on its part, was also more inclined to negotiate with Budhram and Chitu – whom it assumed represented the community – than face intractable agitation by villagers. As has been documented in different contexts globally (Dhagamwar 2003: 236; Gardner 2018; Gardner et al. 2012; Kirsch 2014; Welker 2014; Zalik 2004), fostering working and even placatory relationships with community leaders has become a common strategy for corporations. A response to mounting political and civil society critiques about the adverse social impacts of their projects, such 'community engagement' has become a way for corporations to minimise local opposition and gain a "social license to operate" (Gardner et al. 2012: 169). As one CCL officer explained, senior project management are not from the area, or often even Jharkhand; to avoid local tensions and enable the colliery to run smoothly, "they have no choice but to reach out to local netas". Avoiding any disruption to coal production is, indeed, CCL's utmost priority: the company has long been a loss-

---

150 Villagers are often unaware of the process of land acquisition, especially of gair majurwa land (see also Dhagamwar et al 2003: 44-45).

151 Similar protests against land dispossession by industrial projects have been documented across South Asia, illustrating the kinds of local responses that such projects often face (e.g. Gardner et al. 2012; Gardner 2018; Nuremowla 2016; Levien 2011).
making subsidiary (*Economic and Political Weekly* 2001), and even with operations in full swing Pandu Project has been struggling to meet its targets.

The risk of opposition, from CCL’s perspective, was arguably heightened by the history of *adivasi* protest in Jharkhand. As I described in Chapter 2, *adivasi* communities in the region have a rich history of resistance to external incursions, which has purportedly predisposed them to take a harder stance against dispossession (Parry & Strümpell 2008: 54; see also Levien 2013b). In the case of Pandu Project, this history was concretised by the presence of Budhram and Chitu, who are both members of the JMM. As was also discussed in Chapter 2, the party is known as a spearhead of *adivasi* activism in Jharkhand. In the 1970s and 1980s, it had led a combative campaign against the wrenching of *adivasi* land by both outsiders and the state, joining forces with a trade unionist struggle against coal companies (Devalle 1992; Prakash 2001).

Wishing to avoid confrontation, then, Pandu Project’s management opened its doors to Budhram and Chitu. The latter shifted their efforts to the ensuing negotiations, and Dharutar’s nascent protest movement soon fizzled out. The political struggle transformed accordingly: it was no longer about the actual loss of land – which, Budhram and Chitu believed, was already a fait accompli; rather, it now concentrated on compensatory jobs – in other words, inclusion in the world of secure industrial employment (see also Gardner 2018). The effort to extract compensatory jobs was, in fact, not discordant with many villagers’ own aspirations. As I discussed in the previous two chapters, for younger Santals in particular the expansion of the colliery represented not a destruction of a valorised rural way of life, but an opportunity to exit the precarious conjunction of small-scale agriculture and precarious work, and instead realise hopes of economic security and mobility through the possibility of a prized job.

Indeed, as other scholars have shown, the advent of industrial projects can beget not only opposition but also hopes, which often revolve around employment (Cross 2014; 152 As Parry (2019: Chapter 4) has suggested in relation to Bhilai, the fact that Dharutar’s land was expropriated in stages – not in one sweep of displacement but piece by piece, over a couple of years – might have also made collective mobilisation more difficult.)
Dhagamwar et al. 2003: 78; Vijayabaskar 2010). This was certainly the case in Dharutar, and for good reason: unlike Special Economic Zones and other private land-acquiring projects, CCL’s compensation for land loss comes in the form of secure, sought-after *sarkari naukri*.

Since the first round of dispossession in Dharutar, in 1982, the number of households in the village had increased considerably, from 49 to 118. Santals from the newly created households, belonging mostly to the younger generation, were now also eager to gain CCL employment. As *sarkari naukri*, a CCL job is especially covetable – and losing land is seen as the only way to obtain it. In our conversations, my interlocutors often drew a contrast between the present and the period of nationalisation, in the 1970s. As I described in the previous chapter, the state had in that period integrated private colliery workers into the newly-formed national coal company, thereby providing a rare occasion to make the transition from informal mining labour to public sector employment. This one-off window of opportunity for upward mobility, however, had long closed. Now, by contrast, the only imaginable path to CCL employment, for my interlocutors, is through compensation for dispossessed land. Obtaining such employment through the standard application route simply does not seem to most local Santals like an option: public sector jobs require educational credentials and skills that *adivasis* largely lack, and moreover are widely believed to depend on money and social networks (see also Jeffery et al. 2008a: 208; Parry 2013b).

Indeed, as has also been observed elsewhere (Gardner 2018; Levien 2018), when considering land dispossession we cannot simply assume that people naturally prefer to work the land. Arun, a 32 year old Santal from Dharutar, certainly does not. “Farming is difficult”, he said. “There’s no irrigation here, the land is neither abundant nor especially fertile, and growing crops next to the mine is more difficult

---

153 Relatedly, Gisa Weszkalyns (2008, 2016) has pointed out that alongside fears of environmental degradation, extraction of natural resources can also trigger affects of hope and potential.

154 As Levien has noted, there is nowadays an “even greater mismatch between the skills and education of *adivasis* and the type of employment that extractive-industrial projects typically make available” (2013b: 374; see also Fernandes & Bharali 2014).
because of all of the pollution”. While some of the older Santals, like Siamlal, still valorise land as both an asset and way of life, many of the younger ones, like Arun, are keen to exit the labourious and at times unrewarding activity of farming in favour of a more secure livelihood. “It's much better to have a permanent job and salary”, Arun declared unequivocally. “Naukri is what everybody wants.” Such views reveal how ideas around labour are tied up with processes of dispossession, and how such processes are not always simply imposed top-down by corporations but can overlap with people's own aspirations for a better future (Cross 2014; Li 2010, 2011).

There were, however, two substantial hindrances that stood in the way of younger Santals' hopes of compensatory employment. First, compensation by CCL is normally only granted for the dispossession of raity land – in other words, tenancy land for which the dispossessed person has a title deed. Deedless gair majurwa land, by contrast – which adivasis often use informally, for either cultivation or housing – is not recognised by CCL for compensation purposes. As it happened, all the raity land in Dharutar had already been dispossessed and compensated for by CCL in 1982; it was for this land that some of the older Santals in the village had obtained their jobs back then. The land that was now about to be expropriated, on the other hand, was all gair majurwa. While many Santals in Dharutar had been using such land – especially since the dispossession of the village's raity plots – it did not formally belong to them, and thus did not make them eligible for compensatory employment.156,157

The second hindrance had to do with broader changes in the coal industry that had taken place since 1982. Roughly up until the mid-1990s, it had been customary for

155 As previously mentioned, mining activities are indeed associated with degradation of agricultural land (Kumar 2016; Mishra 2014).

156 There are, in fact, two types of gair majurwa land: gair majurwa khas, which is usually tilled by an individual household; and gair majurwa aam, which is common village land that includes grazing fields, ponds, etc. The land that CCL sought to expropriate in 2008 was of the former kind. Gair majurwa aam, which is protected by legal measures, has not been requisitioned by CCL in either Dharutar or Karampot. (Protected forest land surrounding the two villages, however, has been utilised by CCL, for which the company had to provide a special justification to the relevant authorities.)

157 See Nuremowla (2016) for a related discussion on the importance of land documents for gaining compensation for dispossessed land.
CCL to compensate for loss of land through employment (Fernandes 2007; Herbert & Lahiri-Dutt 2014). The first round of job distribution in Dharutar, in 1982, had fallen under this earlier period. The policy of providing naukri had arguably stemmed from the ethos of CIL – CCL’s parent company – as a state-owned enterprise, rooted in the Nehruvian vision of industrial public sector work as a beacon of progress for the nation (Parry 2003, 2013a; Sanchez & Strümpel 2014). Indeed, in the Nehruvrian era loss of land to state-owned industries had been legitimised through an ideology of national development and labour absorption. While state industries in that period had displaced hundreds of villages, they had also sought to integrate the rural dispossessed into the formal industrial workforce (Parry & Strümpell 2008; Sanchez & Strümpell 2014).

A formal Resettlement & Rehabilitation (R&R) policy, setting out the jobs-for-land scheme, was introduced by CIL in 1994 – prompted among others by the World Bank, which was co-financing projects in India’s coal sector (Fernandes & Paranjpye 1997). While revised several times since (Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2011; Fernandes 2005) – the threshold for compensatory employment, for example, has been lowered from three acres of dispossessed land to two – this policy is still in place, and meant to govern CIL’s handling of so-called project-affected persons (CIL 2008). The policy’s implementation, however, has since roughly the mid-1990s become progressively diluted, as a consequence of a reduction in the number of available company jobs. Increased mechanisation and opencast mining methods, and downsizing and casualisation of the workforce, have resulted in a salient decline in

---

158 As Levien (2018: Chapter 7) points out, dispossession in the Nehruvian period had been only relatively more labour-absorbing. Compensation efforts by public sector projects had often been sluggish and inadequate (Parry & Strümpell 2014), and led to the impoverishment of many of the dispossessed (Fernandes 2008).

159 While the idea of compensatory employment had arguably been inherited from the Nehruvian state, it also chimed well with the proliferating concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), which has in recent years become an important means for corporations to demonstrate “ethically sound practice” (Gardner et al. 2012: 169; for ethnographic studies of CSR, see Blowfield & Frynas 2005; Burton 2002; Frynas 2005; Kapelus 2002; Rajak 2011; Welker 2009, 2012). While CSR programmes, however, typically provide only limited benefits to the dispossessed – for instance, casual work opportunities in and around the project (e.g. Gardner 2018; Gardner et al. 2012) – CIL’s Nehruvian-inspired policy aims to provide high-status permanent jobs.

This downward employment trend needs to be situated within the wider context of India's economic liberalisation in the early 1990s. While prior to liberalisation, many of India's public sector enterprises – including CIL – had played an important role in boosting both output and employment, they had done so with excess manpower and at the cost of efficiency and profit (Dhananjayan & Shanti 2007). Government policy, nonetheless, had treated such deficit as a "political relationship manifest in financial form" – in other words, a 'national debt', tolerated for the purpose of a "long-term investment in the future prosperity of the nation" (Bear 2013: 379). Indeed, Nehruvian planning priorities in the public sector had focused not on profit maximisation but employment generation, and state industries had accordingly been allowed to run at a loss (Bear 2013; Parry 2003, 2013a; *Economic and Political Weekly* 2001). With liberalisation, however, economic efficiency and market imperatives were conferred new urgency (Parry 2013a; Fernandes 2007). Debts were reconceived as financial transactions – economic rather than political relationships – which led the central government to impose stricter fiscal cost-benefit control over public sector undertakings (ibid.; Bear 2011, 2015; Heuzé 1996: 229). The coal industry, in particular, was subject to additional pressures to reduce its debt to the World Bank, which in 1996 had provided CIL with a generous loan package (Heuzé 1996: 229; Herbert & Lahiri-Dutt 2014).

New financial discipline in the public sector dictated, among other things, significant downsizing of the regular workforce in state-owned enterprises (Dhananjayan & Shanti 2007). This, in turn, has stifled the ability of public sector undertakings such as CIL to offer jobs as recompense for land loss – as the company itself has conceded:

---

160 This has been documented not only in CIL but also other public sector bodies: see Bear (2013, 2015) on the Kolkata Port Authority; Parry (2013a) on the Bhilai Steel Plant; and Strümpell (2014) on the Rourkela Steel Plant.
In the past, subsidiaries found it relatively easy to acquire land, if they were able to offer jobs. Partly because of this practice, subsidiaries have built up their labour force beyond their needs. This has contributed to the heavy losses many mines incur and eroded the competitiveness of the coal industry. The subsidiaries may still need to hire people in selected locations and continue to give preference to those whose livelihood will be affected by coal mining operations. However, increasingly subsidiaries will need to develop other ways and means to compensate landowners and others adversely affected by their projects (CIL 2008: 1).  

While India’s earlier, ‘developmentalist regime of dispossession’ (Levien 2018), then, had been characterised by relatively high levels of labour absorption, the state’s ability to incorporate the dispossessed into regular employment has been substantially curtailed following liberalisation. Indeed, different studies have shown that CIL’s compensation policy has in recent years been poorly implemented, with the company unable to dispense jobs to dispossessed villagers who in principle should have qualified for employment (Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt 2014; McDowell & Bennet 2012; Jain & Bala 2006). One of the more well-known cases comes from CCL’s Parej East Project, just under 10 miles from Karampot. Herbert & Lahiri-Dutt (2004, 2014) have described how in that project, a major reduction in the permanent workforce meant that, by the late 1990s, the offer of a naukri for dispossessed villagers had effectively ceased to be an option. Nevertheless, CCL continued to use the prospect of employment as a bargaining chip to persuade villagers to relinquish their land, promising them jobs that were not available and creating false expectations and hopes (ibid.).

Despite these challenges around access to compensatory jobs, Budhram was determined. The only way for Dharutar villagers, he figured – including his own

---

161 In an effort to reduce the number of compensatory jobs afforded, CIL has also given subsidiaries discretion to tweak the conditions of compensation, and offer increased monetary compensation for dispossessed land in lieu of employment (Business Standard 2013; Hindu Business Line 2013).

162 Other adverse outcomes of inadequate R&R efforts – for example with regard to resettlement of displacees – have also been amply documented (Cernea 2003, 2007; Fernandes 2004; Fernandes & Paranjpye 1997; Fernandes & Thukral 1989; Singh 2008).
household – to have a chance at CCL employment at this point was to first of all have the *gair majurwa* land they had been using registered as their own. The key, he realised, lay in a particular clause in CCL’s R&R policy document. Pertaining to “tribals cultivating land under traditional rights” – namely, *gair majurwa* land – the clause makes a provision for authentication of ownership of such land as a means to claim compensation for its requisition (CIL 2008: 5). Authenticating land, however – and then claiming employment – is a complex, lengthy process, which requires interacting with both government and CCL officers. As such, it was a terrain primed for brokerage, which Budhram decided to take upon himself. He consequently set out to act as an intermediary between villagers and these officers, in an endeavour to secure jobs for the community. This endeavour, moreover, also fed into Budhram’s own political ambitions: here was an opportunity to prove his own value and power, and make the transition from a political worker into becoming a proper neta, in both the community and the party.

**Emergence of a broker**

Prior to Pandu Project’s expansion, Budhram had been in Dharutar what is known in the literature as a local-level mediator or broker (Bailey 1969; Bierschenk et al. 2002; Gupta 1995, 2005; Shah 2009), dealing with local state bureaucracy on behalf of villagers. This activity, in a sense, can be traced back to Budhram’s family, which has a history of engagement in different types of local brokerage. Budhram’s grandfather, for instance, had been a local tax collector for the Ramgarh raja – the zamindar who had controlled large tracts of land in the district, including both Dharutar and Karampot.163 A generation later, Budhram’s father had also worked as a collector, this time for a Hindu moneylender who had operated in the area during the time of the private collieries.

---

163 As Alpa Shah (2004) explains, while rajas in Chotanagpur often granted villages to high-caste Hindus in order to attract them to the region, in some cases villages remained under the raja’s control. In these villages, a selected dominant tribal family would be put in charge of collecting taxes, thereby becoming akin to a local zamindari family (see also Sifton 1917: 72). In Dharutar, this family was Budhram’s, which belonged to one of the village’s earliest lineages and owned a relatively large amount of land.
More concretely, though, Budhram's career as a local broker dates back to the early 1980s when, as a teenager, he was first exposed to the JMM. As I noted in Chapter 2, the JMM movement had emerged in 1972 under the leadership of a Santal activist by the name of Shibu Soren, against a backdrop of agrarian unrest around the alienation of tribal land (Devalle 1992; Prakash 2001). By the 1980s, it had spread to different parts of Jharkhand – including the Karampot area – and launched an organised campaign against the oppression of *adivasis* by Hindu outsiders. Together with Chitu, his childhood friend and coeval from the next door hamlet, Budhram began attending JMM demonstrations and rallies, which proved more interesting to explore than the humdrum world of school and the village.

Reflecting back on the political situation in the area in those days, both Budhram and Chitu – in the vein of JMM’s rhetoric – spoke ardently about *adivasi* exploitation by rapacious Hindus, particularly from neighbouring Bihar.164 These "Biharis", they told me, were swindling *adivasis* of their plots of land, using their connections to get hold of posts in local block offices and police stations, and, to boot, in the habit of harassing *adivasi* village women. The inflow of Biharis only intensified after the coal industry’s nationalisation, as word spread that public sector jobs had become available in the new, state-owned collieries. Using deceitful means such as forged documents, Biharis seized jobs that were meant for *adivasi* labourers from the private mines.165 They insinuated themselves into supervisory and managerial positions in state-owned collieries and related trade unions, pilfered coal to sell on the side, and siphoned off the wages of *adivasis* who did manage to get jobs in these collieries. "Biharis took not only *adivasis' money", Chitu said, "but their self-dignity".

In 1983, after a local Santal JMM activist had been found murdered, a large protest event was organised in the district, in which Shibu Soren was rumoured to make an

164 At the time, before Jharkhand’s autonomy, Jharkhand had been part of the state of Bihar. Nevertheless, it had been seen by local *adivasis* as a distinct entity within Bihar, in contrast to the Hindu-dominated rest of the state.

165 See Heuzé (1996: 245), Sengupta (1979: 34-35), and Simeon (1999: 71) on the crowding out of *adivasi* (and *dalit*) workers from employment in the mines following nationalisation. At the same time, as we have seen, in the Karampot area some Santals did manage to obtain CCL employment in that period.
appearance. Budhram and Chitu walked on foot the six miles from Dharutar to the site of the demonstration, and got to hear Soren speak for the first time. In his fervent speech, Budhram recalled, Soren declared war on Biharis: "They can't be allowed to take away our land and coal", he said on stage, "and must be hunted down like rats". Galvanised by the JMM's charismatic leader and the riled-up crowd, Budhram and Chitu decided to join the struggle. At the age of 14, Budhram effectively left school to be able to dedicate more time to the movement's protest activities.

Part of the appeal of becoming engaged in these was the opportunity to discover a world far beyond the village. When Budhram was 16, for example, he got to travel to Calcutta with a group of young activists to attend a JMM political rally. Going out of Jharkhand and to a large metropolis for the first time entailed a range of novel, adventurous experiences – taking a long-distance train, for instance, or the chance to ride an elevator, in Calcutta. While the lives of most Santals around him, Budhram once told me, seldom extend beyond Hazaribagh or Ranchi, his own early experience outside these geographical confines have taught him how to "deal with different types of situations, people, and problems ... Otherwise, if you spend your entire life like a frog inside a well, how can you even know there's a whole world outside?".

Later on, Budhram and Chitu took part in setting up local JMM protest groups and organising demonstrations in the district. These sometimes involved physical confrontations with both Biharis and the police, which Budhram clearly took pleasure in narrating, in embellished detail, as Bollywood-style action spectacles, including fistfights with policemen and motorcycle chases. Arguably exaggerated if not partly apocryphal, these stories of clashes with the law prop up Budhram's self-promoted reputation as an intrepid activist, one who does not shy away from confrontation with higher-caste people and state authorities. As we shall see, this is now also the way in which Budhram seeks to portray himself locally in relation to CCL.

Chitu, in the meantime, had worked his way up the political ranks. He had been elected as panchayat (village council) secretary for JMM; a few years later, the party's block-level secretary; and finally, in 2003, JMM's central general secretary.
Budhram, soon thereafter, became a political worker for Chitu, and began assisting him with campaigns and other political activities. Deployed on various tasks in local government offices, Budhram got to circulate among other, more experienced political workers who were familiarised with state bureaucracy and officials, understood how the system works, and had the know-how of navigating it. Spending time with these men, and with his own resourcefulness, Budhram gradually acquired the skills of gaining access to and interacting with government officers; made valuable contacts and friends; and extended his networks well beyond the village. "Other local Santals might be more educated than me", Budhram told me, "but this kind of knowledge" – namely, the savviness and experience required for dealing with the local state – "they certainly don't have". This was not about formal education but social capital – in particular, connections outside the village – crucial to becoming a successful broker (see also Levien 2015b).

Using his connections, Budhram started acting as a broker between villagers and local state bureaucracy, assisting the former with obtaining caste certificates or gaining access to state welfare schemes. Indeed, Budhram’s ability to operate in the domains of both the village and the state – and, as my interlocutors put it, "get things done" – was seen as a locally rare, highly-regarded commodity. "Being able to talk to villagers and officers", as Arun stated, "is something that only one in ten people can do". Most of my interlocutors agreed that practically any interaction with state authorities – or CCL, for that matter – can easily entail a rigmarole of running around between offices and producing a litany of documents, with no guarantee of the outcome. I heard stories, for example, about villagers who had spent months – and in one case, years – unsuccessfully trying to obtain particular land documents and claim compensation from CCL. To yield effective results, it is widely believed, such efforts require the assistance of a broker or patron who knows how to deal with, and has some leverage over, state and CCL officials. This was, precisely, what Budhram had to offer: not only did he have connections in local government offices, but he was also associated with Chitu, the JMM, and the party’s prominent history of resistance, which arguably provided him with a relative degree of clout in dealings with CCL. "If you don't know how to speak to these officials," Arun said, "getting a CCL job for land can be very difficult ... Village adivasis like us don't know the right
people and can't even always speak proper Hindi. This is why we need help with these things from a guru, like Budhram”.

This view was perpetuated by both Budhram and Chitu themselves. They stressed to me on various occasions the critical importance of inside connections in ever-corrupt government offices, and the inability of most rural adivasis to deal with state and CCL officials on their own. Because of this, Budhram and Chitu said, adivasi villagers have no choice but to use the services of various dalals (middlemen) – normally non-adivasi and dishonest – who take advantage of them. By contrast with such predatory, petty dalals, Budhram and Chitu spoke of themselves as benevolent patrons, who are tribal themselves and thus working for adivasis. Indeed, Budhram portrayed his mediation efforts to deliver CCL jobs to villagers as a charitable service to the community – citing as an inspiration a film in which Amitabh Bachchan, the Bollywood star, plays a doctor who sets up a clinic in a remote, destitute village.

**Brokering company employment**

The first step, Budhram recounted, was to pay a visit to the CCL headquarters in Ranchi. Wheedling the officers with "gifts and sweets", he managed to obtain a copy of a map detailing the exact area of land that had been acquired by CCL. "I took this copy to the land revenue officer in the block office," Budhram recalled, "and we located on the map all the gair majurwa patches that people in the village were using ... The idea was to make the necessary papers for all that land and register it, so that people could get compensation for it".

There remained, however, a financial issue. Titling land entails the production of a multitude of official documents and signatures which, as Budhram explained, requires greasing the palms of different government officers. Land authentication thus came with an informal fee, which Budhram intended to collect from villagers: around 50,000 rupees – roughly equivalent to 150 days of coal peddling – for the titling of a plot that would make a household eligible for a compensatory job. Some

---

166 See Pitcherit (2018) on how, similarly, dalit labour contractors stress their shared identity with dalit labourers to depict themselves as honest brokers.
Dharutar villagers had a father or uncle who were already CCL employees – from the distribution of jobs in 1982 – and could help them with this substantial sum. Others used savings from years of coal peddling and wage labour, and if necessary borrowed additional funds from relatives.

Within a couple of years, and numerous visits to the local block and district offices, Budhram succeeded in registering the land of those villagers who had provided him with the necessary payment. Next, he set out to present the land papers to CCL and, using the threat of further protest, press management to find posts in the project for all newly-minted Santal land owners. In total, 62 jobs were provided to Santals from Dharutar between 2012 and 2014, including to Budhram and each of his two sons. Most of these, as I described in the last chapter, were as assistants in the colliery’s machinery workshop. As I have also previously noted, while some of the new Santal employees have taken up residence in the CCL housing colony beside the project, others – including Budhram himself – have relocated to Karampot. In our conversations, virtually all of them acknowledged that without Budhram their employment would not have been possible.

Figure 12: Pandu Project offices
Not all Santals from Dharutar, however, were able to gain employment in the project following displacement. Of the 69 households that had been added to Dharutar between 1982 and 2008, about a dozen were left without jobs: they had not provided Budhram with the money to title their land, and were consequently left out of employment negotiations. Most of these jobless households now reside in a small cluster of crumbling mud houses next to the opencast quarry, which is Dharutar's only remaining remnant. Like Karampot's non-employed Santals, they peddle coal for a living; but unlike the former, they have been stripped of their patches of land, which renders their situation – similar to Karampot's landless non-Santals – especially precarious. When I asked Budhram about this group of jobless villagers, he was quick to attribute their plight to their lack of trust in him as a mediator. These villagers themselves, however, insist that they simply did not have the means to pay for the registration of land. Unlike some others in Dharutar, they did not have relatives with existing CCL jobs to ask for financial help, and did not manage to come up with the money in time. As I expand on later on, these jobless, landless Santals are in fact very much disgruntled with Budhram, whom they feel has deprived them of the jobs they deserved.

And yet, given the paucity of public sector employment in India (Corbridge & Shah 2013; Harriss-White & Gooptu 2001; Shah & Lerche 2017) and developments within CIL in particular, the relatively large number of jobs that were meted out to displaced Santals from Dharutar is striking. Compared to cases such as in Parej East, for instance, the scenario in Dharutar appears on the whole like a relative success. Based on available studies and my own enquires in other projects in the area, the implementation of CIL's compensation policy seems to vary quite considerably between sites. While its distinct localised outcomes arguably depend on a wider range of factors than can be covered here, I suggest that crucial among these is the form and degree of political pressure and brokerage applied by local leaders. As a higher-level employee in Pandu Project told me, "company officials do not give away jobs voluntarily. Unless you know exactly what affected villagers are entitled to, and have the skills to demand jobs, officers will try to sell you various other types of compensation". Indeed, as part of efforts to curb compensatory employment provision, CIL subsidiaries now have the discretion, for example, to offer increased monetary compensation for dispossessed land in lieu of employment (Business
Standard 2013; Hindu Business Line 2013). In Dharutar, I propose, Budhram's maneuvering of the compensation scheme and state bureaucracy, together with the spectre of JMM resistance, played a key role in extracting jobs from the project, and thus more favourable outcomes from a scenario of displacement.

I also argue, however, that Budhram's brokerage of CCL jobs has been a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it secured the livelihoods of a significant portion of displaced Santals. But on the other hand, it has been accompanied by two countervailing processes. The first, discussed in the last chapter, is the emergence of new, enhanced forms of intra-community differentiation between employed and non-employed Santals. The second, to which I turn now, is the consolidation of Budhram's political power, and the emergence of a more centralised, hierarchical local structure of political patronage.

**New patronage dynamics**

One consequence of Budhram's brokerage of CCL employment has been the reinforcement and entrenchment of his local patronage position. Already prior to Pandu Project's expansion, as I described, Budhram had acted as a broker between villagers and state bureaucracy. Now, however, he has established himself locally as the interface between villagers and CCL – the national coal corporation and purveyor of *sarkari naukri*.\(^\text{167}\) While Budhram's brokerage of CCL resources has built on, and is in many ways an extension of, his previous brokerage activities, it nevertheless operates on a different scale. Helping villagers with sundry bureaucratic errands and local welfare schemes is one thing; delivering public sector jobs – the most sought-after form of employment – quite another. This scaling up, I suggest, has considerably boosted Budhram's influence and power.

\(^{167}\) Emphasising Budhram's position of influence in Karampot, at the village level, does not mean to argue that his power is independent of, and does not rely on, broader JMM political networks. Indeed, in the Karampot area, Budhram is part of a network of JMM *netas* and political workers – with Chitu at the top – many of whom are involved in different ways in interactions with CCL, and provide support to the activities of particular *netas* in particular villages. In Karampot, too, Budhram enjoys the support of a small group of Santal-employed cronies, who often assist him with his political activities.
A new scenario of patronage has evolved around the ability to negotiate compensatory benefits with CCL – and, more generally, any form of interaction with the project. As we recall from Chapter 4, for example, the negotiations between Budhram and CCL also resulted in the establishment of the coal sale committee, which oversees truck loading in the depot and in which Budhram was given a senior role. Indeed, rather than relying only on informal networks, Budhram's relationship with CCL now allows him to operate, at least partly, within official company mechanisms, which has made his position of authority more formalised and fixed. Budhram's brokerage between villagers and CCL is thus not only a continuation of his earlier brokerage activities, but arguably also a deviation from them: compared to his informal brokerage of local state resources, Budhram's engagement with CCL seems to have lodged him in a position that is more formalised and permanent.

This has placed Budhram in a veritably influential position not only vis-à-vis those who already have jobs – who now, for example, seek Budhram's assistance in gaining work promotions – but also others in Karampot, who have not yet lost any land of their own but view Budhram as the conduit to employment in case of dispossession. As discussed in Chapter 5, villagers tend to believe that Karampot too, like Dharutar, will eventually be submerged by the expanding colliery, and many now think about their land in terms of what it could yield when expropriated. This makes it sensible for them to keep favour with Budhram, in order to maintain chances of potential future compensatory employment. As part of this new form of clientelism, for example, some Santal coal peddlers I know make themselves available for Budhram for various tasks and odd jobs. These range from working in Budhram's vegetable patch to attending public meetings and demonstrations he organises – often, as these Santals told me, without even knowing what they are actually about. Pre-existing forms of patronage have thus not only been maintained, but modified and enhanced.

Like for most other Santals for whom he had brokered jobs, Budhram's own CCL employment – and additionally, in his case, commissions from the coal sale committee – have also allowed for considerable upward mobility. He now lives in a 168 In her study of dispossession by a gas plant in Bangladesh, Gardner (2018) has observed the emergence of similar patronage dynamics.
spacious cement house in Karampot, owns not only a motorcycle but also both a car and SUV, and his daughter attends a private college in Ranchi. Budhram's upward mobility aspirations, however, extend well beyond those of other CCL-employed Santals: while the material benefits and status that came with his own *sarkari naukri* were certainly important, the brokerage of such jobs was, for Budhram, part of a broader project of self-fashioning as a patron and *neta*. There is no one else around, Budhram often told me, who has done "*this* kind of work for the community" – a notion that is central to his self-legitimacy.

Becoming a *neta*, moreover, was also about becoming a particular type of person, distinguished from 'ordinary' Santals. While, as I showed in the last chapter, emulation of higher-caste and -class ways of life are also present among other employed Santals, in Budhram's case it is particularly striking. Whereas all other Karampot villagers, for example, still go to the forest to perform their ablutions, Budhram's house is the only one that has not only its own Western-style toilet but also a shower. Unlike all my other interlocutors, Budhram also does not frequent the weekly market on the opposite side of the highway; surely he cannot, as he told me, be seen there "buying vegetables like all everybody else". Moreover, in distinctly non-*adivasi* fashion, Budhram occasionally hires a Brahmin priest to perform a private *puja* (religious ritual) in his home – normally the preserve of upper-caste Hindus. Such practices are a way for Budhram to mark his locally elevated position, and assert himself as a kind of dominant, 'forward' Santal who has broken beyond the perceived confines of *adivasiseness*.

*Traditional authorities*

Budhram's increased dominance as a *neta* has taken place alongside an apparent decline in that of traditional Santal authorities in Karampot. As I alluded to in Chapter 2, Santal society has traditionally included several community leadership roles (*Archer 1984 [1946]; Bodding 2001 [1946]; Mukherjea 1962: Chapter 6; Mahapatra 1986*). These comprise, first and foremost, the *manjhi haram*, or village headman – a position that in Karampot is occupied by an older Santal by the name of Ganaram. Normally selected by villagers, the *manjhi haram*'s responsibilities include overseeing marriage rituals and Santal festivals, presiding over disputes, and deciding on matters of moral transgression. When a few years ago, for example, a
young Santal had brought a girl from another village to live with him in Karampot without both their parents' permission, it was Ganaram who decided on the appropriate reparation: the youngster would throw a small gathering in the village, offering rice beer, *mahua* wine, and chicken to all those wishing to attend. Other traditional authority roles include the *naike*, or village priest, who officiates Santal ritual festivals; and the *jogwa*, or 'messenger', responsible for informing villagers about festivals and community meetings.

In Karampot, these village authorities have generally retained their significance in the spheres of ritual and morality. The ways in which they operate, however, often appeared to be rather loose. I got to attend, for example, a number of Santal festivals and weddings in which Ganaram was not even present. When I enquired about this, older interlocutors pointed out that the position of the *manjhi haram* is not as active or central as it had used to be, say 30 or 40 years ago. In fact, serving in this role seems to have become somewhat of a burden. In one of the village meetings I observed, intended to set a date for an upcoming Santal festival, Ganaram expressed his wish to give up his position. Being the *manjhi haram*, he told me later, is time-consuming; one is expected "to participate in and lead and every wedding ceremony and village function", without any tangible rewards. Ruso, the village's *jogwa*, harbours similar feelings, and is likewise not keen to remain in this role for much longer. For younger Santals, too, these village positions are generally not something to aspire for; their desires revolve primarily around employment and, in the meanwhile, they prefer focusing their time and efforts on earning money through peddling coal.

Although, admittedly, more research in this area would be needed, these ethnographic snippets seem to me to suggest a degree of decline in the status of traditional Santal authorities\(^\text{169}\) – especially when compared to the growing centrality of Santal *netas* such as Budhram, who represent a different kind of authority. Whereas the authority of the *manjhi haram* concerns matters of custom and morality, and is based on his ability to mediate in intra-village disputes, that of

\(^{169}\) This decline arguably has a longer history – going back to the Permanent Settlement and rise of *zamindars* – in which the ascent of Santal *netas* represents only one, more recent component.
Budhram stems from the possibility of access to new forms of livelihoods, and is derived from his sociopolitical connections and networks outside the village.

Indeed, as my interlocutors explained, interactions with state and CCL officials are the distinct domain of *netas* like Budhram who – contrary to the traditional leaders – are "doing politics". In Karampot, this has become largely synonymous with brokering access to colliery-related benefits, ever more crucial to villagers' livelihoods both present and future. In this new political economy, Santal *netas* have come to fulfil a different, and progressively salient, role than that of older forms of Santal leadership, and gain an increasing degree of authority. But 'doing politics', as we will see, comes with a host of moral ambiguities, which colour villagers' perception of Budhram – and *netas* more broadly – in particular ways.

**Adivasi activist or unprincipled politician**

The entry of brokerage into new spheres of activity, and the emergence of new or reinforced patterns patronage and inequality, have also been documented in other contexts of industrialisation and/or dispossession (Gardner 2018; Gardner et al. 2012; James 2011; Levien 2011, 2012). What is particularly striking in the case of Budhram, however, is his image not only as a patron and *neta* but also a political activist, and the stark contrast between this image and the way in which Budhram is viewed locally.

Budhram's key role in delivering compensatory jobs has cemented his status not only in the community but also in the JMM, as a capable political worker, and proved a pivotal step in his political ascendency. Since his brokerage efforts in Dharutar, Budhram has not only become a JMM committee member but also, perhaps more importantly, elected secretary of the party's regional labour union for mine workers, the Jharkhand Colliery Labour Union (JCMU). Budhram was thus able to parlay his engagement with CCL and its compensation scheme into own political advancement in the party, thereby gaining political mileage out of dispossession. While, on paper, Budhram has a job in Pandu Project's machinery workshop, in reality he seldom goes in (yet still collects his monthly paycheque). Instead, most of his time is spent meeting with CCL officers regarding various employee issues, and engaging in
political activities. "There are other people to do the work in the workshop", Budhram once told me; he, as a neta, has "more important things to do".

In our conversations, Budhram often referred to his leverage over CCL, and his ability to negotiate with company officials not only on equal footing but from a position of power. Recalling meetings with the Pandu Project manager, for example, Budhram described how he had made it clear that he is not one to simply brush off. "I've seen officers like you come and go", Budhram recounted telling the manager. "The JMM could shut down all the mines around here if it decided to, and have you transferred away to Ranchi". Similarly to Budhram's stories of his earlier scuffles with the police, such accounts, however embroidered, serve to reinforce his image as a man who stands up to officials and superiors (see also Piliavsky & Sbriccoli 2016). Budhram's style of leadership, in Kenneth Bo Nielsen's terms (2018: Chapter 6), is distinctively 'activist', predicated on being seen and heard as both fearless and constantly engaged.

With the support he has from employees and villagers, Budhram told me, he could easily bring local collieries to a shutdown. While I was sceptical about the veracity of such a sweeping statement, Budhram does appear to now have considerable bargaining power vis-à-vis CCL, which was also confirmed to me by both senior CCL employees and activists from other local labour unions. With the initial protest movement against the project, Budhram had already demonstrated to CCL his ability to mobilise villagers and generate opposition. His formal position as the JMM labour union secretary has now only augmented his political power. In theory, as company officers too agreed, Budhram and the JMM do have the means to disrupt local coal production to a considerable degree. "It's only the netas that management is afraid of and listens to", a higher-level CCL employee said. When, by comparison, he himself once sought a meeting with the project manager on behalf of a lower-level employee, the manager had been quick to shrug him off.

The power of the JCMU locally was affirmed to me in particular by Shankar Lal, a former union activist who had for years led the state chapter of the prominent Indian National Trade Union Congress (INTUCH). Because they are not national, Shankar explained, regional unions such as the JCMU cannot represent workers at that level.
But in the mining areas, where a considerable portion of colliery employees (at non-management level) come from surrounding villages, unions like the JCMU – often affiliated with powerful regional parties – have become the most widely supported and dominant. In Pandu Project, for example, of all unions present the JCMU has the largest number of members. This significant support base, Shankar asserted, means that strikes organised by the JCMU would be substantial, which is why CCL has no choice but to at least consider if not accede to their demands. The threat of strike is, indeed, one often used by Budhram as a bargaining chip with CCL. In practice, though, strikes virtually never materialise, for reasons that I discuss in the next chapter.

Finally, in addition to his position in the JCMU, Budhram now also serves as an active member of the Ryat Visthapit Morcha, or Farmers' Anti-Displacement Front. Founded in 2011, the Morcha is a JMM-affiliated that campaigns, mostly through elaborate rallies, against land requisition for mining and for increased compensation for the mining-affected. I had the chance to attend the Morcha's annual rally with Budhram, for whom a front-row sit had been reserved by the stage. This was a large public event, intended to showcase the Morcha's capacities. It attracted a crowd of a few thousand, including from Karampot, who enjoyed a lively procession, free lunch, and a traditional adivasi dance and music show – an illustration of how indigeneity is mobilised to perform protest (see Escobar 2001: 184). Speeches were delivered by several Jharkhandi netas, stressing the urgency of struggles against displacement and lambasting Prime Minister Narendra Modi for allowing the continued alienation of adivasi land for mining. Pamphlets handed out throughout the event listed the Morcha's main demands: stopping all forcible land acquisition; supplying jobs to all dispossessed persons irrespective of the amount of land lost; and providing them in addition with alternative cultivable land.
Figure 13: The Ryat Visthapit Morcha's annual rally

With his mediation of compensatory employment in Dharutar, and involvement in the Morcha, Budhram can easily appear not only as a broker or even neta but indeed an adivasi mining activist, of the kind often featured in narratives of tribal resistance. In Karampot, however, as I show next, many villagers think of Budhram very differently – not as an activist but a perfidious broker-politician, who has used the relationship he forged with CCL mainly for his own benefit.

Corruption and netagiri

Those Santals from Dharutar who have been left without CCL jobs, mentioned earlier, have quite a different version of events to share of the village's displacement than the one told by Budhram. One of them is Jagdis, from one of the coal-peddling households we met in Chapter 3. The reason people like him did not gain employment, Jagdis claims, is because they are not close with Budhram: jobs had been arranged first and foremost for Budhram's various kinsmen in Dharutar, and then for others who had the means to pay for land registration – even if they were not from the village. In this, Jagdis is not entirely wrong: Budhram does admit, when directly asked, that since there had been more gair majurwa land to register than villagers could pay for, in a number of cases he accepted money from people from outside Dharutar, who thereby effectively bought CCL jobs for themselves through
him. Indeed, I know personally of at least one Santal in Karampot who is neither originally from Dharutar nor had any land there, but who managed to attain a CCL job in this way.\textsuperscript{170}

There is, at any rate, a strong sense among jobless displaced Santals that Budhram assisted primarily those in his inner social circle. Those outside it, they say, were not always told about the meetings in which Budhram informed villagers about land registration; learned about the cost of land registration only at the very last minute; and consequently were not able to arrange the money for this in time. These jobless villagers point out that the lion's share of jobs has reached people within Budhram's extended kinship network, while Budhram's own household has the largest number of jobs of all. The same applies, according to them, to community representative positions in the coal sale committee, which Budhram distributed based on personal relationships – for example to villagers who had previously assisted him locally with his political work for JMM.

Claims about corruption in the distribution of CCL jobs are difficult to either verify or refute. Nevertheless, as Parry (2000) has usefully pointed out, regardless of their objective veracity such claims reveal an idealised view, for my interlocutors, of how things ought to be. In this case, rumours of corruption reflect a view about the informal, intransparent, and inequitable nature of the kind of brokerage and patronage politics enacted by Budhram – and, it is believed, netas more generally (see also Gardner et al. 2012). Villagers, in this view, should be compensated for detriments to their livelihoods with secure employment that is distributed equitably and transparently, not doled out informally via the kin and social networks of local leaders.

Indeed, belief in the immoral conduct of netas extends well beyond the group of jobless displaced Santals from Dharutar, and is prevalent among Karampot's Santal coal peddlers. While they still retain their small agricultural plots, these villagers too, as we have seen, have grievances about the colliery's toll on their living environment:

\textsuperscript{170} This Santal’s father had gained a CCL job following nationalisation, and was able to use his pension to help financially with the titling of land through Budhram.
the pollution that contaminates the air and soil, the blasting that cracks their mud houses' walls, and the expropriation of grazing and forest land surrounding the village. For all this, as they repeatedly told me, they have received nothing in return. Because they haven't been directly dispossessed they are not eligible for employment, and otherwise have been offered no economic opportunities through the colliery, nor any local services or benefits such as paved village roads, a better school, or a local hospital. Instead, as I described in Chapter 4, coal peddlers only have access to casual truck loading wage labour in the mine's depot yard, which is what CCL provides to non-dispossessed project-affected persons.

Talking about their predicament, coal peddlers like Shiv and Puja point a finger at Budhram. Since the expansion of the mine, they feel, instead of working on behalf of poor villagers Budhram has been concerned mostly with his own political advancement. "Even at the time of the protest in Dharutar", Shiv said, "Budhram and Chitu were just using the demonstrations to show their power. They shouted slogans into the microphone but in the end went into the project office, closed the door, and made all kinds of deals ... Netas care not about people like us but their own position". Thus while, as I described above, villagers might respect Budhram because of his ability to "get things done" – in other words, based on an 'ethics of efficacy' (Piliavsky & Sbriccoli 2016) – their evaluation of him is simultaneously oriented by an ethics of virtue, in which the morality of actions makes a difference.

Villagers do not think netas are have always been dishonest. Most of my coal-peddling interlocutors, for example, readily credit Budhram and Chitu with having negotiated the provision of truck loading wage labour in the first place. But the same interlocutors blame Budhram and Chitu for the increasing decline in the availability of this work. As I described in Chapter 4, coal-peddling villagers commonly believe that this decline is the result of netas gradually pushing for more payloading, which boosts their commissions through the coal sale committee. While "in the beginning", coal peddlers told me, Budhram and Chitu had indeed been "helping people", later on they became "selfish", increasingly concerned with "stuffing their own pockets". This transformation is attributed by my interlocutors to the corruptive nature of

---

171 CCL employees – and they only – are entitled to free healthcare in CCL hospitals and clinics.
politics itself. They feel that as long as individuals like Budhram operate at the level of the community, they tend to work on its behalf. But when such individuals become 'politicians' – climbing up the political ladder and pulled into the whirlpool of party politics – they become progressively self-serving and engaged in netagiri (self-interested politics).

Budhram, as we have seen, tends to speak of his actions as a beneficent service to the community. While various non-adiwasi fixers, he often said, only try to cheat Santal villagers, Santal netas like himself are committed to supporting their tribesmen. In this, Budhram evokes the notion of seva, or disinterested service. For many villagers, however, Budhram's netagiri conduct is very far removed from the ethic of seva, which refers to service without expectation of reward. Similarly to what Adrian Mayer (1981) has observed in central India, my interlocutors believe that seva is impossible to achieve in political life. While netas like Budhram and Chitu may have started off as 'community workers', as they enter the political system – intrinsically dirty and unsavoury (see Ruud 2001; Goldman 2001) – they become invariably corrupt. Instead of working for villagers, once netas gain status and influence they divert their attention to securing support, money, and resources to be able to maintain their position – even at villagers' expense. In Karampot, this local perception of netas has translated into widespread disillusionment and cynicism about politics.

The neta and the ascetic

Indeed, the rise of netas like Budhram, and the immorality associated with them, has not gone morally uncontested. This is best illustrated by the case of Siamlal, who has already figured often in my account. Like Budhram, Siamlal had been, in his younger days, actively involved in the JMM protest movement. Having joined, in the early 1980s, a local JMM activist group, Siamlal had not only been engaged in efforts to recruit members in local villages but also taken part in some of the movement's more militant protest activities. Yet unlike Budhram, Siamlal has ultimately chosen to veer away from what he saw as the immoral world of politics. Increasingly frustrated with the path taken by the JMM and its netas – from Budhram to higher-level leaders – Siamlal has turned to a life of religious piety, and spends most of his time in the small Hindu temple across the highway from Karampot.
Siamlal's relationship with Hinduism began almost incidentally. In the early 1990s, he spent a few months working on a brick kiln construction site, not far from the temple. During their breaks, he and the other labourers would go the temple's small, shaded front porch to rest and pass the time. Siamlal found himself increasingly interested in the Hindu pujas officiated by the local priest; he eventually asked the priest to teach him the different mantras and prayers, and started regarding him as a "personal guru". This progressive adoption of Hinduism coincided with growing frustration with the trajectory of the JMM. Instead of "helping villagers", Siamlal told me, Budhram and other JMM netas prefer to use their connections with CCL to their own advantage. This kind of material and political self-seeking is, for Siamlal, only a symptom of a much larger problem. Corrupt regional and national JMM leaders, too, have generally failed to fulfil the promise of improving adivasis' situation, which had been at the centre of their political campaign prior to Jharkhand's independence.

Such a view fits within a wider climate of mistrust around JMM politicians that has developed since the 1990s (Tillin 2013: Chapter 3; Prakash 2001). In that decade, the party had become involved in a number of high-profile bribery scandals – including, notoriously, the selling of votes by JMM members of Parliament, in what had been considered a milestone of institutionalised corruption (Nariman 2005). From that period on, Louise Tillin (2013: Chapter 3) notes, a widespread narrative of corruption has emerged around the party, and a common conviction that JMM leaders are ever more preoccupied with personal gain and political power.

While the JMM, Siamlal believes, had begun as a grassroots activist movement, as it gained influence it has become tainted, and morphed into a clique of self-interested politicians. Disaffected with this reality, Siamlal withdrew all engagement with
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172 More specifically, Siamlal’s engagement was with ‘popular Hinduism’ (Fuller 1992) – distinct from the more Brahminical version of Hinduism in which Budhram dabbles, associated with higher castes and part of Budhram’s upward mobility efforts.

173 Ruud (2001) has written about a similar local perception of the dominant Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPM) in neighbouring West Bengal.

174 I do not intend here to depict an erstwhile JMM ‘golden age’, but rather present some of the popular memories of politics and resistance against which the conduct of contemporary JMM netas is evaluated.
the party a few years after Jharkhand's independence. "People had been promised work and development", he said, "but none of this happened, because party leaders only care about themselves ... If they are behaving like this, eating up crores [tens of millions] of rupees of public money, what can you expect from local netas like Budhram?". The sense of disaffection was exacerbated by the fact that this was not just any party; it was, rather, one led mostly by Santals who, for Siamlal and many others, have become largely detached from the concerns of their poorer village counterparts.

Siamlal's retreat from politics was paralleled by a deepening engagement with Hinduism, and an embrace of a more devotional, ascetic lifestyle. He gave up drinking and eating meat, and began spending more and more time in the temple. When, a few years ago, the elderly priest decided to retire, Siamlal took on the mantle. He now dedicates most of his day to maintaining the modest shrine and porch, carrying out the regular pujas, and performing pujas upon request for occasional visitors, who usually leave him a small donation. Siamlal's personal aspirations, too, have come to reflect his enhanced piety: he shared with me his dream to go on a pilgrimage to Ayodhya, a holy city in Uttar Pradesh, to visit a renowned Hindu guru; and send his young son, upon completing primary school in Karampot, to an ashram in Haridwar, another sacred city in north India.

In Siamlal's Hinduised worldview, the pervasive corruption of politics befits the present, Degenerate Era of kaliyug (see also Piliavsky 2014) – the age of downfall, according to Sanskrit scriptures, in which moral virtue is at its lowest. In such a time, Siamlal said, it is no wonder that those in power have become cunning and greedy, only worried about how to "fill their own stomachs". "Adivasis are still being exploited", Siamlal proclaimed – not only by CCL, which is wrenching their land and tarnishing their environment, but now also by netas such as Budhram who, instead of mobilising villagers like the JMM used to, are preoccupied mostly with their own status, at the detriment of ordinary adivasis.

175 As I described in Chapter 3, most of Siamlal's household's income is generated by his 18- and 20-year old daughters, who collect, coke, and sell coal to cycle pushers from outside Karampot who come to collect it from their coking pile.
Juxtaposed with Budhram’s life course, Simalal’s asceticism represents an alternative moral world, and serves as a powerful ethical commentary on the political economy of self-interest and differentiation that has been enfolding the community. While Siamlal’s views echo those of many others in Karampot – especially from the older generation – his decision to effectively renounce this political economy is nevertheless unusual. While many villagers are critical of Budhram in private, they feel they have no choice but to rely on him for their interaction – present or future – with both CCL and the state, which can prove pivotal for their livelihoods and aspirations.

**Netas and CCL: story of a partnership?**

Budhram vehemently rebuffs any accusations of favouritism in the distribution of compensatory jobs. The simple fact, he reiterated, is that registering land costs money: villagers obtained employment not because they were his kinfolk or friends, but because they were able to pay – and, not less importantly, had the confidence in him to deliver the jobs. Those left without employment, on the other hand, have only themselves to blame, yet choose to grumble and cast aspersions instead. Budhram likewise rejects any allegations with regard to truck loading work. The irregularity of the work, he insisted, has nothing to do with the netas but is the result of fluctuations in coal production, beyond their control. Not only that, but contrary to villagers’ views about his corrupt conduct, Budhram openly takes pride in not having been bought off by CCL. "More than once", he told me, "High CCL officials said they would give me a few lakh [hundred thousand] rupees to stop my political work, but I refused. No one in my khandan [lineage] has ever taken a bribe, and neither have I".

For many villagers, however, even if not through outright bribery Budhram has still, when it comes down to it, been effectively co-opted by CCL, by striking a relationship with the company from which both he and CCL – not the community – have been the main benefitters. Contrary to common accounts of adivasi resistance to mining and dispossession, mobilised by unyielding tribal leaders and activists (e.g. Padel & Das 2010: Chapter 20; Shiva et al. 2011; Survival International 2016), the relationship fostered between Budhram and Pandu Project has been, almost from the outset, marked not so much by enmity as reciprocity.
CCL management, as I have noted, had to build constructive working relations with local leaders to gain some level of cooperation and repress opposition to the colliery. This was done through providing Budhram – as the local JMM party worker and Chitu's associate – with access to meetings with project officials; entering negotiations with him about compensatory employment and truck loading work; and granting him an official position in the project-related coal sale committee. From Budhram's side, engaging with CCL was an opportunity to advance his own political ambitions and status aspirations. It has enabled him to not only boost his own material circumstances but also, perhaps more importantly, consolidate patronage and political power by asserting himself as the local point of access to the project. In the eyes of many villagers – and despite the jobs delivered to some Santals – this reciprocal relationship between Budhram and CCL amounts to an unscrupulous alliance, which has above all served both the company and Budhram himself.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has examined the role of Budhram, the local JMM Santal *neta*, in mediating the provision of compensatory employment for dispossession, and his ambiguous position between villagers and CCL. It has shown how an ostensible tribal mining activist has turned into a broker of compensatory jobs, and illuminated some of the contradictory outcomes of this brokerage. While mediation of different state resources has a long history in India (e.g. Bailey 1969; Gupta 1998, 2005; Lewis & Mosse 2006; Neocleous 1996; Shah 2004), I have here focused on the more specific ways in which Budhram's brokerage has arisen out of CCL's compensation scheme for dispossession, within a context of a liberalised public sector in which secure jobs have become a rare commodity.

Authors such as James Ferguson (2013, 2015) and Tania Li (2009) have argued that, in an era of employment shortage and surplus labour, politics has become concentrated less on work and more on distribution. Others have, in the context of anti-mining struggles, pointed to a shift in focus from labour to environmentalism and indigenous rights (Melucci 1980; Touraine 1985). In Dharutar, however, brokerage and politics around mining have been very much about jobs as a scarce resource. This politics, on the one hand, was successful in delivering a relatively large number of public sector jobs, at a time in which access to this kind of employment
had become considerably more restricted. In this, Budhram did provide significant patronage and benefits – at least to some villagers – which makes it difficult to straightforwardly categorise him as either a rent-seeking broker or bought-off community leader.

But on the other hand, Budhram's brokerage has resulted in new – or at least modified and enhanced – dynamics of patronage, around access to compensatory benefits from CCL. Moreover, Budhram's working relationship with CCL, and his entry into the political system as a neta, have in the eyes of local Santals rendered him corrupt, and eroded his commitment to the community. Indeed, while on one level Budhram may appear as a JMM tribal activist, on another he has brokered and cooperated with CCL, thereby blurring the boundary between anti-mining activism and co-option.

Yet more broadly, Budhram's case obfuscates the line between adivasi activism and netagiri. In her ethnography of tribal politics in Jharkhand, Alpa Shah (2014) makes the point that tribal activism is often led by middle-class adivasi activists whose concerns are far removed from, and even contradictory to, those of their poorer counterparts. While Budhram, it seems, would fit well within this argument, his case also potentially expands it by illustrating how adivasi activism can easily transform into, or become inseparable from, netagiri. We should, I suggest, keep this fine line in mind when considering what on the surface might appear like adivasi activism, as well as pay attention to the political implications of such 'activism' for ordinary villagers. Indeed, in the next chapter I propose that the accumulation of political power by an activist-neta such as Budhram can, in fact, have a restraining effect on possibilities of grassroots protest and collective action in relation to dispossessing projects.
VIII. Politics

In this final chapter, I consider the implications of intra-community differentiation and the brokerage of compensatory jobs for the local political landscape, particularly in relation to possibilities of protest. Different aspects of the political reality around Pandu Project have been touched upon in preceding chapters; I now seek to pull these together to draw out more directly the sociopolitical relations that have emerged in Karampot following the project’s expansion in 2008-2010, and their consequences for everyday politics. In scholarly and activist literature, indigenous peoples’ responses to mining and dispossession have been commonly cast in terms of opposition, resistance, and even rebellion (e.g. Kirsch 2014; Li 2015; Padel & Das 2010; Shiva et al. 2011). The current chapter, by contrast, shows how the social and political outcomes of land expropriation and compensation, intermediated by local leaders, can mute rather than facilitate a politics of resistance. More specifically, taking a temporal, processual view of politics around dispossession (see also Nielsen 2016, 2018) – that is, not only at the actual moment of dispossession but also in its aftermath – the chapter illuminates how processes of stratification and co-option in the wake of dispossession can reshape local politics in ways that stifle broader, more inclusive forms of collective action.

Much of the critical scholarship on dispossession tends to either assume, or focus on, resistance to it by rural peoples (e.g. de Angelis 2004, 2007; Motta & Nilsen 2011). While authors like Katy Gardner (2012, 2018; Gardner & Gerharz 2016b), Derek Hall (2011, 2012, 2013), and Jamie Cross (2014) have contested the prevailing framing of responses to dispossessing projects in terms of resistance, the trope of indigenous resistance to dispossession seems to retain considerable purchase, in both academic and activist accounts (e.g. Gill et al. 2015; Padel & Das 2010; Roy 2011; Survival International 2016; Shiva et al. 2011; Woodman 2010). Tribal communities, it has been argued, are likelier to respond to land alienation and commodification with fierce resistance because of their particular ecocultural identity and lifeworld, which correspond to greater dependence not only on private fields but also forests, commons, and other natural resources (Levien 2013b).

176 For a critique, see Shah (2012).
While this trope, too, has been subject to critique (Baviskar 1995; Li 2010, 2014; Levien 2013b, 2018), discourses of indigenous resistance remain dominant, often buttressed by the idea of tribal peoples as quick to take up arms and ill-inclined to negotiate and 'do politics' (Bates & Shah 2017: 1; Shah 2010: Chapter 4). In line with this, both scholarly and activist representations of encounters between indigenous communities and dispossessing projects, in India and elsewhere, have largely concentrated on various forms of overt and militant opposition (e.g. Li 2015; Nielsen 2018; Nilsen 2010, 2018: Chapter 5).

These include, for example, Kirsch's (2014) and Nilsen's (2010) respective monographs on mining in Papua New Guinea and dispossession by a dam project in India, which focus on large-scale indigenous resistance campaigns mounted by communities and activists. On the one hand, both authors are well cognizant of the complex negotiations and concessions that such protest movements involve, and their often mixed outcomes. But on the other, both their studies ultimately paint a picture of more or less united opposition and, moreover, a relatively harmonious interaction between dominant (and often middle-class) activists and local tribals, based on solidarity and spawning political empowerment in the community. By contrast with such accounts, the current chapter highlights how politics around dispossession can take a very different form, in which possibilities of resistance are curbed rather than fostered. Moreover, while Kirsch's (2014) work in particular describes – similarly to the case of Budhram – the emergence of a new class of local leaders in response to mining, he remains silent about any implications this might have had for everyday politics within the community. This chapter’s findings, in this context, illustrate how the rise of political leaders and potential activists such as Budhram can give rise to local tensions, and lead to feelings of political disempowerment among ordinary villagers.

Finally, steering away from explanations of tribal resistance that revolve around attachment to land, Michael Levien (2013b, 2018: Chapter 9) has recently taken a different approach to account for the seeming prevalence in India of adivasi

177 For a more general critique of the romanticised notion of indigenous communities as ecologically noble, see Greenough (2001), Kuper (1998), Prasad (2003), and Shah (2010).
resistance to dispossession. Levien's hypothesis emphasises *adivasi* communities' relative egalitarianism and histories of peasant activism as factors facilitative of a harder stance against dispossession. Lower levels of internal differentiation, he suggests, make solidarity easier to uphold and collective action likelier to arise; while long histories of struggles against outside incursions – or, more specifically, 'popular memories' (Baviskar 1995; Guha 1988; Sundar 2007) of these – contribute to a heightened reluctance to negotiate and compromise.

Based on such a hypothesis, Dharutar and Karampot should have been places where protest against mining and dispossession could be expected. First, as I recounted in Chapter 2, like in other *adivasi* villages and compared to rural Hindu society (Levien 2013; Shah & Lerche 2017), local Santals had earlier reproduced themselves under generally egalitarian conditions. Second, as I have also previously described, Santals in Jharkhand have an ample history of political agitation, and have played a key role in *adivasi* struggles against land alienation, whether in the Santal *Hul* in the colonial period or the JMM movement in the 1970s and 1980s. Popular memories of the latter in particular are widespread among local Santals – some of whom, like Budhram and Siamlal, had themselves taken part in the JMM's combative political campaign.

Pandu Project, nonetheless, has faced no 'land war' (NDTV 2011; Levien 2012, 2015a, 2018; Steur 2015) by unwilling Santal peasants. Apart from transient resistance efforts against Dharutar's displacement in 2008 which, as I described in Chapter 7, had quickly given way to negotiation, there has been no significant protest vis-à-vis the colliery. One reason for this, as discussed in that chapter, is that rather than being 'state-repellent' (Scott 2009) many Santals desire public sector employment, and see dispossession as an opportunity to gain it. Land expropriation is thus not necessarily something to fight against, but rather 'use' to try and gain secure employment and concomitant upward mobility. This, however, does not seem enough to explain the absence of protest in other domains, too. Indeed, the general lack of resistance around Pandu Project includes not only protest directly against dispossession but also, for example, over the scarcity of truck loading work for non-employed villagers, despite the discontent about this among coal peddlers.
In what follows, I focus on two main factors that I suggest have been contributive to this politics of non-protest. First, intra-Santal socioeconomic and class differentiation – as an outcome of CCL employment – which has divided political interests among villagers and chipped away at solidarities. And second, the effective monopolisation of political action locally by Budhram – as an outcome of his interrelation with CCL – which has generated among villagers a sense of their own incapacity to protest.

**Differentiation and political solidarity**

Jagdis, one of the Dharutar Santals who has been left without compensatory employment, remembered taking part in demonstrations in front of the Pandu Project office prior to the village's displacement. Even once Budhram and Fagu had started negotiating with CCL, behind closed doors, Jagdis had continued trying to persuade other villagers to keep protesting, to make sure that "everybody in the village can get a job". But over the next few months, Jagdis described, Budhram began the process of arranging employment for the villagers who could pay to register *gair majurwa* land, and these villagers, who were now hoping to be offered jobs, lost interest in the already-faltering demonstrations. Obtaining public sector employment – and a more secure, middle-class-like lifestyle – had become their main priority, and they saw no reason to potentially jeopardise the brokerage of their jobs by continuing to protest. The seeds were sown for a divergence of interests – and consequently, fragmentation of solidarity – between (to-be) Santal CCL employees and all other villagers, from both Dharutar and Karampot.

This fragmentation would later rear its head in relation to truck loading wage labour – the casual work that CCL aims to provide to project-affected persons who do not qualify for compensatory employment. As I described in previous chapters, not only do coal-peddling villagers in Karampot feel that they have not recompensed in any meaningful way for the toll the colliery has taken on their living environment, but they are also, more specifically, disgruntled about the poor availability of truck loading work. Grievances about truck loading wage labour in CCL’s depots are not unique to Karampot; in other places in the region, such discontent has been reported to lead to acts of protest. During the period of fieldwork, for example, a large demonstration took place in front of the CCL general manager’s office in Hazaribagh,
in which hundreds of villagers, together with local activists, protested the planned shift from manual to mechanical loading in the colliery next to their village (*Times of India* 2016). In Karampot, there has been nothing of this sort, and politics in relation to Pandu Project has continued to be characterised by relative quiescence. While people did tell me about a few modest attempts to organise collectively – going in a group, for instance, to try to speak to either Budhram, Chitu, or the Pandu Project manager – these did not bear any fruit, and further efforts have largely been given up on.

When I asked Babulal, Siamlal, and others why villagers do not start an *andolan* (protest movement), their reply was that there is not enough *ekta* (unity) in the community. "Some people now have CCL jobs", Babulal said, "so problems with truck loading work don't bother them". This statement crystallises the corrosive effect of internal community differentiation on political labour solidarity. New inequalities between employed and non-employed Santals – generated through dispossession, compensation, and Budhram's intermediation – have undermined the commonality of interests and, consequently, the ground for collective action.178

Solidarity in the village has been dissolving, Siamlal and Babulal felt – not only with regard to *madaiti*, as I described in the last chapter, but also politically, making it more difficult to "bring people together to start an *andolan*". This is compounded by the notion, shared by most of my older interlocutors, that young coal peddlers too have become more self-interested. Led astray by the cash earnings they are now able to draw from coal peddling, young Santals, as Babulal said, are "running after money and only looking out for themselves [apna apna dekhta hai]". Accordingly, they mostly display apathy towards participating, not to mention initiating, any village protest activities. Among this younger generation, ideals of individual accumulation of wealth have been taking firmer hold, undermining the possibility of a counter-politics based on ideas of egalitarianism (see also Shah 2018a).

178 Parry (2013b, 2018: Chapter 2) has observed a similar corrosion of political solidarity in Bhilai, as a result of class differentiation between those with naukri and those engaged in casual work in the steel plant.
To return to the effects of class differentiation, however, CCL-employed Santals are generally not inclined to join any potential protest efforts by their fellow non-employed villagers – in relation to either 'missing' compensatory jobs or truck loading wage labour. On one level, as I have argued, this is attributable to the ways in which the status and interests of Santal employees have diverged from those of non-employed villagers. But on another level, employed Santals’ political quiescence is also, to an extent, a corollary of their position as public sector employees. Industrial *sarkari naukri*, as Parry notes, "comes at a political price" (2013a: 48): whereas lax attendance and relaxed work rhythm are generally tolerated, being seen as a potential political agitator or striker is not, and can potentially cost suspect employees their jobs (see also Parry 2009: 190, 2019: Chapter 4). Unscheduled shutdowns or any other significant production disruptions beget heavy losses; it is CCL’s main priority to avert any such risk, and find ways of removing or neutralising any ostensibly 'dangerous elements'. Employed Santals, on their part, have no wish or reason to jeopardise their job and economic security through taking part in political agitation – certainly not because of the predicaments of coal-peddling villagers. CCL-employed Santals now have other concerns than coal peddlers’; while they might sympathise with coal peddlers’ plights, they are unlikely to partake in any agitation against the project that might put their own jobs at risk.\(^{179}\)

Structurally, too, through their compensatory jobs CCL-employed Santals have been incorporated into the very corporation that many other villagers regard as deleterious for the community and its environment. By dint of their work for CCL, Santal employees have virtually become part of the machinery that not only has dispossessed and displaced their own households, but is already in the process of orchestrating the future displacement of further local communities – Santal and other – as part of the implementation of Pandu Project’s expansion plans. Ramesh, for example, who as described in Chapter 6 works as an assistant to the project’s land surveyor, is usually tasked with fetching for the surveyor the large area maps on which, using pencils and rulers, the forthcoming displacement of another nearby Santal hamlet is charted out.

\(^{179}\) Dhagamwar (2003: 230) and Dhagamwar et al. (2013: 59) have observed a similar situation around a public sector mining site in Korba, Chhattisgarh.
In different ways, then, new inequalities, class differentiation, and structural disparities between CCL-employed and coal peddling Santals – not only in the community but also, as was shown in Chapter 6, within families and households – have created divisions in livelihood politics and interests, and eroded the kinds of solidarities needed for collective action. Similar fragmentation of political solidarity as a result of internal differentiation has been observed in other post-dispossession contexts (Levien 2011, 2012, 2018: Chapter 8; Parry 2013b, 2019: Chapter 2). What is more striking in Karampot is, first, how this differentiation has developed in a context that had used to be relatively egalitarian, and overridden the solidarities that according to authors like Levien (2018: Chapter 9) could have been anticipated to emerge in such contexts in relation to dispossession.

Second, in Karampot internal differentiation – and the consequent erosion of solidarities – has also been, indirectly, the outcome of Budhram’s brokerage of jobs. Indeed, while adivasi netas like him are often expected – both in narratives of tribal resistance and by villagers themselves – to mobilise a ‘people’s movement’, here Budhram has served as the very driver of the process of class differentiation, and the resultant dent on political solidarity. This, however, is only part of the story. As I show in the next section, Budhram’s enhanced netahood position – following his
brokerage of jobs and engagement with CCL – allowed him to capture local political power to an extent that has left ordinary villagers feeling politically demoralised.

**Netas and the monopolisation of politics**

Apart from a general lack of *ekta*, coal peddlers explicitly referred to Budhram as a reason for the difficulties to mobilise protest, highlighting his rubbing of shoulders with CCL officers. Indeed, as I discussed in the previous chapter, the relationship between Budhram and CCL has been from an early stage characterised more by reciprocity than antagonism, and is perceived by many villagers as fundamentally morally problematic. My own proposition is that this interrelation gave rise to a local political structure that has effectively acted to suppress any further protest by, or for, those who have been left excluded from any project benefits.

It is Budhram who, as JCMU union secretary and a rising JMM *neta*, arguably has the most bargaining power locally vis-à-vis CCL, predicated chiefly on the threat of strikes (by Santal employees) and/or protest (by Santal villagers). But at the same time, Budhram’s current position is to a large extent founded upon his very relationship with and access to CCL; any too extreme form of agitation by him against the company might imperil it. In other words, while on the one hand Budhram largely keeps delivering patronage to employed Santals – assisting them, for instance, to gain work promotions or avoid transfers to other projects – leading any actual protest against CCL on behalf of non-employed villagers might have a destabilising effect on his relationship with the company, and thus by extension on his political power.

Consider, for example, the possibility of strikes in the project, which in theory could be a powerful tool to press demands for more truck loading work or other benefits for non-employed villagers. As I witnessed on various occasions, the threat of strike is one that Budhram often employs in meetings with Pandu Project officials. Beyond this, however, strikes never seem to actually materialise. Indeed, CCL officers confirmed to me that since the project’s expansion – and the short-lived opposition movement in 2008 – there has been no attempt at any form of industrial action in the
colliery. To these officers, this was hardly a surprise. “Netas like Budhram”, they said, “wouldn’t go so far as to disturb coal production in the project in any serious way. After all, Budhram himself is a CCL employee and member of the coal sale committee, so any major disruption to work would hurt his pocket!”.

I suspect, however, that there is a deeper underpinning to this dynamic. On the one hand, Budhram’s political power, and the history of JMM resistance, means that his threats of strike carry real potential weight. But on the other hand, much of Budhram’s current position of influence has been derived precisely from his engagement with CCL. This structural feature, I suggest, demarcates the form and scope of protest that Budhram is ultimately disposed to carry out against the project. Having gained their political clout largely through their connections to CCL, netas like him are arguably not inclined to risk these by over-agitating against the company. While the threat of strike and/or protest is an important instrument for Budhram – to keep CCL alert of the trouble he could cause, and maintain his image of as an activist – full-blown strikes and protests are ultimately not in his political interest.

As I have described, Budhram insists that the amount of truck loading work hinges on production levels in the quarry and other factors beyond his control. But coal-peddling Santals are not convinced. From their point of view, as a neta Budhram has not done enough to address their situation, having become too closely entangled with CCL and too swept up in party politics and its exigencies. "For people like us who don't have jobs", Babulal said, Budhram doesn't organise any kind of andolan ... If you go to him to complain about truck loading, he'll tell you to come back tomorrow.

---

180 Seldom, the officers said, there might occur what they called a "small bandh [shutdown]", in which work in a particular section of the colliery would stop for an hour or two, in a manner that did not affect overall operations in any significant way. This can take place, they explained, "when there's something the netas want to discuss. They would talk to the Project Manager, who would assure to look into it, and work would quickly resume, without any damage done". During my 18-month fieldwork, however, even such small-scale bandhs were not instigated, nor did they seem necessary; Bodhan could quite easily arrange to meet with the project manager without them.

181 Compare Budhram, for example, with Shankar Guha Niyogi, the erstwhile leader of the Chhattisgarh Mukti Morcha (CMM) in neighbouring Chhattisgarh state, who in the 1980s invested great efforts in opposing the mechanisation of local iron ore mines and anticipated loss of work for labourers (Parry 2009).
or the day after”. Babulal and others dismiss Budhram’s political activism – for instance, in the Farmers’ Anti-Displacement Front – as a "show", and do not believe he would dare take any drastic action vis-à-vis CCL. At the same time, however, coal peddlers – both older, like Babulal, and younger, like Shiv and his wife Savitha – do not believe they have the capacity to initiate any kind of protest outside of Budhram’s purview. Coal-peddling interlocutors referred to themselves, in this context, as "simple" and "small", without the power to start any kind of andolan on their own. Such sentiments, I suggest, have to be understood in relation to Budhram’s cemented local political grip in the wake of dispossession, which has left poor Santals feeling increasingly politically disempowered.

A couple of years ago, for example, Savitha and a group of women from the village plucked up the courage and made their way to the Pandu Project office, with the intention of voicing their concerns about the scarcity of truck loading work. There, they encountered Budhram, who had just come out of a meeting with the project manager. Budhram, Puja recounted, told her and the other women off for trying to approach CCL officers directly and intervene in matters they "don’t understand", and ordered them to go back to the village. Instances such as this are taken by my interlocutors to indicate that any political action they might initiate would only be subsumed by the netas, according to their own political interests. Santal villagers, it seems, have become not only increasingly dependent on netas like Budhram but increasingly entrapped by them; any attempt of grassroots political activity outside their thrall is essentially perceived as futile.

Given the rich past and historical accounts of vigorous bottom-up Santal activism (e.g. Devalle 1992; Prakash 2001; Singh 1982), this prevalent sense of popular political incapacity was striking. On one level, it is embedded within Santal villagers' broader disillusionment with the JMM and its corrupt politics, which I discussed in the last chapter. Indeed, for most villagers it is self-evident that netas – if not Budhram, then others – will ultimately be revealed as self-seeking and corrupt, and they consequently conclude that things cannot change (see also Parry 2009). But on another level, I argue, feelings of political incapacity are also the result of the effective monopolisation of localised political power by Budhram, as part of a new class of adivasi netas with new forms of political authority. The accumulation of particular
forms of political power enabled through the arrival of the colliery – for instance, his official roles in the coal sale committee and JCMU – has allowed Budhram to establish more or less exclusive political dominance locally, partly in reality and perhaps more so in villagers' perception. Indeed, for many of them it is difficult to even imagine possibilities of collective action independent of netas like him.

In their discussion of what they call a 'politics of resignation', Benson & Kirsch (2010) describe a similar feeling of political paralysis that, in their analysis, stems from the devious tactics employed by mining and other corporations to rebuff critique and carry on their operations. In Karampot, however, people’s sense of political resignation is experienced most directly in relation not to CCL but Santal netas and their politics around mining.\textsuperscript{182} Rather than an agent of grassroots politics, locally Budhram has come to be perceived as a strain on it, and an impediment to political action by and for poorer, non-employed Santals.

**Conclusion**

This chapter has been concerned with the factors that have curbed prospects of protest in relation to Pandu Project. In doing so – contrary to the common focus on forms of tribal resistance – it has explored the structural and social causes of non-protest, or acquiescence. These factors, I have sought to stress, have emerged precisely in a context in which opposition to mining and dispossession could have been considered likelier to arise – whether because of, first, an adivasi ecological way of life that "leads to ways of valuing land and place that are more resistant to commodification and alienation" (Levien 2013b: 374); second, because of relatively low levels of pre-existing inequalities; (Levien 2013b, 2018: Chapter 9); or third, because of a strong regional history of political agitation (ibid.; Parry & Strümpell 2008: 54).

Building on the material presented in the two previous chapters, the current chapter has suggested that two developments in particular have acted to circumscribe a potential local Santal counter-politics. First, the intra-community differentiation

\textsuperscript{182} This sense of incapacity, in the case of Karampot, might also be related to fear of intimidation and violence by state authorities – which, as I mentioned in Chapter 3, adivasis have disproportionally experienced in their interaction with the state.
generated by the provision of compensatory jobs to some Santals has attenuated the kinds of solidarities required for effective collective action. Divergences in lifestyles, status, and interests between employed and non-employed Santals, in tandem with new, more individualistic ideals of accumulation, have had a corrosive effect on the sense of unity in the community, and consequently on possibilities of mobilisation.

The second development in this context has to do with Santal *netas*’ position in the relatively recent local political economy of state-controlled mining. While Budhram’s interrelation with CCL, I have proposed, means that he himself is disinclined to agitate too strongly against it, his consolidation of political power as a result of this interrelation has allowed him to effectively monopolise local politics around mining, leaving villagers in a state of perceived political impotence. Indeed, most of my interlocutors find it hard to even imagine possibilities of collective action outside the thrall of Budhram or Chitu, let alone in spite of them. *Adivasi* politics, which in the past had emerged from the bottom up in such militant forms of protest as, in the 1970s, forcible harvesting of alienated Santal land (Devalle 1992; Prakash 2001; Singh 1982), has been effectively captured by *adivasi netas* who cast themselves as activists but locally are viewed as an exemplar of *netagiri*. People like Budhram, who had grown out of the relatively radical social movement of the JMM, have become part of a system of political brokerage and gatekeeping, in which ordinary villagers experience increasing political marginalisation. Rather than an agent of grassroots mobilisation, Budhram has come to be seen as a strain on it – and a hindrance to potentially broader types of protest that could include villagers left out of any compensatory colliery benefits.
IX. Conclusion

This thesis has explored the variegated impact of coal mining on lives and livelihoods in a rural *adivasi* village in Jharkhand, and the ways in which its inhabitants experience and navigate the political economy of industrialisation and dispossession. While so doing, the thesis has sought to take a broader, more holistic view of the effects of these processes: not only on those who have been directly dispossessed of land, but also in neighbouring villages like Karampot; not only directly following the arrival or expansion of Pandu Project, but over a longer period of time. The thesis has traced, in particular, the outcomes of mining and dispossession in relation to work and labour, aspirations and values, and local politics, and the ways in which they have seeped into people's everyday lives and social relations.

Following a theoretical introduction (Chapter 1) and historical contextualisation (Chapter 2), the thesis’s ethnographic chapters have been concerned with different facets of the dynamics between the mining industry – from earlier private mines to, more dominantly, Pandu Project – and villagers, and focused on its outcomes for particular groups of people. These include Maharam, Shiv, and Karampot’s other coal pushers (Chapter 3); Savitha, Puja, and the other women who gather coal for peddling and, in addition, go load trucks in the depot (Chapter 4); Sukhram, Birsa, and other landless non-Santals, who combine coal peddling with seasonal labour migration, and seek to obtain land outside the village (Chapter 5); Rajkumar, Ramesh, and other Santal CCL employees, the emerging local petty bourgeoisie (Chapter 6); Budhram, the broker of compensatory CCL jobs and newly-made *neta*, and Siamlal, the Hinduised ascetic and political renouncer (Chapter 7). Chapter 8 has been more broadly concerned with the political consequences that have followed from the encounter between Pandu Project and the community. Taken together, the chapters lay out the different positions that villagers have come to inhabit in the new political economy in which they have found themselves, and their different experiences of it. These experiences, as the ethnography shows, are grounded in villagers' engagement with particular forms of labour, opportunities, and precarities that have emerged in this context of public sector mining and land expropriation.

The different facets of life and work in the coal tracts are also, as the chapters have illustrated, sites where notions of autonomy, rhythms of work, gender, politics, and
moralities are brought together as people attempt to generate their and their households’ everyday lives, in the present and future. These sites, moreover, reveal internal divergences, divisions, and strains, which in one way or another are related to the onset of mining operations in the area: between locals and non-Santal outsiders, employed and non-employed households, ordinary villagers and *netas*, older and younger generations.

Such lines of tension are, of course, not solely the result of mining and dispossession, and are embedded in continuous socioeconomic changes that have been taking place in rural Jharkhand. Younger *adivasis*, for instance – often comparatively more educated than their parents, and increasingly attracted to non-agricultural ways of life – have been adopting new ambitious for particular lifestyles, whether articulated through *pukka* housing, travel by motorbike, or larger, more expensive weddings. Mining industrialisation in itself did not determine these ongoing changes. It did, however, set the most immediate conditions in which villagers try to pursue – or, in cases like Siamlal’s, repudiate – new material and social aspirations, but in which their ability to do so is highly unequal, as a result of the uneven distribution of the costs and benefits of the mining operations around them.

**Labour and the production of inequality**

The ethnography’s different characters illustrate the distinct outcomes that mining and dispossession have had for different people in the locality. Indeed, the reality it reveals is far removed from, on the one hand, the picture of uniform development and proletarianisation proposed by the classic agrarian transition model (e.g. Banerjee et al. 2013; Chakravorty 2013; Chibber 2003; Kohli 2004); and, on the other hand, that of uniform plunder and impoverishment put forward by the accumulation by dispossession model (Harvey 2003, 2004, 2005). Instead, the thesis has shown how mining and dispossession have, above all, established the ground on which profound intra-community disparities would emerge; new structures of brokerage and patronage would develop; and processes of social fragmentation would unfold.

At variance with the agrarian transition narrative, most mining-affected villagers have not found their way into proletarianised wage labour in mining or related
industries, and not benefitted from the 'development' brought about by Pandu Project. But nor, contrary to many critical academic and activist accounts, has mining industrialisation ravaged some sort of pre-existing rural utopia and left the community entirely shorn of livelihoods. Rather than simply stripping villagers of all means of subsistence and turning them into an unemployed surplus population (Breman 2016; Li 2009; Sanyal 2013), mining industrialisation has given rise to particular forms of informal labour in which the majority of them engage.

Indeed, whereas analyses of mining labour have focused mostly on formal mining employment (e.g. Ferry 2005; Shever 2012; Mitchell 2009, 2013), the ethnography has cast light on different informal types of work that can emerge in connection with mining. Through its discussion of coal peddling and truck loading, the thesis has shown how such precarious forms of labour – lumped together under concepts such as classes of labour (Bernstein 2006, 2008, 2010) and the precariat (Standing 2011, 2014) – involve different degrees of precarity and have different meanings for villagers, in terms of independence, stability in time, and gender dynamics. I have also shown, through the discussion of Karampot’s non-Santals, how within classes of labour – and, paradoxically, in a context of dispossession – the ownership of even a small amount of land can be significant, with regard to both the ability to accumulate from non-agricultural work and mitigate the effects of potential displacement.

Of all villagers, only those who have lost own land to the colliery – and had the means to make use of Budhram’s brokerage – have been able to gain secure employment in the colliery and cross to the other side of the naukri/kam divide (Parry 2013a, 2019). This minority of Santals have shot to the top of the local labour pyramid; compared to them, virtually all other villagers feel disadvantaged and cast aside. Indeed, whereas in absolute terms coal-peddling villagers have experienced a degree of mobility – expressed, for example, through moderate accumulation, basic pukka accommodation, and better schooling for their children – relative to newly-employed Santals their marginalisation has become more accentuated. While compensatory public sector jobs, then, have allowed those Santals who received them to break into new socioeconomic and class strata, they have generated and intensified inequalities within Santal society, as well as in employed Santals' own households.
Pronounced inequality in labour and livelihoods has been accompanied by the emergence or enhancement of other, related dimensions of inequality, which the different chapters have sought to chart. These include disparities in lifestyle, status, and life chances, between employed and non-employed villagers (Chapters 3 and 6); gender relations, in CCL-employed households (Chapter 6); political and patronage, between new adivasi brokers-netas and ordinary villagers (Chapter 4 and Chapter 7); and spatial and temporal precarities, between landed Santals and landless non-Santals (Chapter 5).

Precarities and inequalities in time, in particular, have run through the thesis, reflecting not only more fluctuating or permanent sources of livelihood and accumulation but also different capacities to plan for the future. Chapter 3 showed how while, in the present, coal peddling is a relatively reliable form of work that allows villagers more autonomy, it is embedded within longer-term impermanence, which stems not only from this work's toll on the body but the depletable nature of coal as a resource. Chapter 4 described how truck loading wage labour is casual and irregular, but creates a window of opportunity for women to enhance their independence through direct access to wages. Chapter 5 illustrated the importance of land as a source of basic longer-term security – and, consequently, non-Santals' especially precarious position in Karampot. Chapter 6 discussed, on the one hand, CCL employment as a source of relative security and permanence; and on the other hand, employed Santals' experience of this permanence as temporary, based on the precarity of naukri and status reproduction in the next generations. Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 analysed Budhram's interrelations with CCL as a source of a more permanent form of power for him as a neta, and the impact of this on local sociopolitical relations.

Emerging disparities and divisions, I have argued, have been undermining elements of adivasi society that revolve around values of egalitarianism, reciprocity, and solidarity, displayed for instance in ritual festivals and the (declining) practice of madaiti. These values are valorised in particular by the older generation, who lament their erosion through processes of stratification and individualisation. These processes, for older Santals, are associated mostly with the political economy of mining, which has set the conditions for an unequal attainment by villagers of coal-
related accumulation and upward mobility opportunities. In this sense, at least part of the discontent about mining does not reflect resistance to industrialisation or even dispossession per se, but rather to the inequalities and shifts in moralities that have emerged in their wake. Indeed, by contrast with the often simplistic narrative of uniform destruction of livelihoods, the thesis has sought to highlight the ways in which mining and dispossession have, more directly or indirectly, contributed to the differentiation and fragmentation of a historically marginalised, relatively egalitarian community.

The politics of dispossession
Alongside labour and inequality, a second focus of the thesis has been the political consequences of mining and dispossession. The ethnographic findings have challenged prevalent understandings of responses to these processes by rural communities, particularly in relation to notions of resistance. Indeed, as Levien has noted, Harvey's accumulation by dispossession "always implicitly pits capital on one side versus peasants and workers on the other" (2011: 480). The idiom of resistance to dispossession has been especially prominent with regard to indigenous populations, often considered to be at the uncompromising forefront of mobilisation against land expropriation. This thesis, by contrast, has considered how mining and dispossession can result in processes of nuanced co-option and shifts in political power that are inimical to the emergence of collective opposition.

Through the case of Budhram, the thesis has illuminated how local leaders and potential activists can become brokers of project-related benefits between mining/dispossessing projects and villagers; and how such brokerage can lead to new forms of clientelism and consolidation of political power by these leaders. I have suggested that this, in turn, can reshape the everyday political landscape in ways that – together with the corrosive effects of differentiation on labour solidarities – curtail possibilities of protest by and for more impecunious villagers. Rather than 'people versus mines', this has been a story of internal hierarchisation and monopolisation of power by local leaders, who muddy the line between anti-dispossession protest and collaboration with disposessing projects; and, more broadly, between activism and self-interested politics.
This calls attention to the multi-layered and often contradictory meanings and outcomes of ‘struggles’ over dispossession (see also Nielsen 2016). On the one hand, the political pressure and brokerage applied by Budhram was successful in extracting secure employment from CCL for a relatively large number of displaced Santals, which has allowed them to achieve significant upward mobility. The mediated provision of jobs, however, has also given rise to other, countervailing processes, experienced by both Dharutar’s jobless displacees and Karampot’s coal peddlers. First, compensatory employment has to new divisions in livelihoods and lifestyle that have not only enhanced poorer Santals’ sense of marginalisation, but also chiselled away at the kind of solidarities that would be necessary for collective action (see also Levien 2018: Chapter 8).

Second, Budhram’s relationship with CCL and entry into party politics have, in villagers’ perception, marked his transition into netagiri – and, accordingly, engagement in morally corrupt conduct. Indeed, while on the face of it Budhram may appear like an adivasi tribal rights activist, villagers stress rather his de facto cooperation with CCL. Third, Budhram’s interrelation with CCL, and his position as the conduit to accessing compensatory project benefits, have contributed to the solidification of his local political hold, and driven poorer villagers into a state of heightened political cynicism and resignation.

At the same time, though, my argument has not been one of seemingly sweeping co-option into the capitalist logic of dispossession, as recently described by Tania Li (2014). In her study of land enclosure in an indigenous community in Indonesia, Li describes how the process of land commodification was generally embraced by villagers, and how the consequent emergence of capitalist dynamics and inequalities did not, for the most part, spawn any kind of local moral debate. In Karampot, by contrast, processes of accumulation, exclusion, and differentiation have been the subject of moral critique, centred around values of egalitarianism, reciprocity, and mutual aid as opposed to self-interest and -seeking.

People like Siamlal and Babulal, as I have pointed out, draw on moralities enacted in religious festivals and remembered from a more egalitarian (if partly idealised) past to critically reflect on the present political and moral economy – particularly in
relation to the conduct of netas and display of wealth by CCL-employed Santals. It is from such spaces of ethical critique that a more radical politics could perhaps develop. But the local divisions and centralised political structure that have emerged since dispossession – and their adverse effect, respectively, on solidarities and villagers’ sense of political capability – make it difficult to parlay this critique into political action. The last two chapters of the thesis underscored this apparent paradox, which is rooted not in the absence of critical thinking about the effects of mining and dispossession, but the inability to actualise and mobilise around it.

A focus on the politics of acquiescence not only provides an analytical corrective to the common trope of tribal resistance – with its often narrow emphasis on images and expressions of protest – but also provides a critical alternative to classic analyses of mining and political mobilisation. In her ethnography of tin mining in Bolivia, June Nash (1979) has shown how rituals, for indigenous miners, serve as an abundant resource for asserting their self-identity and solidarity, and consequently for carrying out struggles against their exploitation. In Karampot too, I have suggested, Santal festivals, alongside instances of madaiti, provide a space in which more egalitarian ideas about production, consumption, and sociality are invoked. But the kinds of moralities represented by these practices remain largely transient and bracketed off from routine everyday life, where egalitarian values are being increasingly disintegrated. Outside the societal pockets in which such values are still being displayed, Santal villagers’ capacity to harness them into protest is undercut by intra-community socioeconomic and class differentiation, and the capturing of political power by their netas.

This monopolisation of political action by netas like Budhram, and stifling of more popular protest, also allow to consider more critically the postulated link between mining and political activism. Timothy Mitchell (2009, 2013), for example, has tied the rise of democratic politics in the 20th century to the age of carbon energy, arguing that the particular extraction and distribution methods of coal enabled the conversion of political consciousness into effective political action.\footnote{Mitchell suggests, for example, that mining strikes could be effective “because of the flows of carbon” that connected underground pits to “every factory, office, home or means of transportation that depended on steam or electric power” (2009: 404).} While Mitchell
foregrounds the material conditions that enable protest in contexts of mining, I have rather tried to chart how the social formations that can emerge in such contexts can preclude the translation of critical moral perspectives into political action. Nevertheless, I would like to raise the possibility that in Karampot, this situation is not necessarily permanent. Budhram’s balancing of self-interest and patronage, co-option and legitimacy, can be tricky to maintain, and issues like the scarcity of truck loading work can eventually pose a problem for him. It remains to be seen whether moral commentaries like Siamlal’s can become powerful enough as to generate a challenge to Budhram, and a potential shift in the balance of power.

**Implications**

The ethnographic setting for this thesis has a number of specific features – most notably perhaps the possibility, under certain conditions, to obtain compensatory employment for land loss. Nevertheless, the thesis’s findings have relevance beyond the Karampot case, to other contexts of industrialisation, dispossession, and indigeneity in India and beyond. First, rather than categorical predation and marginalisation of rural communities, extractive industrialisation and dispossession can give rise to different forms of labour along a spectrum of precarity and relative stability, which can carry diverse, unexpected meanings and even advantages for villagers. While mining and land expropriation do not necessarily result in overall pauperisation, though, they can – in combination with compensation schemes for dispossession – have a strong differentiating impact within rural communities as well as families, and engender internal socioeconomic and class inequalities.

Second, while anti-mining and -dispossession activists, especially indigenous ones, are often portrayed as virtuous agents of resistance, the boundary between activism and co-option can be porous. This requires a more nuanced understanding of the actual politics that emerge around mining and dispossession, and the ways in which apparent acts of activism can be interlaced with more self-interested political ambitions and objectives. Local leaders and/or activists can occupy highly ambiguous positions between villagers and dispossessing projects, and themselves serve as a catalyst for the creation of new intra-community disparities. Third, interrelations between such projects and leaders can allow the latter to gain particular, more fixed forms of political power, which can alter local sociopolitical
relations in ways that deter, rather than promote, more inclusive forms of protest, and result in a politics not of resistance but acquiescence.

Based on these findings, the thesis opens up the scope for further comparative ethnographic research. First, on the particular forms of labour, inequalities, and precarities that are generated in different contexts of industrialisation and dispossession – private or public sector-led, for different types of industries and projects, with different compensation policies and mechanisms. Second, on the responses to land enclosure and emerging inequalities – for example, the existence (or not) of any critical discourses and moral objections, and the relation between these and potential forms of collective action. Third, on the kinds of brokerage and patronage dynamics that arise as a consequence of dispossession, and the distinct ways in which brokers-leaders balance self-seeking and profiteering with patronage and legitimacy. And fourth, on the factors and configurations that either enable or hinder protest or compliance, in relation to different types of dispossession and in different agrarian milieus.
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